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Résumé en français

L’idée du spin était bien connue depuis des décennies, mais en raison des limites

technologiques, son utilisation n’avait pas beaucoup progressé. La découverte pi-

onnière de la magnétorésistance géante (GMR) par Albert Fert et Peter Grünberg

a révolutionné l’industrie du stockage de données [1, 2]. Depuis peu, on utilise

des têtes de lecture basées sur la magnétorésistance à effet tunnel (TMR). Les dis-

positifs spintroniques basés sur la TMR sont devenus très populaires et continuent

d’étendre leurs capacités dans les domaines des capteurs, de l’IoT, de l’énergie, etc.

Voir l’image 1 pour la chronologie de la spintronique. Dans les dispositifs à base de

TMR, la barrière tunnel est un isolant extrêmement fin (quelques nm) pris en sand-

wich entre des électrodes ferromagnétiques. Grâce à cette fine barrière isolante, les

électrons passent d’une électrode FM à l’autre par effet tunnel et la magnétorésis-

tance tunnel est donc un effet de mécanique quantique [3]. L’origine de l’effet TMR

est la conservation du spin pendant l’effet tunnel. Les dispositifs basés sur le TMR

sont communément appelés jonctions magnétiques à effet tunnel (MTJ).

FIGURE 1: L’évolution de la spintronique. Image adaptée du [4]
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Cette thèse explore trois voies de nanotransport dans les dispositifs spintron-

iques, à savoir les lacunes d’oxygène dans les MTJs à base de MgO, les molécules de

CoPc dans les MTJs à base de molécules et les centres paramagnétiques de Co dans

un nouveau dispositif à l’état solide de moteur spintronique. Nous explorons la

voie du nanotransporteur spintronique présentée par deux nano-objets, les lacunes

d’oxygène dans le MgO et les centres paramagnétiques moléculaires dans le CoPc,

en nous concentrant sur le développement de techniques operando basées sur le

rayonnement synchrotron.

Nanocanal de transport dans les MgO MTJ : lacunes d’oxygène

Les barrières tunnel cristallines en MgO utilisent le mécanisme de filtrage de

symétrie ainsi que des électrodes choisies avec soin pour générer des valeurs élevées

de magnétorésistance par effet tunnel. Les amplitudes élevées de la magnétoré-

sistance par effet tunnel rendent les MTJ de MgO attrayantes sur le plan indus-

triel pour le codage de l’information. La théorie et l’image combinée ab-initio du

paysage énergétique des défauts de l’oxygène montrent que les centres M ont une

hauteur de barrière de 0,4eV pour la dominante T > 250K. De même, les techniques

de dépôt théoriques et expérimentales, comme l’oxydation post-dépôt du Mg mé-

tallique, peuvent donner lieu à des vacances d’oxygène à l’interface inférieure de

la MTJ à base de MgO. De plus, le post-recuit de l’échantillon donne lieu à plus de

M-centres que de F-centres. Par conséquent, parmi tous les défauts ponctuels de la

barrière MgO, les centres M sont plus bénéfiques car ils ont une petite hauteur de

barrière et améliorent relativement le TMR. Tout ceci rend intéressant l’étude locale

de ces vacances d’oxygène en utilisant les rayons X synchrotron.

Les vacances d’oxygène créent des zones dans la barrière de MgO appelées points

chauds qui canalisent le courant du dispositif. Une série de techniques sont utilisées

pour explorer ces points chauds. L’AFM à pointe conductrice cartographie les points

chauds, ce qui montre une conduction nanométrique. Une autre technique consiste

à utiliser des rayons X de qualité synchrotron, où des rayons X d’une largeur de 80 à

800 microns inondent la totalité du MTJ à base de MgO d’une largeur de 20 microns

pour étudier la propriété matérielle du point chaud, se référer à la figure 2. Dans une
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expérience classique de rendement électronique total, on obtient des informations

sur tous les atomes présents dans la jonction et même sur le matériau environnant.

Un pas en avant de cette approche centrée sur le matériau est l’approche operando

centrée sur le dispositif - qui lit les propriétés du matériau dans le courant du dis-

positif. En d’autres termes, nous concentrons les informations relatives à la XAS, à

la sensibilité chimique et à la structure électronique sur les points chauds qui déter-

minent le fonctionnement du dispositif. Ici, l’énergie des photons des rayons X est

accordée sur l’arête K de l’oxygène (545eV), c’est-à-dire le point chaud, se référer à

la figure 2. La sélectivité du point chaud est possible parce que le courant circule

à travers le point chaud qui forme le chemin de transport nanométrique pour les

MTJ à base de MgO. Cette technique operando a été mise au point par notre groupe

dans la ligne de faisceau deimos pour les MTJ de MgO. Dans la thèse actuelle, nous

avons étendu cette technique à la ligne HERMES pour cartographier localement les

vacances d’oxygène et les points chauds dans les jonctions tunnel de MgO en util-

isant un nanofaisceau de rayons X.

FIGURE 2: Schéma de l’impact des rayons X sur la MTJ à base de MgO
de 20 microns. Image adaptée du [5]

À HERMES, nous avons utilisé la station finale de microscopie à rayons X à

balayage transmisson (STXM). Le STXM est une technique de microscopie photon-

photon utilisée pour sonder les propriétés volumiques des échantillons, offrant une

analyse en profondeur jusqu’à quelques centaines de nm. Les rayons X synchrotron

sont focalisés à l’aide d’une plaque de zone et un spot de rayons X d’une largeur
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d’environ 30 nm est projeté sur l’échantillon. Cela excite les lacunes de O et le point

chaud peut être résolu spatialement pour étudier leurs propriétés de magnétotrans-

port dans le dispositif.

FIGURE 3: Mesure du dispositif Operando à HERMES. (a), (b)
STEYM - Cartographie par microscopie à balayage du rendement
électronique total d’un MTJ de 20 microns à l’aide d’un faisceau de
nano-rayons X. (c) OSXM - Balayage linéaire par microscopie à rayons
X à balayage opératoire à travers le MTJ localisé, montrant le change-
ment de résistance pour trois énergies de rayons X. Les connexions

électriques respectives sont indiquées en haut des images.

L’opération du dispositif se déroule en deux temps : Tout d’abord, la microscopie

à balayage du rendement électronique total (STEYM) est réalisée pour localiser le

dispositif à l’aide de rayons X, se référer à la figure 3(a,b). Le TEY est enregistré pen-

dant le balayage avec des rayons X accordés à des énergies spécifiques de l’oxygène.

La figure 3(b) représente la première carte STEYM de l’ouverture optique de 12 mi-

crons de la MTJ à base de MgO utilisant un nanofaisceau de rayons X. Une fois le

dispositif localisé, nous passons au mode operando du dispositif en connectant la

jonction respective et l’électrode inférieure. C’est ce qu’on appelle la microscopie à

rayons X à balayage opératif (OSXM), se référer à la figure 3c. Des balayages linéaires

sont effectués sur l’ouverture optique de la MTJ pour trois énergies de rayons X et,

simultanément, la résistance du dispositif est enregistrée, voir Figure 3c. Au-dessus

de l’arête O K, c’est-à-dire 660 eV, un plateau de résistance clair est observé. Ce
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plateau est entouré de zones dans lesquelles la résistance augmente progressive-

ment. Cela peut être dû à des effets de charge induits par le faisceau de rayons X. À

520eV (Figure 3(c) données bleues), c’est-à-dire sous le bord O K, l’augmentation de

la résistance est fortement réduite. Ceci démontre clairement la sensibilité chimique.

Ainsi, la technique OSXM révèle de manière factuelle l’implication des atomes de O

dans le transport électrique à travers la MTJ MgO.

Nanocanal de transport dans les MTJ moléculaires : Centres paramagnétiques

du cobalt dans les molécules de CoPc

Parallèlement aux MTJ MgO, il existe un fort intérêt pour l’étude de nouveaux

matériaux, tels que les semi-conducteurs organiques (OSC), car ils présentent un

faible couplage spin-orbital (SOC) et une interaction hyperfine (HFI). La faible force

de couplage entre le spin de l’électron et les moments magnétiques nucléaires préserve

l’orientation du spin de l’électron pendant une très longue période. Par conséquent,

l’information sur le spin peut être préservée et transportée sur des échelles de longueur

microscopique (102 − 103nm), qui sont beaucoup plus longues que celles des semi-

conducteurs classiques. Actuellement, des moléculesnanocarbonées telles que le

graphène, le nanotube de carbone et le fullerène, ainsi que des molécules organiques

comme la phtalocyanine et la porphyrine de la famille des OSC sont largement util-

isées dans les dispositifs spintroniques moléculaires.

Dans cette thèse, les molécules de phtalocyanine de cobalt sont utilisées comme

espaceurs dans des jonctions spintroniques. La pthalocyanine de cobalt (CoPc) ap-

partient à la famille des pthalocyanines métalliques, Figure 4. Le CoPc a une struc-

ture planaire et a comme ion métallique central le Co avec un spin 1/2, ce qui le

rend paramagnétique. Alpha et beta sont les deux polymorphes les plus étudiés du

CoPc et tous deux forment un empilement colonnaire qui se différencie par leurs

angles d’empilement respectifs, Figure 4. Les études de microscopie à effet tun-

nel montrent que le CoPc est posé à plat sur le substrat et forme des chaînes de

spin anti-ferromagnétiques unidimensionnelles, ce qui le rend avantageux à inclure
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comme barrière dans les MTJ verticaux. L’ordre AFM est dû à l’interaction superex-

change. L’étude par spectroscopie à effet tunnel des monocouches de CoPc montre

que l’excitation d’une chaîne de spin peut conduire à une augmentation de la con-

ductance, Figure 4. Les étapes d’excitation de spin correspondent aux transitions

électroniques de l’état fondamental singulet à l’état excité triplet.

FIGURE 4: Illustration de la structure de la pthalocyanine de cobalt.
Image de scpectroscopie à effet tunnel montrant une augmentation de
la conductance pour les monocouches de CoPc dans les films minces.

Image adaptée de [6].

Les études de magnétométrie dépendantes de la température sur les poudres et

les films minces de CoPc ont montré une forte interaction de couplage d’échange

antiferromagnétique [6] (J/kB) autour de 100K. La structure plane et le fort couplage

antiferromagnétique (AFM) entre les chaînes moléculaires de CoPc sont intéressants

pour explorer leur rôle dans l’interface métal/molécule ou spinterface [7].Le cou-

plage d’échange interfacial entre le FM et l’AFM donne lieu à une anisotropie uni-

directionnelle ou biais d’échange qui se manifeste par un déplacement de la boucle

d’hystérésis. Le biais d’échange de FM/MPc présente une forte dépendance à la

température. Le biais d’échange diminue lorsque la température augmente. Cet effet

est également observé dans d’autres complexes métalliques comme les porphyrines

métalliques. La polarisation d’échange joue un rôle clé dans la spintronique car

elle est responsable de la fixation de la direction de l’aimantation de la couche FM

(couche de référence) avec sa couche AFM voisine.

Barraud et al ont également rapporté les premières expériences sur l’impact des

chaînes de spin moléculaires portées par les molécules de phtalocyanine métallique
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sur le transport polarisé en spin [8, 9]. Ce travail a introduit les notions de spectro-

scopie de spin-flip [6], normalement étudiées dans des jonctions modèles assemblées

à l’aide d’un STM, aux dispositifs à l’état solide. En effet, ils ont lié les augmentations

de conductance observées à l’ouverture d’un canal de courant dû aux excitations de

spin. Pourtant, bien que ce canal de courant supplémentaire soit censé être entière-

ment polarisé en spin en raison des règles de transition [10], l’impact sur la MR n’a

pas été discuté.

FIGURE 5: Diagramme des étapes de la fabrication de dispositifs
nanomoléculaires sur puce par la technique de lithographie sèche.

Image adaptée de [11].

Grâce à ces connaissances, nous avons fabriqué des nanodispositifs verticaux à

base de CoPc en utilisant une nouvelle technique de lithographie développée dans

le groupe. Le processus de fabrication commence par le dépôt de films minces

dans des conditions UHV, puis la définition des jonctions de nanopiliers, le dépôt

de nanosphères qui servent de masques, la gravure, la passivation et enfin le dé-

collement des sphères, pour finir par la métallisation, Figure 5. L’échantillon est

ensuite collé sur la puce correspondante, relié par fil et est prêt pour les mesures de

caractérisation électrique et de magnétotransport. Les dispositifs moléculaires ont

été étudiés à la fois en laboratoire et sur la ligne de faisceau synchrotron DEIMOS,

Figure 5.

Notre deuxième transport nanométrique implique des molécules de CoPc dans
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la structure verticale du dispositif spintronique FM(50nm)/CoPc (20nm)/FM(10nm).

Dans la Figure 6, nous examinons le transport polarisé en spin qui se déroule à par-

tir de l’électrode inférieure de Fe à travers le CoPc MSC dans nos dispositifs. Dans

l’encadré vert, le premier ensemble de flèches correspond aux canaux de transport

de Fe avec une polarisation de spin positive et cette polarisation de spin positive est

inversée et amplifiée à l’interface avec le CoPc. Cette polarisation de spin négative

est inversée dans le transport lors de la génération de l’état excité de la chaîne de

spin en raison des règles de sélection de spin, Figure 6.

FIGURE 6: Schematic representation of three spin phenomenological
mode for Fe/CoPc/Co system. Image adaptée de [11].

Le transport à travers l’état fondamental implique 2 unités magnétiques prin-

cipales contenant les électrodes FM, le MR associé à cela est donné par MRGS. Si

nous changeons l’état de la chaîne de spin, l’anisotropie magnétique change et dans

ces conditions, elle peut devenir une unité magnétique tant que l’énergie de for-

mation de cet état n’est pas dépassée par l’énergie thermique des unités (expt+DFT

6.1meV). Par conséquent, dans l’état excité, l’unité magnétique inférieure comprend
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une 3ème unité qui contribue uniquement à la MRES. ECTop et J12
MSC sont les termes

de couplage entre les unités centrales et extérieures.

La mesure du dispositif se fait en appliquant une polarisation à travers les élec-

trodes FM et un H externe le long de la direction de magnétisation des électrodes.

Voici la mesure de la résistance en fonction du champ magnétique pour une polar-

isation appliquée de 100mV à 17K. Le niveau de résistance près de H = 0T est dû à

l’inversion de magnétisation de l’unité magnétique supérieure ; le changement de ré-

sistance autour de H = 1,5T est dû à la chaîne de spin excitée qui change son orienta-

tion magnétique en raison de la polarisation d’échange. L’inversion finale se produit

à un champ beaucoup plus élevé |H| > 2T. La DFT et la théorie phénoménologique

confirment cette unité d’image. Les contributions MR des états fondamentaux et

excités peuvent être déterminées expérimentalement et sont de signes opposés. Ce

signe opposé des MR est une conséquence de l’inversion de la polarisation du spin

de la contribution de la spinterface entre son état fondamental et son état excité.

Cette MR est un moyen simple de montrer que nous étudions 2 mécanismes de

transport différents de SP opposés.

FIGURE 7: Diagramme des étapes de la fabrication de dispositifs
nanomoléculaires sur puce par la technique de lithographie sèche.

Image adaptée de [11].

La conductance différentielle en fonction de la polarisation appliquée montre des

pics à |V| ≈ 70mV. Ces caractéristiques et l’augmentation de la conductance sont la
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signature de l’ouverture des canaux de spin-flip soutenue par les expériences STM.

La MR des chaînes de spin excitées suit spectroscopiquement l’augmentation de la

dI/dV. La caractéristique la plus frappante est les signes opposés des deux MRs de

l’état fondamental et de l’état excité. Cette différence de signe des deux termes MR

est une signature que nous étudions les MR des états fondamentaux et excités. Ce

résultat est observé et rapporté pour la première fois.

La troisième voie de transport ressemble beaucoup à la précédente, mais elle a

été légèrement modifiée. En fait, cette troisième voie ne concerne pas le codage de

l’information mais se concentre sur la récolte de l’énergie. Par conséquent, pour

comprendre ce contexte, nous devons nous éloigner un peu du magnétotransport et

considérer la récolte de l’énergie. Comme nous le verrons dans le thème général, les

voies de nanotransport ne concernent pas seulement les molécules, comme dans la

deuxième voie que j’ai décrite, mais aussi les voies de nanotransport dans lesquelles

des lacunes en oxygène peuvent être impliquées.

La caloritronique de spin fusionne la spintronique et la thermoélectricité. Il s’agit

d’un régime de thermodynamique classique, mais nous pourrions nous inspirer de

cette page qui montre que le système a un taux de production d’entropie maximal à

sa transition de phase [12]. Nous utilisons le meilleur des connaissances disponibles

sur les moteurs quantiques existants, c’est-à-dire les moteurs mésoscopiques et atom-

iques, pour concevoir un moteur spintronique basé sur une molécule. La figure 8

représente le schéma théorique du moteur spintronique qui combine des sélecteurs

spintroniques (SS) avec des états de spin discrets des centres paramagnétiques (PM)

couplés par échange. Les interactions entre les deux sont modérées au moyen de

fluctuations de transport de charge polarisées en spin. ∆ = division de spin des cen-

tres PM, flèches circulaires = fluctuations thermiques sur les PM ; flèche verticale =

occupation de spin du centre PM, épaisseur de la flèche = asymétries basées sur le

spin dans les fluctuations de transport, Le moteur fonctionne en récoltant les fluctu-

ations thermiques sur un centre PM et en appliquant stochastiquement une rétroac-

tion sur l’occupation de spin de l’autre centre PM qui sont couplés par l’énergie

d’échange magnétique J. Les fluctuations de transport vers/depuis les centres PM
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se produisent à des énergies différentes à travers la jonction grâce aux électrodes

de sélection de spin - générant une polarisation décalée VOff, c’est-à-dire une puis-

sance de sortie électrique. Pour un moteur spintronique, il est naturel et très élégant

de rompre l’équilibre détaillé.

FIGURE 8: Représentation schématique du moteur moléculaire nano
spintronique.

L’une des observations intéressantes était le courant spontané persistant non nul

ISp≈− 23µA voir Figure 9. Son amplitude n’est pas fortement affectée par des bal-

ayages intermittents d’un champ magnétique externe jusqu’à 2T appliqué perpen-

diculairement aux magnétisations des électrodes. Cela confirme que le champ mag-

nétique n’est pas la source principale du fonctionnement de nos moteurs à spin [13,

14].

FIGURE 9: Courant spontané enregistré lorsque le champ magnétique
appliqué est perpendiculaire à la magnétisation de l’électrode FM.
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Dans la figure 10, nous voyons des balayages I(V) répétés à 240K. La résistance

de pente Rs calculée à partir du courant à ±10mV, est de 157Ω. En comparant avec

la dépendance temporelle de ISp tracée dans l’encart supérieur, nous trouvons que

le courant de décalage IO f f = −26A à V = 0 est le même que ISp. Nous en déduisons

que l’application d’une tension de polarisation V=0 ne confère pas d’énergie au dis-

positif. IO f f et le décalage de polarisation complémentaire V=4, 05mV à I = 0 (voir

la dépendance temporelle dans l’encart supérieur), sont respectivement 230x et 100x

plus grands que les erreurs de décalage expérimentales observées pour une résis-

tance calibrée à 100 (point de croix magenta dans la Figure 10). La légère diminution

de la conductance de la jonction avec l’augmentation de la température (voir Fig. 10)

confirme la nature métallique de la nanojonction.

FIGURE 10: Les caractéristiques du courant en fonction de la polarisa-
tion appliquée montrent un comportement linéaire avec les décalages
de courant et de tension. La croix magenta représente le décalage ex-
périmental. L’encart supérieur montre la dépendance temporelle de
Ioffset et Voffset et l’encart inférieur montre l’hystérésis de l’IV pour
le balayage de la polarisation avant et arrière. A droite, la dI/dV avec

FWHM inférieur à kBT

L’encart inférieur de la figure 10 révèle une légère déviation hystérétique par rap-

port à une réponse linéaire qui dépend de la direction du balayage (flèches rouges et

noires). Dans cette fenêtre de polarisation de 1,4 mV, la dérivée numérique (voir la

figure 10) révèle des caractéristiques avec une FWHM aussi faible que 0,3 mV malgré

un étalement thermique attendu de 2-3 kBT lors du transport, avec kBT = 20,7 mV
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ici. Cette résolution spectrale inférieure à kBT reste pratiquement inchangée lorsque

les fluctuations thermiques sont réduites d’un facteur 6, tout comme les principales

caractéristiques spectrales (désignées par A, B et C sur la figure 11). Ces caractéris-

tiques spectrales sub-kBT, qui reflètent la réduction du bruit induit par la rétroaction

[15], constituent une signature thermodynamique quantique des propriétés du bain

non thermique de la spinterface. La fenêtre d’énergie de 1,4meV pour les déviations

du comportement linéaire représente une limite pour l’étendue énergétique des états

de spin du PM, voir Fig.11.

FIGURE 11: Traces de retour dI/dV pour 40K, 60K, 85K et 240K avec
une résolution spectrale sub-kBT essentiellement identique.

FIGURE 12: Caractéristiques de puissance du moteur nano spintron-
ique avec une transition de phase magnétique à 120K.
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Les courbes ln vs. 1/T de la puissance de sortie suivent la loi d’activation ther-

mique d’Arrhenius, voir figure 12. Le crossover à 120K, constitue une signature ther-

modynamique quantique de l’impact sur les performances du moteur. L’absence de

fluctuations de spin couplées pour T > 120K est en accord avec la diminution plus

rapide observée de la performance du moteur de spin. L’un des points forts de ce

travail est la production d’une grande quantité de 450nWatt à 40K et 24nWatt à 360K

(12). Notre moteur spintronique sur puce a une puissance de sortie qui peut être

activée ou désactivée de manière spintronique, et persiste au-delà de la température

ambiante, ce qui est prometteur pour les applications.
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Thesis Outline

This Ph.D. thesis aims to bridge the knowledge gap in understanding the nano trans-

port paths involved in MgO and organic-based magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs) for

information encoding and energy harvesting. In this regard, the focus is to scien-

tifically understand the role of two quantum objects in the respective MTJs tunnel

barrier, namely, 1) paramagnetic centers within cobalt phthalocyanine molecules of

molecular MTJs and 2) oxygen defects in MgO based MTJs.

The manuscript is divided into three parts. The first part gives an overview of

spintronics and its impact on the microelectronic industry, see Chap.1. It introduces

the underlying physics governing spintronics and the transport behavior in oxide

and molecule-based magnetic tunnel junctions. Unconventional techniques are em-

ployed to locally study the defect species’ role in MgO Chap.2 and molecular Chap.3

transport devices. Additionally, we look into the significant breakthroughs, recent

progress, and the knowledge gap in spintronics. One of the key highlights of this

thesis is an experimental realization of the molecule-based quantum nano engine,

which also behaves as a spintronically controlled switch of current flow and direc-

tion. To understand this a summary of the most critical literature on the quantum

thermodynamic and spintronic based engines is discussed in Chap.4 to provide con-

text for this thesis’s experimental studies.

The second part is dedicated to discussing the essential experimental tools and

sample preparation procedures employed throughout this research work. This in-

cludes a brief introduction to ultra-high vacuum (UHV) deposition systems used to

make MgO & molecular heterostructures, characterization of thin films using super-

conducting quantum interference device (SQUID), x-ray reflectometry (XRR), and

x-ray diffraction (XRD), TEM see Chapter 5. The processing steps involved to make
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on-chip devices is walked through in Chapter 6. The experimental set-up used to

study the MgO and molecular devices is discussed in Chapter 7, which includes

the team’s multifunctional magneto-transport bench and two SOLEIL synchrotron

beamlines, namely DEIMOS and HERMES, which are involved in ‘device operando’

study of the respective nano-objects within the CoPc based and MgO based MTJs.

The third part discloses the results. The Chapter 8 experimentally shows the

spin-flip spectroscopy concept, exchange bias phenomenon at the ferromagnetic

metal/molecule interface (spinterface) and the spintronic anisotropy within the magneto-

transport across solid-state nano-junction devices. This study constitutes an experi-

mental benchmark for encoding information using an excited molecular spin chain.

In Chapter 9 we experimentally investigate the conundrum of building a spintronic

engine that harvests the thermal fluctuations on paramagnetic centers with the de-

vice at nominal thermal equilibrium. The first-hand result on spintronic energy har-

vesting at room temperature using molecular MTJs is a vital contribution of this the-

sis to the pool of existing knowledge of quantum engines. The Chap.10 is dedicated

to discussion and perspectives.

Throughout this thesis, the engineering of molecular vertical nano devices was

done using a solvent-free, resist-free process. This technique has enabled successful

experimental implementation of studies that had not been realized due to technolog-

ical difficulties. Appendix A provides a brief description of this novel solvent-free

technique developed in the group to craft nano-pillar devices from the entire in-situ

grown molecular thin-film heterostructures.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The booming pace of innovation in communications, computing, transportation,

clean energy, and countless other applications is due to various semiconductors’ con-

tributions. Numerous industries boast semiconductors as the brains of modern elec-

tronics, producing exponentially advanced products at a lower cost. For instance,

novel technologies such as neuromorphic computing, the Internet of Things (IoT),

energy harvesting devices, automated devices, energy-efficient sensing, robotics,

and artificial intelligence (AI) promise to alchemize society. Spintronics or electron

spin-based electronics is one of the exciting fields that can support these technolo-

gies.

1.1 Spintronics and its role in the microelectronic industry

One quantum mechanical property associated with an electron is its spin; this is the

key to quantum devices’ functionality and underlines permanent magnetism. Spin

can be traced back to the atoms’ magnetic moment since the atomic magnetic mo-

ments are determined by electronic angular momentum. The connection between

spin degrees of freedom and electron charge imposed by the Pauli exclusion prin-

ciple has added a different level of practicality to quantum devices, creating a new

branch of electronics called spin electronics or simply spintronics. Conventional

electronics operate on the basis of electrons’ motion and charge properties. Their in-

tegrated circuits are based on non-magnetic semiconductors, in which an electron’s
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spin property does not play a role in the operation.

Spintronics is closely related to magnetism, which studies the collective spin be-

havior of the bound electrons. It emphasizes on the moving electron whose spin

coherence or collective transport is controlled to generate a measurable current vari-

ation. Thus, a spintronic device can be visualized as an apparatus to create a collec-

tion of spin-polarized electrons with an effective channel to transport these spin elec-

trons to a separate apparatus, which then measures the spin in the form of change

in resistance [16].

The recent development in the spintronics field exhibits the potential to influ-

ence key areas of information technology and microelectronics. The research can

be dissected into four main regimes non-volatile memories, magnetic sensors, mi-

crowave devices, and beyond-CMOS logic. As the industrialization of solid-state

devices based on GMR, TMR progress, the large scale manufacture of non-volatile

magnetic random access memories (MRAM) marks the acceptance of the spintronics

technology by the microelectronics industry. The faster integration of breakthrough

technologies from the field, for example, ultra-low-power electronics, IoT, radio fre-

quency (RF) communication, energy harvesting [17, 13, 18] artificial intelligence (AI),

cryoelectronics, quantum engineering, and the list grows longer. With all the excit-

ing opportunities and future challenges, advancement in spintronics has brought it

to the limelight in mainstream technology. To sum this, electron spin property based

spintronic devices promises to enhance the speed, the storage capacity of the device,

and it has the potential to bring quantum physics to application.

1.2 Giant magneto-resistance (GMR)

The origin of spin-based electronics dates back to 1988 by discovering "giant magneto-

resistance" - GMR independently by Albert Fert [2] and Peter Grünberg [19] (figure

1.1a). Giant magneto-resistance originates from a spin-dependent scattering of elec-

trons due to different density of states at Fermi levels for a spin up and spin down

electrons. The device based on the principle of GMR is termed as a spin valve, which
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is a thin film composed of two ferromagnetic (FM) layers, which are separated by

a non-magnetic spacer (figure 1.1b.) One of the broader commercial impacts of the

GMR effect has been in spin valves used in magnetic recording for computer hard

disk drives.

FIGURE 1.1: a) GMR effect observed in resistance vs magnetic field
graph observed in Fe/Cr heterostructure. Image adapted from Ref

[2] b) Spin-dependent scattering - basic principle of GMR .

A spin valve is a stack containing ferromagnetic and non-magnetic layers. This

device controls the flow of current depending on the magnetization direction of the

layers in the thin film. The spin valve is ’open’ when the two FM layers’ magneti-

zations are parallel or in a low resistance state. The valve is ’closed’ when the two

FM layers are anti-parallel or in a high resistance state see Figure 1.1b. The differ-

ence between the resistance in the parallel and anti-parallel configurations is termed

magneto-resistance. GMR spin valves used as read head sensors in hard disk drives

revolutionized the data storage industry. The first commercial use of this GMR -

based sensor technology was by IBM, which released the hard disk drives, namely

Deskstar 16GP Titan, in 1997, which had a storage capacity of 16.8 GB. Additionally,

GMR technology found diverse applications as automobile sensors, solid-state com-

passes, and non-volatile magnetic memories. This vast technological impact of GMR

in the industry gained a lot of attention, and in 2007 Albert Fert and Peter Grünberg

were jointly awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics [1].
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1.3 Tunneling Magnetoresistance (TMR)

Over the years, the field of spintronics has matured itself, and today the read heads

in hard disks no longer use GMR but are based on tunneling magneto-resistance

(TMR). In TMR based devices, the tunnel barrier is an extremely thin insulator (few

nm’s) sandwiched between ferromagnetic electrodes. Due to this thin insulating

barrier, the electrons tunnel from one FM to the other, and hence tunnel magneto-

resistance is a quantum mechanical effect. The origin of the TMR effect is spin-

conserved tunneling, which is an interface sensitive phenomenon. TMR based de-

vices are commonly known as magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs).

Unlike the GMR-based spin valves, there is, in principle, no current propagation

through an insulator of the MTJ but rather a tunnel current that flows directly be-

tween the FM electrodes. Achieving magneto-resistance using tunneling effect was

modeled by Michel Julliere [3] in 1975, Figure 1.2a. The resistance of the TMR device

depends on the relative magnetic orientations of the metallic electrodes. Since these

electrodes are FM, their density of states (DOS) is spin-dependent due to exchange

interaction J, as shown in figure 1.2b. The difference in the DOS at the Fermi energy

level (EF) for spin-up and spin-down electrons is the origin of tunneling magneto-

resistance. Therefore according to this model, the tunneling current for each spin

orientation is proportional to the product of the DOS at EF in the electrodes on both

sides of the tunnel barrier figure 1.2b.

The TMR effect is based on the assumption that electrons tunneling from a fer-

romagnet is spin-polarized, and their spin polarization P is given in terms of the

spin-dependent density of states Dα of the ferromagnet by the equation below:

P =
D↑(EF)− D↓(EF)

D↑(EF) + D↓(EF)
(1.1)

The classical theory of tunneling proposed by Merservey and Tedrow [20] states

that the junction conductance is proportional to the product of the densities of states

of the left and right electrodes. The TMR ratio can be written in terms of the effective
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FIGURE 1.2: a) Illustration of Julliere’s model of TMR in MTJ [3]. b)
Spin filtering in TMR devices consisting of FM electrodes separated
by thin tunnel barrier. An electron from spin-up (down) band can
tunnel only through a thin barrier to the sub-band of the same spin
configuration. In the P state the electrodes are strongly exchange cou-
pled to each other with good band matching of the DOS which results
in high current and low resistance amplitude. But in the AP state the
band matching is poor due to weak exchange coupling between the

electrodes.

spin polarizations P1, P2 of the electrodes, respectively:

TMR :=
RAP − RP

RP
=

2P1P2

1− P1P2
(1.2)

This model works fine to understand the tunneling magneto-resistance results

in amorphous MTJs, where mainly s-like electrons, i.e., the free electrons, contribute

to the tunneling phenomenon. However, this approximation predicted the TMR

to be solely determined by the ferromagnetic electrodes’ properties without con-

sidering the electronic character or changes in electronic structure induced at the

FM/insulator interface. This called for further extensions to the model.

Stearns [21] work emphasized the importance of taking into consideration the

character of the tunneling particles. Her work stressed that one must interpret the

spin polarization values measured by spin-dependent tunneling (SDT) techniques

as tunneling current on the DOS weighed by the tunneling matrix elements |M|2

and not on the total DOS polarization at the Fermi level. These results were the first
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pointer for understanding spin-dependent tunneling requires detailed knowledge

of the entire heterostructure’s electronic properties, including the tunnel barrier.

In 1989, Slonczewski [22] reported a calculation of a plane wave’s propagation

through a FM/tunnel barrier/FM sandwich. He showed the tunnel barrier’s signif-

icance on the electrons’ polarization and the resulting tunneling magneto-resistance

amplitude.

1.4 Advancement in MTJs

The first MTJ devices were presented in 1995 by Moodera [23] in CoFe/Al2O3/Co

MTJs and Miyazaki & Tezuka [24] in Fe/Al2O3/Fe MTJs (Figure 1.3a, b respec-

tively). Independently this duo utilized amorphous alumina (Al2O3) barrier ma-

terial, which exhibited quite a high intensity of 10% TMR amplitude at room tem-

perature. Their work gained a lot of attention. Many efforts to increase the TMR

magnitude were made by refining the quality of the device interfaces with Al2O3

films with a better homogeneity, roughness, and a significant decrease in the num-

ber of defects in the junction.

FIGURE 1.3: a) Room temperature TMR recorded using
CoFe/Al2O3/Co junction. The arrows point the direction of
magnetization in the CoFe and Co films. b) TMR recorded at room
temperature using Fe/Al2O3/Fe MTJs. The images a) and b) are

adapted from Ref [23] and [24].
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A decade later, Wang’s group [25] improved this result by optimizing the fer-

romagnetic electrodes using CoFeB/Al2O3/CoFeB MTJs. The TMR amplitude in-

creased upto 70% at room temperature. However, this TMR value at RT is close to

the Julliere limit for 3d FM-alloy electrodes if the decrease in polarization due to ther-

mal spin fluctuations at finite temperatures’ is taken into consideration. Therefore,

an alternative to 3d FM metals is using higher spin polarization (SP) materials called

half-metals. The common half-metals are La0.7Sr0.3MnO3(LSMO) [26], chromium

dioxide (CrO2) [27], and Fe3O4 with nearly 100% spin polarization. Bowen.M et al.

[28] reported a transport spin polarization of 99.6% at 10K for LSMO/STO/LSMO

magnetic tunnel junctions. At low temperatures very high TMR values (> 100%)

have been observed [29], but not at room temperature. At low temperatures, the SP

and the MR amplitude of the half metals can be lower than their maximum values

and rapidly decrease around temperatures where the half-metallicity disappears.

The half-metals incorporated into the MTJs, have their half-metallicity vanishing

above Curie temperature of the junction interface, which is often below the room

temperature because of the interfacial alteration of the electronic structure [30].

A significant break-through in advancement of MTJs was the switch from amor-

phous tunnel barrier (AlOx) to crystalline barrier layer (MgO). The crystalline struc-

ture of MgO served as an advantage to conserve the electrons’ orbital character re-

sulting in high TMR values [31, 32] . In the following chapter, a detailed discussion

on structure and electronic properties of MgO crystal, interfacial effects at FM/MgO

based MTJs and the tunneling phenomenon through a crystalline MgO (001) is pre-

sented.
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Chapter 2

Nano transport path in MgO MTJs

The first-principle calculations predicted TMR values above 1000% for an epitaxial

magnetic tunnel junction with crystalline MgO tunnel barrier sandwiched between

ferromagnetic iron electrodes [31, 32]. Since then several groups have tested out this

theory with Fe/MgO/Fe MTJs and also with other FM electrodes. In this chapter

we will explore in detail the MgO structure and the interesting physics necessary to

understand the role of oxygen nano-object in the transport across the MgO magnetic

tunnel junction.

2.1 Crystalline structure of MgO

Magnesium oxide (MgO) is an ionic oxide with insulating properties and is com-

posed of ion charges of magnesium 2+ and oxygen 2-. It has a cubic rock salt (fcc)

crystalline structure, where each atom is six-fold coordinated in bulk, see Figure 2.1.

The experimentally determined lattice constant of MgO is 4.207 A◦ at T = 0 K [33].

When the effects of zero-point vibrations are removed, the lattice constant is 4.186

A◦ [34].

The electronic system of MgO comprises a filled valence band (VB) that is mostly

of oxygen character and an empty conduction band mainly from the magnesium

states [35]. As a result of the electronic configuration, a charge transfer occurs from

the Mg 3s2 orbital to the 2p4 orbital of O when the crystal is created, leading to insu-

lating MgO [34]. The experimental band gap of bulk MgO is 7.8eV, as measured by
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reflectance spectroscopy [36]. One of the shortcomings of all crystalline barrier mate-

rial is the inseparable defects associated with them. Defects can be any dislocations

and vacancies in the atomic framework of a crystal structure.

FIGURE 2.1: Face centered cubic Crystalline structure of MgO. Red
spheres are Mg2+ atoms and greenish-blue colored spheres denote

O2− atoms covalently bonded.

2.1.1 Point defects within MgO

One of the common types of defects within the MgO crystal is point vacancies. The

growing interest in studying the MgO vacancies has given rise to exciting optical

[37], catalytical, and transport properties otherwise absent in an ideal crystalline

material. In an ionic crystal-like MgO, several possibilities of lattice vacancies may

occur, in which the ground states of cationic or anionic vacancies are either in neutral

or charged form. In bulk MgO, the anion vacancy (O) is called an F center, and the

cation vacancy (Mg) is called a V center. These vacancies can appear in neutral and

charged (singly/doubly) state, represented as F0, F+, F2+, V0, V−, and V2−. Inter-

estingly, these vacancies can appear alone (F and V) centers or as a pair. For instance,

a double oxygen vacancy is the combination of two oxygen vacancies M centers or

F2 and as oxygen-magnesium vacancies called P centers, as shown in Figure 2.2.

Table 2.1 provides information on the formation energies of all possible defect

species within the MgO crystal structure. The formation energy for the oxygen va-

cancies is the lowest, and hence such defects are most likely to occur.
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FIGURE 2.2: Schematic representation of crystalline MgO lattice de-
fects or vacancies. Shaded spheres represent Mg [001] and white

spheres are O atoms. Image taken from Ref [35]

Defect F F+ F2+ F2/M V V− V2− P
Formation energy [eV] 1.82 3.67 5.47 3.23 13.82 14.83 16.35 3.48

TABLE 2.1: Calculated formation energies for defects in MgO. Values
adapted from Ref [35].

2.1.2 Structure of Fe/MgO

Iron (Fe) is a ferromagnetic transition metal that typically crystallizes in a body-

centric cubic (bcc) structure bearing a lattice constant of 2.867 A◦ [38]. MgO has a

face-centered cubic crystalline structure exhibiting a six-fold geometry. The lattice

constants of the materials should match or be close to obtain structurally ordered

magnetic hetero-junctions. This occurs for bcc(001) Fe electrodes and fcc(001) MgO

barriers see Figure 2.3(a), (b) through a 45◦ in-plane rotation, with only a small lattice

mismatch [39] of 3.8%, described in Figure 2.3 (c, d). It was experimentally shown

that during the Fe/MgO growth process, the oxygen atoms are placed on top of iron

atoms [39, 40].
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FIGURE 2.3: Structure of Fe/MgO(001) interface. Panel (a) and (b)
depicts the crystal structure of MgO and Fe respectively. Epitaxial
relation between the Fe and MgO is given in Panel (c) gives top view
and (d) cross section of Fe/MgO interface. Image taken from Ref [41].

2.2 Symmetry filtering in crystalline barrier FM/MgO/FM MTJs

The magneto-resistive properties of inorganic based junctions containing amorphous

tunnel barriers are aptly described using the Julliere model (see Chap.1 Sec. 1.3) and

the free-electron models. But, in the case of crystalline tunnel junctions, the situa-

tion is complicated. The crystalline structure imposes particular properties for the

electron’s wave function because of the ions’ periodic potential. This affects the tun-

neling process in the device. The electron wave functions can be grouped based on

their symmetry properties, and each of these symmetries is coupled distinctly to the

states in the crystalline barrier. As a result, the attenuation coefficient for each elec-

tron wave function is symmetry-dependent. Therefore, together with electron spin,

the electron wave function’s symmetry is also conserved during the transport. We

will see, how a judiciously chosen combination of electrode and barrier can result in

high TMR magnitudes for crystalline MTJs.
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2.3 Bloch states and wave function symmetries:

An electron propagating through a crystalline junction experiences a periodic poten-

tial, and the wave function associated with it is described by Bloch wave function

or Bloch states [42, 43]. Bloch’s theorem gives insight into the formation of the va-

lence band and conduction bands in a crystal system [43]. Generally, at each crystal

interface, the wave functions have to be matched, and the matching depends on the

incoming wave properties such as spin state and the symmetry of the Bloch wave

function. As a result, the electrons can propagate only within the spin channel with

a corresponding symmetry.

An amorphous tunnel barrier like AlOx, sandwiched between two FM Fe(001)

electrodes, is illustrated in Figure 2.4a. The FM electrode consists of Bloch states

with different symmetries of wave functions. But the amorphous AlOX tunnel bar-

rier does not have a crystallographic symmetry. Hence, it leads to the coupling be-

tween Fe electrode’s Bloch states of different symmetries with the amorphous tunnel

barrier’s evanescent states, which results in a finite tunneling probability. This type

of tunneling process is known as incoherent tunneling.

FIGURE 2.4: Illustration of electron tunneling through AlO3 and
MgO barrier. (a) Incoherent transport in amorphous AlO3 tunnel
barriers. (b) Coherent transport in crystalline MgO. Image taken from

Ref [41].

For an epitaxially grown MgO(001) crystalline barrier on a bcc Fe(001), the tun-

neling process is coherent tunneling, see Figure 2.4b. In an ideal case, out of the

three Bloch states ∆1(s, p, d3z2−r2), ∆2(dx2−y2) and ∆5(px, py, dxz, dyz), predominately
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∆1 states are allowed to tunnel through the barrier. This novel mechanism of selec-

tive electron filtering was theoretically proposed by Butler et al. [31] and Mathon et

al. [32] for Fe/MgO/Fe system. They also predicted high TMR amplitudes for these

crystalline MTJs. According to this model, the amplitude of TMR is determined by

the symmetry matching between the Bloch states for the majority (minority) spins

of the FM electrodes and the tunnel barrier’s evanescent wave functions.

The actual tunneling mechanism can be explained in the following way. Only

those electrons that are in the vicinity of the Fermi level (EF) can participate in the

transport mechanism; hence it is crucial to distinguish the symmetry states of the

electrons crossing the Fermi level. The preferential direction for the tunneling of

electrons is perpendicular to the plane of Fe (001); that is, the lateral component

of the wave vector, k|| = 0 direction, has a large tunneling probability. MgO (001)

bandgap has three types of evanescent states, namely, ∆1, ∆5 and ∆2′ . When the

tunneling wave functions are conserved, the corresponding Bloch states of Fe ∆1 (∆5

and ∆2′) couple with the evanescent states of the tunnel barrier MgO ∆1, ∆5, and

∆2′ , respectively, see Figure 2.5a. The partial density of states (DOS) deduced from

the first-principle calculations for the decaying evanescent states of MgO in parallel

magnetic state, reported by Butler et al. [31], shows ∆1 state has the longest decay

length compared to ∆5 and ∆2′ states, see Figure 2.5b. Hence, ∆1 is the dominant

tunneling symmetry state for parallel magnetic configuration.

Even though the Fe FM electrode’s net spin-polarization is small due to different

states at EF, the Fe(∆1) band is fully spin-polarized, P = 1, at the Fermi level, see

Figure 2.5c. The ∆1 Bloch states are also highly spin-polarized at EF in several bcc

FM metals, including Co, based alloys like bcc Co-Fe, bcc CoFeB, and Heusler alloys.

In the AP state, the absence of spin-matching ∆1 electrons in the receiving electrode

leads to a domination of the ∆5 transport channel. Since the ∆5 transport channel’s

decay rate across MgO is higher than that for the ∆1 channel, a high TMR value is

expected.
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FIGURE 2.5: Schematic illustration of the coupling of electron wave
functions between the Bloch states of FM iron and the evanescent
states of the MgO tunnel barrier for the direction k|| = 0 .b) The im-
age describes the partial tunneling density of states for the decaying
evanescent states in MgO for Fe/MgO/Fe MTJ in the parallel mag-
netic state. c) The graph depicts the band dispersion of bcc Fe in the
[0 0 1] i.e., k|| = 0 direction. The majority and minority spin bands;
thick black and grey lines represent the majority and minority-spin of
bcc Fe ∆1 Bloch states. The ∆1 states in bcc Fe is fully spin-polarized

at Fermi energy level, (EF). Images are adapted from Ref [41].

2.4 MgO magnetic tunnel junctions

In 2001, Bowen et al. [44] were the first to experimentally report a room temperature

TMR of 60% at 30K in Fe(001)/ MgO(001)/ FeCo(001) MTJs, which implied symme-

try filtering. Later, Faure-Vincent et al. [45] reported an observation of TMR=100%

(at 80K), a value beyond that expected within a Julliere model [3] of free electron

tunneling. Advancements in nano-fabrication techniques expanded the field, with

experimental observations of high TMR values at RT reported by Yuasa et al. [46]

(180%) and Parkin et al. [47] (220%) using Fe/MgO/Fe MTJs. TMR signal up to 600%

has been reported at room temperature [48] in CoFeB/MgO/CoFeB MTJs pave the

way for hard disk read heads.

All industrial applications of MTJs require high tunneling magneto-resistance

ratios alongside with this is also the demand for miniaturization. A CoFeB/MgO

based MTJs reported by Sato et al. [49] achieved TMR with junction diameter of

11nm. But the interfacial anisotropy prohibits further downscaling of the MTJs, thus

imposing a physical size limit. To overcome this scaling problem, K. Watanabe et
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al. [50] experimentally showed that using shape anisotropy property materials and

switching magnetization using current, it is possible to achieve junctions smaller

than 10nm. Several experiments report high TMR utilizing a combination of half-

metallic Heusler alloys instead of traditional CoFeB/MgO/CoFeB MTJs. All these

high TMR MTJs have helped to modernize the storage technology by their rapid

commercialization. Mainly, the property of slow decay of the ∆1 wave function

of MgO results in a relatively low resistance, crucial for devices such as spin-torque

switched MRAM and read sensors for HDD.

However, at room temperature, the TMR amplitude never reached the enormous

values [31] (> 1000%) predicted theoretically by changing the tunnel barrier from

amorphous to crystalline MgO barrier. This inconsistency between the theory and

experiment was loosely assigned to defects and structural imperfections in the tun-

nel junctions.

2.5 Magneto-crystalline anisotropy at FM/MgO interface

Meyerheim et al. [51] experimentally proved that a FeO layer could form at the in-

terface between Fe and MgO when MgO is deposited onto a Fe (001) surface. The

modification of the interface can drastically influence the spin-dependent tunnel-

ing when compared to an ideal interface. Zhang et al. [52] theoretically showed

that a FeO intralayer has a negative impact on the spin-polarized tunneling pro-

cess since it reduces the tunneling current of the majority spins. When the inter-

face is oxidized, the FeO bonds are formed, and the ∆1 Bloch states of Fe fail to

couple effectively with the ∆1 evanescent states of MgO. This restrains the coher-

ent tunneling of ∆1 state and results in a significant drop in the TMR amplitude.

This proves that coherent tunneling is extremely sensitive to the interface’s nature,

and oxidation of a monolayer at the interface can drastically reduce the TMR ra-

tio. Therefore, one of the challenges was to obtain an interface that is almost free

from these defects. In this regard, Mathon et al. [53] performed calculations on

epitaxial Fe/Au/MgO/Au/Fe(001) MTJ, suggesting that the insertion of two layers
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of Au should prevent the oxidation of Fe electrodes and maintain a contamination-

free interface. A theoretical study by Wang et al. [34] on Fe(001)/Mg/MgO/Fe and

Fe(001)/Mg/MgO/Mg/Fe MTJs, reported that the Mg inter-layers could preserve

the dominant ∆1 symmetry state during the tunneling process.

Parallel to this, extensive studies were performed to investigate the origin of per-

pendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) in the Fe/MgO interfaces. The first principle

calculations by Yang et al. [54] confirmed that the source of PMA at metal/oxide

interface was due to the magnetic anisotropy arising from the coupling between

the orbital and magnetic moment of the magnetic atoms spin-orbit coupling (SOC).

Their calculations also predicted high PMA values for Fe/MgO interface and re-

duced PMA magnitude for over/under oxidized Fe/MgO interfaces. It was exper-

imentally found that PMA energies were dependent on Fe/MgO’s interfacial con-

ditions, and it can be controlled by the post-annealing process [55]. Hallal, A et

al. [56] conducted theoretical calculations to understand perpendicular magnetic

anisotropy changes as a function of Fe and MgO thickness. They pointed out that

large PMA values’ origin is much complex than just the hybridization of iron (3d)

and oxygen (2p) orbitals. This was backed by the results from their calculation that

showed, PMA energy is not localized at the Fe/MgO interface; instead, it extends

into the bulk of the structure, showing orbital dependent oscillatory damping char-

acter on moving away from the interface.

Furthermore, they concluded that the thickness of the barrier MgO did not affect

the calculated PMA values. Instead, it is the Fe thickness that induces an oscillatory

behavior on the PMA energies. This work successfully explained each monolayer’s

role of the Fe layers deposited on top of MgO, refer [56] for details. Okabayashi

et al. [57] used an angular dependent x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD)

technique to experimentally investigate the large PMA values at the Fe/MgO inter-

face. They observed additional pre-peaks at the oxygen K-edge of the x-ray absorp-

tion spectra. This proved that the Fe-O bonding occurs at the Fe/MgO interface.

Moreover, using XMCD measure Fe orbital moment results, they concluded that the

anisotropic orbital magnetic moments contribute to the high PMA energies depen-

dent on the annealing temperatures. An interesting experiment by Liang et al. [58]
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using CoFeB/MgO proved the existence of both perpendicular magnetic anisotropy

and Bloch state symmetry filtering across the FM/MgO interface. This is crucial

towards producing massive electrical spin injection into GaAs at H = 0T.

Numerous materials for buffer and capping were tested to find the best stack

recipe for MgO-based MTJs, thereby having high TMR and large PMA values. The

ab inito calculations indicated that a Fe/MgO interface has a higher PMA than a

pure Co/MgO interface. Also, the density of thermal fluctuations is higher for the

Fe/MgO interface than Co/MgO. In the first case, it seems promising to use Fe rich

alloy of Fe75Co25 to get high TMR [39] but the latter case encourages to use of Co-rich

alloy.

In summary, a balanced composition of CoFeB is an excellent trade-off to max-

imize the anisotropy and reduce the damping effect in MTJs. Moreover, this inter-

facial Fe layer also is proven to avoid oxidation of the lower electrode [59]. More-

over, the spin polarization of CoFeB measured by point-contact Andreev reflection

method at room temperature is higher than its individual atoms [60]. The combi-

nation of CoFeB/MgO films therefore have high spin polarization allowing it to be

a spintronic selector with industrial implication [17]. For the FeCoB/MgO interface

to be an effective spintronic selector, it is crucial to control the defect species like

oxygen vacancies and hence the transport path across spintronic devices.

2.6 Role of defects in MgO tunnel barrier

In oxides like MgO, oxygen vacancies are responsible for inducing electronic, struc-

tural modifications and sometimes enhanced reactivity [61]. Maio et al. [62] reported

the impact of these oxygen vacancies in the MgO tunnel barrier MTJs. According to

this work, the defect states within the MgO introduces a symmetry break that opens

up non-coherent tunneling channels. The evanescent states within the MgO barrier

will now have to undergo a two-step tunneling process, namely coherent → non-

coherent tunneling process, resulting in the drop of TMR amplitude.

Kim et al. [63] experimentally showed it is possible to control the nature and the
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density of oxygen defects in the MgO barrier during its growth process by adding

oxygen (0% to 10% O2 ) to the Ar plasma during the rf sputtered MgO growth. They

reported the spectral dependencies of optical absorption spectra of MgO(001) ex-

tracted from experimental transmission spectra, see Figure 2.6a. The three peaks

observed in the spectra were associated with the different oxygen defect species of

MgO. It is clear from the 2.6a that the increase in O2 concentration, decreases the

spectral weight of the three peaks. Additionally, they performed transport measure-

ments across the MgO//MgO/Fe/MgO layers to study the role of oxygen defects.

The local current-voltage characteristics was recorded using a conductive atomic

force microscopy (CT-AFM). The I(V)s registered away and on the current hotspots,

revealed that changing the O2 concentration from 0% to 10%, locally increased the

barrier heights, see graph 2.6b.

FIGURE 2.6: a) Schematic plot of optical absorption spectra of crys-
talline MgO(001)/MgO(50nm). The three peaks positions are indi-
cated by arrows. The various peak at photon energy corresponds to
the oxygen defects in MgO. The peak at : 4.2eV is of M centers; 5.0eV
its’ F/F+ centers and 5.6eV corresponds to F2+ center. Colors indi-
cate the plot for different oxygen proportion used during MgO depo-
sition. As the O2 concentration increases the peaks’ spectral weights
of the three peaks decrease respectively. b) I(V) curves for two oxy-
gen proportion in MgO layer namely: 0%−O2 and 10%−O2, mea-
sured on the hotspot and away from hotspot (Bkg.) using CT-AFM
technique. For the I(V)s in the positive bias, increasing the oxygen
concentration from 0% to 10% raises the barrier height from 0.9eV to
4.1eV for the Bkg. and from 0.4eV to 1.1eV for the hotspots. The gray
dashed lines indicates the valance band (3.9eV), F center(-1.1eV) and

M2 center (-0.71eV). Images reproduced from Kim et al. [63].

Interestingly, the I(V)s for 0% - O2 /away-hotspot and 10% - O2 /on-hotspot are

identical, implying that increase of O2 concentration from 0% to 10% eliminates the

hotspots inducing defects such as 0.4eV barrier height in the 0% - O2 sample, while

the defects accountable for the 0.9eV background (Bkg.) in the 0% - O2 sample
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is now considered in the 10% - O2 sample only for the hotspots relative to the

improved background. In this experiment the authors assumed that, the Fermi level

is fixed in the middle of the MgO band gap(7.8eV) and at 5eV above the valence band

of F/F+ defects. Therefore, the F/F+ defects determines an effective barrier height

of 1eV which corresponds to the observed I(V) data for 0% - O2 /away-hotspot and

10% - O2 /on-hotspot (Figure 2.6b) and is consistent with a complete disappearance

of F/F+ absorption at 5eV with rise in O2 concentration (Figure 2.6a). This is one

of the initial experiments which attempted to describe a defect mediated potential

landscape across MgO tunnel barriers.

A summary of several experimental groups’ reports, which measured the barrier

heights for MgO spacer-based MTJs, is listed in Table 2.2. These reported barrier

heights are much lower than the nominal value of 3.9eV.

MTJ TMR (%) Barrier Height [eV] tMgO (nm) Ref.
Fe/MgO/Fe 130 (1901K) 0.38/0.82 2.5 [62]
Fe/MgO/Fe 180 (24720K) 0.39 2.3 [46]

FeCo/MgO/FeCo 120-200 1.1-1.7 2-3 [47]
FeCoB/MgO/FeCoB 100 0.62/0.5 2.5 [64]

Fe/MgO/FeCo 234.2K/2070K 0.9 2.6 [65]

TABLE 2.2: Experimentally reported values of barrier height of MgO
MTJs

In 2014, Schleicher et al. [64] performed photoluminescence (PL) experiments

on CoFeB/MgO MTJs and precisely pointed out the specific oxygen defect type re-

sponsible for altering the magneto-transport in a solid-state device. The key high-

light of this work spectroscopic signatures of thermally activated F/F+ and F/F+∗

defect states that account for a defect-assisted magneto-transport. They reported

a dominant F/F+ and F+∗ contribution in the parallel magnetic state of the MTJ,

Figure 2.7a. On studying the thermal evolution of barrier height for F/F+ and F+,

they concluded that both ground and excited states of F-centers decrease the tun-

neling magneto-resistance see Figure 2.7b. An increase in large TMR upon anneal-

ing CoFeB/MgO/CoFeB MTJ was attributed to the interface’s structural modifica-

tions. In this experiment the dominant 1.1eV barrier height was assigned to the

ground state of F center 30 < T(K) < 80K, the dominant 0.8eV barrier height within

80 < T(K) < 250 to the excited state of F center and finally the 0.4eV barrier height
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for T(K) > 250 to the M centers anti-bonding ground state. However, we will see

that in the following ab initio theory/experiments [66], that the PL based spectro-

scopic analysis of transport measurements on CoFeB/MgO MTJs is partly incorrect.

FIGURE 2.7: The plot displays the temperature dependence a) for the
evolution of effective barrier height for the defect states and the max-
imum amplitude of ˆIrel for parallel and anti-parallel magnetic states
of the MTJ.b) the peak position and amplitude of TMR for V > 0 and
V < 0. The ˆIrel are associated with decrease in TMR at bias = 1.2V
for T > 30K in both P and AP state. Between 30K < T < 80K TMR
amplitude decreases and stabilizes before increasing > 100K. Image

reproduced from Ref [64].

Taudul et al. [65] performed theoretical calculations to study the complex band

structure of MgO barrier with F and M centers using FeCo as ferromagnetic elec-

trodes for the MTJ. They showed that the double oxygen M centers reduce the bar-

rier height (0.4eV) and thus enhance the spintronic performance, which is in agree-

ment with the experiment [64]. To study the thermal signature of the single (F) and

double oxygen (M) vacancies, magneto-transport measurements were conducted on

a CoFeB/MgO based MTJ. For this, the MgO was grown by sputtering Mg in a

pure Ar partial pressure, subsequently oxidized in oxygen atmosphere, this type of

growth ensures changes in the spintronic properties of the MTJ [67]. The samples

were post annealed to a temperature (Ta). The effects of annealing the samples is

shown in Figure 2.8. An increase in M centers’ ratio to F centers was observed and a

high TMR amplitude was recorded for low barrier heights.
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FIGURE 2.8: The graphs represents the effects of annealing over bar-
rier heights and TMR for : (a), (b) 80K < T < 250K and (c), (d) for
T > 250K for MgO based MTJ in P and AP states. (a, c) : Anneal-
ing at Ta = 200◦C gives expected T dependence for F and M centers
driven barrier heights in P and AP states, as proposed by Schleicher
et al. [64] (b, d): Annealing at Ta = 300◦C shows reduced F to M
center ratio and the F-center barrier vanishes, while the tunnel bar-
rier for M-center is present only in P state. Thus the TMR indicated a

symmetry-polarized transmission. Image taken from Ref [65].

In a combined experiment and ab initio theory by Schleicher et al. [66] a con-

solidated picture of the energy positions of the F and M centers, with respect to the

Fermi level was obtained, which can be tuned by the appropriate choice of the elec-

trodes. The report explores the evolution of experimental and theoretical evolution

of defect barrier heights when the work function of the top ferromagnetic electrode

is altered. For this FeCoB/MgO/FM MTJ with FM = FeCoB or FeB was adapted.

They experimentally found that the effective barrier heights amplitude increased,

when the FeCoB electrode was replaced with FeB as the top electrode. It is interest-

ing to note that the energy shift can be equivalent to 0.4eV when the Co electrode

is included instead of only Fe top FM electrode. The ab initio calculations ascribed

this raise to enlarged energy separation between the localized states of F- and M-

center and the Fermi level, EF. Thus, all the localized states generated by single and

double oxygen vacancies lie below the Fermi level. A consolidated visualization of

the modification in the Fermi energy position based on the FM electrodes used in the

MgO MTJ is represented in Figure 2.9. When Fe electrodes are used instead of FeCo,

the energy position (E) of F-center shifts from -0.9eV to -1.15eV and for the M1/M2
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defect states the shift is from (-1.42eV/-0.48eV) to (-1.63eV/-0.71eV). This theoreti-

cally confirmed the shift of MTJs Fermi level from the F and M centers ground states

by 0.25eV. For a MTJ, with the MgO spacer sandwiched between Co electrodes the

Fermi level moves closer by 0.15eV.

FIGURE 2.9: Illustration of an energy diagram that displays the en-
ergy positions of oxygen vacancies within a MgO optical band gap
for different MTJ electrodes defined at Fermi energy level. The circles
represent the temperature range at which the respective defect state
experimentally dominates the potential tunneling magneto-transport
landscape. The valance band is at -3.9eV. The shift in the energy for
MgO MTJs based on FM = Fe, CoFe, Co is shown in red, black, green
dotted lines, respectively. The dominant -0.71eV barrier height within
30 < T(K) < 80K is linked to M1 center (purple), the dominant -
1.15eV height within 80 < T(K) < 250 to the F centers’ and the domi-
nant 0.4eV barrier height for T > 250K to the M center’s anti-bonding

ground state (M2). Image taken from Schleicher et al.(2019) [66].

Wang et al. [68] studied the structural, chemical properties and local defects

in CoFeB-MgO based MTJs using high resolution TEM (HR-TEM), electron energy-

loss spectroscopy (EELS) experimental techniques combined with density functional
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theory (DFT) calculations. This work explored five types of boron defects and calcu-

lated the defect formation energies for four types of Fe and Co defects at the inter-

face for both over oxidized and under oxidized CoFeB-MgO MTJs. The highlight of

this work is that it proves that, due to annealing, the boron atoms from the CoFeB

electrode diffuses into the adjacent Ta layer rather than into the MgO barrier of the

MTJ structure. It is clearly demonstrated with the EELS mapping as shown in Fig-

ure 2.10a,b. Interestingly, EELS map shows no presence of Fe or Co in crystalline

MgO layer. This helped to conclude that CoFe bonds directly with MgO via Fe(Co)-

O bonds without diffusing Fe or Co into the MgO barrier. The TEM studies show

that the Fe/Co atoms sit on top of oxygen atom rather than Mg atoms in a CoFeB-

MgO based MTJ. Similar to the oxygen defect states that create extra energy states

leading to new tunneling channels in MgO tunnel barrier and has a negative impact

on the device performance. Over-oxidation of MgO barrier in CoFeB-MgO based

MTJ can cause the B or Co/Fe to diffuse into the barrier and replace Mg, resulting

in poor device performance. Therefore, this study provided crucial inputs into the

fundamental understanding of the commercial CoFeB-MgO based magnetic tunnel

junctions.

FIGURE 2.10: The figure describes a dark-field scanning
TEM image and the corresponding EELS mapping of iron-
L2,3 edge, cobalt-L2,3 edge, boron-K edge and oxygen-
K edges of Si/SiO2/Ta(5)/Ru(10)/Ta(5)/Co20Fe60B20(5)
/MgO(2.1)/Co20Fe60B20(3)/Ta(5)/Ru(5) magnetic tunnel junction
for (a) as-deposited MTJ and (b) MTJ annealed at 500◦C. The dotted
guide lines represent the MgO tunnel barrier of the MTJ. Image

reproduced from Ref [68].
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All these studies reflect a strong correlation between the quality of the different

layers, the nature of the interface, the role of defects, and the tunneling magneto-

resistance of the MTJs. Hence, it clear that a powerful local experimental probe is

necessary to fully understand the spatial and chemical properties of defect species

in MgO MTJs and therefore its impact on tunneling transport in the device.

2.7 “Device Operando” with X-rays

Studniarek et al. [5] reported two techniques to experimentally demonstrate the

presence of defects (or hotspots) in MgO based spintronic device. In the first tech-

nique, they used a conducting tip atomic force microscopy (CT-AFM) to map the

current fluctuations recorded during transport measurements Figure 2.11. One of

the key results from this technique is to suggest a link between the TMR of the de-

vice with the transport via Fe-O interfacial bonds within the selected hotspot zones

of the MTJ interface.

FIGURE 2.11: Schematic illustration of a current map for a MgO tun-
nel barrier exhibiting nano-scale regions with large current ampli-

tudes or hotspots. Image adapted from Ref [5].

The second method is a indigenous technique, ‘device-centric’ operando. It uti-

lized synchrotron brilliance x-ray photons, whose energy was tuned to match the

oxygen atom’s absorption on core electronic levels and simultaneously study the
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change in the device response. They studied the direct impact on the MTJs magneto-

transport when x-rays interact with Fe-O bonds parallel to the FeCoB/MgO inter-

face. The studied samples included annealed, non-annealed MgO barrier, and SiO2

encapsulated device, see Figure 2.12a. The XAS measurements at the pre-edge en-

ergy regime showed a decrease in the device’s resistance at parallel (RP) state when

the Fe-O bonds’ ∆↓1 absorption line was addressed (see Fig. 2.12b). There was no

change in (RP) at the K-edge energy absorption regime for oxygen atoms, but an

increase in resistance at the anti-parallel state RAP was observed, see Figure 2.12c.

This accounted for a 0.5% TMR increase that evidenced the alteration to the device’s

operation induced by x-rays, is shown in Figure 2.12d.

FIGURE 2.12: a) XAS reference for oxygen K-edge for two types of
barrier growth annealed (red) and non-annealed (black) and SiO2 en-
capsulated (salmon). Blue lines indicate the FeO and their energy
positions (grey arrows) away from the 3s Mg XAS peak. The plots of
photon energy dependence for the annealed MTJ at 10mV bias and
T = 20K in the b) parallel magnetization (RP) state , c) anti-parallel
(RAP) state and d) TMR ratio. The scale on the right hand side gives
the deviation from the pre-edge baseline. ∆1 and ∆5 are the electron

symmetries. Image taken from Ref [5].

Results obtained using this ‘device operando’ technique distinctly link the high

TMR spintronic performance of FeCoB/MgO/FeCoB MTJ to transport involving

Fe-O interfacial bonds. This device operando approach provides insight into the
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operation of a macro-scale MTJ on an atomic level, i.e. on the atoms that form

the nanoscale conduction hotspot (see Figure 2.11). Therefore, this technique has

promising advantages which can be used to exploit the device potential of materials

involving complex oxides [5] and organic molecules [69].

Motivated by these results, the current thesis takes advantage of the device operando

technique to study two nano-objects in two different type magnetic tunnel junctions:

1. Oxygen vacancies: the lateral dimensions of MgO based MTJs have shrunk to

less than 20nm which is closer to the defects dimension, hence it is crucial to

completely understand the role of oxygen vacancies within MgO in magneto

- transport. So to expand our knowledge on the oxygen defect species, we

studied an industrial class CoFeB/MgO based magnetic tunnel junction. The

experiment made use of synchrotron grade x-ray beam of ∼30nm spatial res-

olution to map the nano-scale current hotspots created by the oxygen defects

and attempted to drive a current in order to locally explore the MTJs spin-

tronic performance. The measurements were performed in beamline HERMES

of Synchrotron SOLEIL (Chap. 7).

2. CoPc molecular spin chains: the cobalt phthalocyanine molecules are struc-

turally ordered and can form columnar chain like structure on deposition (de-

tails in Chapter 3). We attempted to locally probe the spintronic response and

extract the information on the role of CoPc molecules in an organic MTJ. The

experiment utilized the synchrotron’s chemical, magnetic and spatial sensitiv-

ities to exploit the current- induced modifications to the magnetic properties

of the CoPc molecular chains. The measurements were carried out in beamline

DEIMOS of Synchrotron SOLEIL (Chap. 7) .
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2.8 Partial summary

From the discussion in the above sections one can conclude that the crystalline MgO

tunnel barriers using the symmetry filtering mechanism along with prudently cho-

sen electrodes can generate high tunneling magnetoresistance values. The high TMR

amplitudes makes the MgO MTJs industrially attractive for information encoding.

Moreover, the direct impact of oxygen defects species like the M-type (increase) and

F- type (decrease) on the TMR of a MgO device can be locally investigated with the

device operando technique using synchrotron x-rays.
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Chapter 3

Nano transport path in molecular

MTJs

Alongside oxide based MTJs, there is a strong interest in investigating new materi-

als, such as organic semiconductors (OSC). These are a class of π-conjugated molec-

ular systems which are mainly composed of light elements such as carbon and hy-

drogen, with few hetero-atoms such as sulfur, oxygen, and nitrogen included. Or-

ganic molecules furnish unique opportunities to exploit the electron’s spin property,

which opens up an attractive new direction of research in the field of spintronics,

namely, molecular spintronics. The field was born in 1971 when B. Mann and H.

Kuhn recorded a tunnel current across an insulating molecule to examine its elec-

tronic properties [70]. Historically, in 1974, A. Aviram and M. Ratner proposed uti-

lizing a single organic molecule to make a rectifier [71]. The overall idea is that a

single molecule can act as an efficient functional circuit component. The prospect of

replacing an electrical component with a single molecule could serve as final minia-

turization for devices.

Dediu et al. [72] reported the first experimental evidence of how incorporating

an organic semiconductor (OSC) - sexithienyl (T6) into a spintronic device leads to

spin injection and transport in the OSC. In this device, the T6 tunnel barrier was 100-

500nm thick. The device exhibited strong MR amplitudes for barrier thickness up

to 200nm, and above this thickness, MR vanished. Thus a spin diffusion length of

200nm was obtained for T6 molecules sandwiched between La0.7Sr0.3MnO3(LSMO)
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electrodes. LSMO is a half-metallic colossal magneto-resistance material that is used

to inject electrons with only one spin. A magneto-resistance of ∼30% at room tem-

perature was measured. This was associated with the spin injection from LSMO to

T6. In 2004, Xiong et al. [73] reported a vertical organic spin valve using Co/tris-

8-hydroxyquinoline aluminum(Alq3)/LSMO heterostructure. They recorded an in-

verse magneto-resistance effect at 11K, meaning the device resistance decreased when

the magnetization was switched from parallel to anti-parallel state. In the same year,

Francis et al. [74] and later Mermer et al. [75] observed 10% of magneto-resistance,

for H < 100 mT, at room temperature, to a device consisting of organic material

and non-magnetic elements electrodes. Up to 300%, TMR at low temperature was

reported using very thin Alq3(∼2nm) molecular barrier [76]. The study was con-

ducted using a nano-contact of the MTJ structure to probe the metal/molecule in-

terface locally. This work laid the foundation to explore the interesting effects that

occur at the metal/molecule interface.

3.1 Contrast between organic and inorganic materials used

in MTJs

Organic molecules are nearly innumerable and can have a varied range of sizes. This

creates unlimited opportunities to design organic semiconductors and is a massive

advantage over inorganic semiconductors. Inorganic materials are structured by a

continuum of energy states, and electrons are delocalized within the energy bands

see Figure 3.1a. Organic materials are made up of discrete energy levels in (Fig. 3.1b).

In organic semiconductors, the sp2 hybrid configuration is applicable because the pz

electrons participate in a π-bond to increase the delocalization of electrons. These

delocalized electrons give rise to molecular energy levels and the levels are filled

with electrons up to a specific energy. This defines the highest occupied molecular

orbital (HOMO) level and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) level strad-

dling the material’s bandgap. In this sense, the HOMO and LUMO energy levels are

similar to the valence and the conduction band of inorganic solids.
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FIGURE 3.1: Schematics of (a) metal/inorganic interface where an in-
organic interface has the regular conduction and valence band struc-

ture and (b) metal/molecule interface. Image taken from Ref [77].

When a π-conjugated molecular system is bound to a solid, their delocalized π-

electrons overlap with each other. This results in conductivity [78, 79]. The inorganic

semiconductors that form ionic, covalent or metallic bonds in the bulk and thin films,

have an energy width from 1eV - 5eV. The organic molecular layers interact with

each other due to the weak van der Waals interactions and has a wide energy width

from 0.05eV - 5eV resulting in interesting properties. The molecular layer cohesion

is due to the van der Waals interaction. These weak molecular interactions cause the

electrons to have a free path that is nearly equivalent to the OSC’s inter-molecular

distance.

3.2 Salient features of organic semiconductors

The OSC has exhibited numerous unique advantages from a spintronics perspec-

tive. One of the primary reasons to focus on this path arises from the weak coupling

between the electron’s spin and orbital momentum. The spin-orbit coupling (SOC)

scales with the atomic number (Z) as Z4 and because the organic molecules are made

up of light elements such as C, H, O, and N leads to weak interactions [80]. Another

property of these materials that have invoked profound interest is the hyper-fine

interaction (HFI). The low coupling strength between the electron spin and nuclear

magnetic moments preserves the orientation of the electron spin for a very long time
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[81, 82]. Therefore, the spin information can be preserved and transported over mi-

croscopic length scales (102nm− 103nm) [72, 83] which are much longer than con-

ventional semiconductors.

In addition to these features, molecular spintronics include the possibility to ex-

plore molecular scale limit device dimensions; also have a comprehensive option

to tune the chemical and physical properties of the molecules. Organic molecules

can be deposited as molecular films by thermal evaporation, vapor phase deposi-

tion, or spin coating, and these types of films find application in LEDs. Polymer

films use a variety of deposition techniques like inkjet coating or industrial roll-to-

roll coating [84]. These economical processes adds to the advantage of using OSC

and potentially fabricate competent devices that can replace inorganic metals and

semiconductors.

As every coin has two sides, one of the disadvantages when using OSC is its

low charge mobility. For example, rubrene, one of the highly conducting organic

semiconductors, has a mobility value of only 100cm2/V − s [85], whereas their inor-

ganic counterparts have mobilities greater than several 100cm2/V − s. This results

in resistance mismatch and integrability issues at inorganic/organic contact [86].

Irrespective of this, OSC are actively explored. Currently, nano-carbonaceous

molecules such as graphene, carbon nanotube, and fullerene and organic molecules

like phthalocyanine and porphyrin family of OSC are extensively employed in molec-

ular devices [87]. Specially, metal phthalocyanine (MPc) molecules have attracted

researchers, mainly for their planar structure, high thermal and chemical stability.

Moreover, MPc molecules have a long spin relaxation time (milli-sec range) and

spin coherence of 10µsec that makes them most suitable to include in a spintronic

device. In this thesis work, cobalt phthalocyanine (CoPc) molecules were used as

tunnel barriers in organic magnetic tunnel junctions.
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3.3 Metal-Phthalocyanine

The metal phthalocyanine (MPc) is a macrocyclic planar aromatic molecule com-

posed of four isoindole units connected via nitrogen atoms with a metal ion or two

hydrogen atoms (H2Pc) in the center Figure 3.2a. The phthalocyanine molecules

have high chemical and thermal stability and low vapor pressure (≈10−14mbar) that

make these molecules attractive for applying in various heterostructures and work-

ing in ultra-high vacuum environments.

3.3.1 General properties of metal phthalocyanine molecules

The spatial geometry of MPc molecules is due to the van der Waals forces and

π − π interactions between them. Most of the metal phthalocyanines occur in poly-

morphic phases namely, α, β, γ and ε associated with their respective crystalline

structure. The most common metastable forms are α - and β - phases. Both these

phases form columns but the main difference between α - and β - phases is the

stacking angle (φ) of the molecule within the columns and the arrangement of these

columns in the crystalline structure. The stacking axis is defined by the direction

of the molecular chains, the b-axis shown in Figure 3.2b. The stacking angle φ, be-

tween the b-axis and the normal to the molecule plane, along the intermolecular

distance, gives rise to different polymorphs (Fig. 3.2b). The MPc molecules favor

planar adsorption in the first monolayers and prefer to align themselves in either

α- or β-phases in thicker films [87]. The phthalocyanine molecules maintain the

same orientation in neighboring molecular columns for the crystal structure of α-

polymorph [88]. This configuration is known as a brick-stack arrangement. The

magnetic properties of metal phthalocyanines depend on the metal site’s electronic

ground states, determined by the nearest neighbor coordination and MPc polymor-

phism. This, in turn, depends sensitively on the molecular stacking geometry. All

these factors play a crucial role in variation in the conductivity along the molecular

chain. Therefore, using diverse substrates and deposition techniques unique hetero-

geneous polymorphic phase of metal phthalocyanines can be achieved.
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FIGURE 3.2: Illustration of a metal-phthalocyanine molecule with
four fold symmetry. (a) MPc has a central metal atom (red) bonded
to the nitrogen (navy) atoms (bonds not shown). (b) Schematics of the
stacking of the herring-bone α and β-phases. φ, angle between the z
axis of the molecule and the b axis of the structure. Note that α and

β-phases exhibit clear difference in the stacking angle, φ.

FIGURE 3.3: In the left is a schematic diagram of spatial electron prob-
ability density of metal-d orbital with respect to the phthalocyanine
molecule axes. Colors blue and red represent the complex wave func-
tion phases. To the right is the electron occupation scheme for various
metal phthalocyanines. The paired electrons are denoted in black and
the brown denotes the unpaired electrons, below is S the total spin

moment due to the unpaired electron for the respective MPc.

The MPc’s central metal atom’s electronic states are hybridized with the Pc molec-

ular orbitals (MO) with dominant 3d electron character arising from the substituted

metal. For example, the magnetic properties of the cobalt phthalocyanine (CoPc)

molecules are due to an unpaired electron in the 3dz2 orbital of the central cobalt

atom, see Figure 3.3.

The selection rules govern the allowed transitions between the electronic energy

states in quantum systems. Firstly, ∆S = 0 is the spin conservation selection rule, ac-

cording to which the allowed transitions should involve the promotion of electrons

without a change in their respective spins. Second rule is known as the orbital or
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Laporte selection rule ∆l = ±1, meaning for centrosymmetric complexes the tran-

sitions s to s, p to p, or d to d are forbidden. Since every rule has an exception, the

relaxation of these two rules can occur through :

1. Spin-orbit coupling - which gives rise to weak spin forbidden bands.

2. π-acceptor and π-donor ligands can mix with the d-orbitals therefore the tran-

sitions are no longer purely d-d.

3. Vibronic coupling - octahedral complexes may have allowed transitions where

the molecule is asymmetric.

3.3.1.1 Cobalt phthalocyanine

Structurally, the CoPc molecule has a 4-fold rotational symmetry. The 3d configura-

tion of the Co (3d7) determines the CoPc molecular spin state as S = 1/2 and hence

is a paramagnetic atom. CoPc has a complex multiplet structure, because the empty

state is the higher d state (dz2) which is pointing out of molecular plane and is re-

sponsible for its magnetic state (Fig. 3.3). The a1g singlet state of CoPc arising from

the dz2 orbital is weakly hybridized with the nitrogen s and px,y states perpendic-

ular to the molecular plane; the doublet eg state molecular orbital results from the

interaction between the Co(dxz, dyz) and the N-pz states of the delocalized π-system

[89].

The theoretical calculations and spectroscopy experiment suggests antiferromag-

netic ordering of the CoPc molecular layers resulting from superexchange mech-

anism [6]. The superexchange path includes the eg orbital of the CoPc molecule.

According to this, when an electron from the Pc ring hops into the dz2 orbital of the

Co2+ metal ion, the leftover unpaired charge in the orbital is compensated by the

dz2 orbital of the neighboring Co2+ metal orbital. Thus magnetically linking the two

adjacent Co2+ metal ions of the CoPc molecules.

The temperature dependent magnetometry studies on CoPc powders and thin

films of CoPc showed strong antiferromagnetic exchange coupling interaction (J/kB)
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between 80K to 100K [7]. J/kB is dependent on the Co-Co interaction and hence a

stacking angle (φ) dependence can be explored, see Figure 3.4a,b.

FIGURE 3.4: Molecular stacking of CoPc molecules. (a) with stack-
ing angle φ and sliding angle ψ. The orange line corresponds to
the Co-Co distance forming the stacking angle with the molecular
plane. Its projection indicated by orange dashes and the Co-N axis,
red dashed line is the sliding angle. (b) Stacking angle φ dependence
on the theoretical band width (W) of the a1g LUMO level of the Co
atom of CoPc (blue) and the exchange energy < J > (black). The ex-
perimental values of J/kB for the α-(100K)and β-(2K) polymorphs of
CoPc are indicated along with the error bars. The maxima of < J >
as a function of φ is at the top of the gray shaded region. For stack-
ing angles greater than 50◦, the height of this region is negligible and
the superexchange mechanism is dominant for higher φ values, also
observable in the bandwidth W. For φ < 50◦ the ligand mediated
exchange interactions are predominant. Image adapted from Ref [7].

The x-ray diffraction on CoPc thin films exhibited strong anti-ferromagnetic cou-

pling between the molecular layers in α-phase and weak AFM coupling in β phase

[7]. The experimental values of exchange energy , J , for α- and β-phase CoPc in

thin films is found to be 100K and 2K respectively [7]. When kBT = J = 100K, the

CoPc molecules have strong AFM correlated fluctuations and above 100K the un-

correlated paramagnetic fluctuations dominate. Therefore, a magnetic phase tran-

sition is observed at 100K for CoPc molecules. Thanks to this phase transition the

Co paramagnetic centers can be strongly coupled to each other in the molecular

chain. For a perfect growth CoPc thin film, the even molecular spin chains have

zero net spin moment (S = 0) and the odd spins have a non-zero spin moment of

S = 1/2. Analogous to defects in inorganic crystals (Chap. 2, Sec. 2.6), imperfec-

tions within the spin chains like missing molecules, displacement of molecules can
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weaken the exchange interactions producing broken-spin chain magnetic data [7].

To better understand the superexchange mechanism in individual molecules and

complex molecular chains scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) techniques such

as inelastic spin-flip spectroscopy and scanning tunneling microscope are widely

used.

3.3.1.2 Spin flip spectroscopy and microscopy

The standard STM techniques used to study single atoms’ electronic and magnetic

properties is scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) and inelastic electron tunneling

spectroscopy (IETS) [6, 90, 91, 92, 93]. The primary operation mode involves mea-

suring the local sample density of electrons states (LDOS) by sweeping the electron

energy. The electron energy is fixed by a bias voltage (V) between the sample and

the tip.

The tunneling electrons transfer their energy to the spin degree of freedom of

individual metal atoms or the atomic chains due to the spin-flip process [93, 94,

95]. When the tunneling electrons’ energy is less than the spin excitation energy, the

electron tunnels elastically, see Figure 3.5a. Suppose a tunneling electron’s energy

exceeds the spin excitation energy of atoms/molecules: electrons can tunnel fur-

ther through the inelastic tunneling path by exchanging a spin, see Figure 3.5b. The

additional tunneling channel induces steps in the differential conductance at a bias

voltage that is proportional to the spin excitation energy or Zeeman splitting energy

(∆E). The inelastic excitations can cause a large increase in the current flowing across

a set of coupled electron spins by inducing electronic transitions in a molecular spin

chain system from its quantum ground state to an excited state. Due to the conserva-

tion of spin angular momentum and transition selection rules [96] (see Chap.3, Sec.

3.3.1), this spin-flip process causes minority spin states from the electrode to trans-

port as majority states. The converse scenario is forbidden. The spin polarization

of the spin excitation current is indirectly seen in scanning tunnelling spectroscopy

experiments by comparing the amplitudes of the resulting conductance peaks upon

reversing the bias voltage.
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FIGURE 3.5: Schematic description of inelastic tunneling spec-
troscopy when the tunneling electrons energy a) is less than spin ex-
citation energy (∆E), electrons tunnel elastically; b) exceeds the spin
excitation energy inelastic tunneling occurs by exchange of spin abid-

ing to the spin selection rule. Figure adapted from Ref [97].

In 2008, Chen et al. [6] measured the collective spin excitations in individual

molecular spin chains of cobalt phthalocyanine thin films by spin-flip IETS tech-

nique. In this work, they reported that the CoPc molecules formed one-dimensional

anti-ferromagnetic (AFM) chains and lay flat on the surface of the film Figure 3.6 (a).

The finite steps in differential conductance dI/dV plot are associated with inelastic

tunneling indicated by arrows in Figure 3.6 (b and c). Interestingly, the single step in

the differential conductance, dI/dV, split into three distinct steps under an external

magnetic field application (see Fig. 3.6c). These features in the conductance curves

suggest that the observed inelastic tunneling spectroscopy originates from the AFM

coupling between the neighboring CoPc molecules in the molecular chain. The dis-

tinct steps correspond to the transitions from the singlet ground state to the excited

triplet state due to the magnetic field’s effect, which lifts the 3-fold degeneracy of the

system. The unequal spacing of the spin split states reflects the magneto-crystalline

anisotropy with a barrier height > 1meV. Intriguing information about the system

is encoded in the line-shapes of the spectral features in the conductance curves.

Additionally, spin sensitive STM experiments using spin-polarized tips are used

to detect individual spins from nano-structures. Such localized spin-polarized tun-

neling spectroscopy are crucial to understand the nature of bonding of the individual

molecule with the ferromagnetic surface [6, 91, 92, 93].
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FIGURE 3.6: Spin excitations (a) of chain like stacks formed by CoPc
molecules by spin tunneling spectroscopy measurements.Spin flip
spectra of individual CoPc molecular chains for T = 0.4K at : (b) H =
0T and (c) different magnetic fields for third molecular layer, the red
arrows indicate the three steps induced by H = 11T. Figures adapted

from Ref [6].

To conclude, intricate knowledge of the structural and electronic properties of

cobalt phthalocyanines using spin-flip spectroscopy has provided crucial informa-

tion of the electron spin distribution and coupling between the spin chains. Hence,

it is interesting to understand, how these structurally ordered molecules when in-

corporated as spacers in a spintronic device, can stimulate exotic phenomena at the

metal-molecule interface.

3.4 Spin-dependent hybridization at FM/molecule interface

An isolated/ bulk or single-molecule has an infinite lifetime τ, with discrete energy

levels ε0. But when it is brought to the vicinity of metal, the molecular orbitals un-

dergo hybridization with the electronic energy levels of the ferromagnet leading to

spin injection at the interface, see Figure 3.7a. Due to this FM/molecule hybridiza-

tion, the molecular levels can experience the following phenomena:

1. In the proximity of metal, the lifetime of the molecular level becomes finite

since the charge has a probability of escaping to the metal. As a result, there

is energy broadening Γ = h̄/τ, (h̄ = reduced Planck constant) which is directly
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proportional to the density of states (DOS) of the metal. Based on the strength

of the interaction between the molecule and the metal, this broadening can

range from a few meV up to eV [98].

2. Energy shift of the molecular level from ε0, the initial position of the isolated

molecule to the final position εe f f , see Figure 3.7a due to metal – molecule

interaction. This shift is relative to the DOS of the metal and various other

parameters, such as the combined effects of interfacial dipoles or image forces

[99].

Barraud et al. [76] predicted the broadening of energy level and energy shift to be

spin-dependent for a FM electrode. Therefore, the spin degenerated molecular levels

become spin polarized (P) and spin-split. This results in two different broadening

widths Γ↑ 6= Γ↓ and two different energies ε
up
e f f 6=εdown

e f f for the spin up and down,

which are dependent on the nature of coupling between the FM and the molecule

(see Figure 3.7a).

FIGURE 3.7: Spin-dependent molecular hybridization. (a) Theory
inspired schematics of spin-dependent molecular hybridization at an
interface with a FM metal.Top insert is an illustration of the molecule
as it approaches the surface and eventually is coupled to the FM
metal. The bottom is the DOS of the metal and molecular orbitals
for the respective molecular positions. Due to difference in DOS for
spin up and down electrons in FM metal, the broadening Γ and en-
ergy shift ∆E are spin dependent which induces a spin polarization
on the first molecular layer and thus a new effective electrode namely
spinterface. (b) Experimental observation of the theory using spin-
resolved photoemission spectroscopy of 1ML C60/Fe(bcc) bi-layer at
RT. Spin (↑ & ↓) states are given by shaded and open triangles re-
spectively. Image a) taken from Ref [77] and image b) taken from Ref

[100].
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The coupling between the ferromagnet metal and first molecular layer of the

organic molecule is called a “spinterface” [101, 102]. As a result of spin-dependent

hybridization, two spinterface effects can be illustrated depending on the amplitude

of broadening, Γ and energy shift, ∆E, from the metal Fermi level. When the Γ� ∆E,

it induces an inversion of spin polarization (ie., sign change of P ) on the molecular

orbital. This ocurrs for a strong coupling between the FM/molecule coupling at the

interface. If the Γ � ∆E, then an enhancement of spin polarization ocurrs. This

corresponds to a weak interaction at the spinterface and amplitude of Γ is small

enough to be ignored. Hence, a sharp FM/molecule interface can act as a spin filter

that can boost the effective spin polarization to surpass the bulk spin polarization of

the ferromagnetic materials [76].

Several experimental evidences for spin dependent hybridization have been re-

ported for phthalocyanine molecules, C60, and other molecules using spin-polarized

scanning tunneling microscopy (SP-STM) [103, 104], spin-polarized photoemission

spectroscopy (SP-PES) [105, 106], and magneto-resistance measurements in spin-

tronic devices [107, 108, 109]. The Figure 3.7b is one of the experimental evidence for

spin dependent hybridization at the interface of Fe/C60 molecule. The spin-resolved

photoemission spectroscopy of 1ML C60/Fe(bcc) at room temperature reveal 89.1%

spin polarization at Fermi energy. This highly spin polarized spinterface can serve as

a potential candidate for spintronic selector (SS) for energy harvesting applications

(Chap. 9).

Additionally, spin dependent hybridization alters the magnetic and electronic

properties of the ferromagnetic surfaces. Often, any change in the electronic prop-

erties is linked to the magnetic moment of the material (Chap. 7, Sec. 7.2.2.4). The

XMCD measurements Fe/C60 showed a small change in the magnetic moment of

bcc-iron after the deposition of C60 molecules [110]. The C60 molecules deposited

on Co surface can switch the magnetic easy axis of cobalt layer from in-plane ori-

entation to out-of-plane [111]. The most intriguing of the all is that deposited C60

molecules can induce permanent ferromagnetism in diamagnetic metals like copper

[112].
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3.5 Effects of hybridization at FM/AFM molecular interface

The ferromagnet/molecule hybridization gives rise to interesting phenomena at the

interface, namely, interface polarization and exchange bias effect. This section pro-

vides an overview on how spin dependent hybridization can have an impact on

spinterface properties.

3.5.1 Interface spin polarization

The spin-dependent hybridization allows the interfacial spin polarization and mag-

netism to be tuned, which helps control the spintronic response of the device. Exper-

imental evidence for inverse spin polarization has been reported in metal - phthalo-

cyanines deposited on a ferromagnetic surface. High spin polarization of nearly 80%

was observed for MnPc deposited on cobalt surface [106]. The measurements were

done at room temperature using the spin-resolved photoemission and inverse pho-

toemission technique. The Pc molecule’s external rings are antiferromagnetically

coupled to the Co surface, whereas the Mn central atom is ferromagnetically cou-

pled. This induced spin polarization is also observed for other MPc’s and molecules

such as phenanthroline, pentacontane and amorphous carbon [100]. XAS and XMCD

synchrotron-based studies of the bcc Fe/C60 interface revealed spin-dependent hy-

bridization between the two layers resulting in strong polarization [110]. Djeghoul

et al. [100] performed spin-resolved photoemission spectroscopy measurements at

room temperature on various metal/molecule stacks and concluded that high spin

polarization at spinterface is a generic phenomenon that it is independent of the

molecule. An experiment with zinc methyl phenalenyl (ZMP) molecules deposited

on cobalt surface Co(8)/ZMP(40)/Cu(12) - nm scale, evidenced for different spin po-

larization at each molecular layer [108]. It showed that the first ZMP molecular layer

is strongly hybridized with Co and the second spin-polarized molecular layer oper-

ates as a ’spin filter’. This experiment emphasizes that magnetic hardening effect

is purely interfacial and the adsorbed magnetic molecule can act as a magnetic bit

that can be controlled independently. The LSMO/Alq3(2nm)/Co MTJ was the first

spintronic device to point out the spin dependent hybridization at the FM/molecule
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interface. A spin polarization of ∼60% was calculated for Alq3/Co interface. A

negative magnetoresistance was recorded for this MTJ. The change in MR sign was

associated to the interfacial effects thus inverting the spin polarization [76]. There-

fore, interface polarization has a vital role in the magneto-transport properties of the

molecular magnetic tunnel junctions.

3.5.2 Exchange Bias

It is often referred to as unidirectional or exchange anisotropy, which describes mag-

netic coupling phenomena that occur due to the interface exchange coupling be-

tween ferromagnetic and anti-ferromagnetic (AFM) layers [113, 114]. The spin ori-

entation of the AFM layers is unaffected by small applied magnetic fields; hence the

exchange coupling shifts the hysteresis loop of FM in one field direction, leading to

a unidirectional anisotropy [115]. This property of exchange bias plays a key role in

spintronics, like in spin valves [116]. It is responsible for pinning the magnetization

direction of one of the FM layer (reference layer) with its neighboring AFM layer. In

contrast, the other layer (free layer) can rotate independently in the presence of an

applied magnetic field H.

Some of the essential pointers for the presence of exchange bias effect in a sys-

tem are: a horizontal shift of the field cooled (FC) hysteresis loop along the magnetic

field axis; an increase in coercivity in a FC hysteresis compared to a zero-field cooled

(ZFC) hysteresis study; the training effect - a gradual decrease in the exchange bias

field with the increase in the number of loop cycles in a magnetic hysteresis study;

the presence of unidirectional anisotropies [115], an asymmetric reversal of hystere-

sis loop [117], and finally, the difference between MR vs. magnetic field curves in

ZFC and FC studies [118, 119] are all signatures of the exchange bias effect in ac-

tion. It is fascinating to realize that all these effects originate at the interface shared

between the FM and AFM layers.

To establish an exchange bias effect, a field cooling (FC) procedure is done on

the FM/AFM system. The FC steps proceed from a temperature T such that TN <

T < TC is the state 0 of Figure 3.8, where an external magnetic field (H) is applied to
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the system, and FM spins align along H while AFM remains random. A hysteresis

curve measured at this temperature will be symmetrical at the origin. The FM/AFM

system is cooled down to a temperature below TN of AFM while retaining the same

field direction. This completes the field cooling procedure that enables us to observe

the exchange bias effect.

FIGURE 3.8: Graphical representation of the hysteresis loop along
with the spin configurations of a coupled FM/AFM system at dif-
ferent stages of field cooling (magnetization vs magnetic field mea-
surements). Black loop indicates the hysteresis loop of FM showing
symmetrical magnetization loop before FC. Blue loop hysteresis loop
after field cooling with different states corresponding to the spin ori-
entations in the exchange biased FM/AFM system. HC1 and HC1 are
the coercivities while EB represents the exchange bias field. Image

taken from Ref [120].

After the field cooling, due to exchange interaction at the FM/AFM interface,

the first monolayer (ML) of the AFM will align parallel (i.e., ferromagnetically; see

Figure 3.8: state 1) or anti-parallel (antiferromagnetically) to the spins of the FM

layer. Subsequently, the neighboring spins in the AFM layer follow the interfacial

spin orientation, such that the net bulk magnetization of the AFM is zero. Now,

if the applied magnetic field is swept from positive to negative, the FM spins will

try to follow the field, but the AFM spins will remain rigid due to high anisotropy

(state 2 of Fig. 3.8). However, more Zeeman energy would be required to rotate

the FM spins, which would increase in the left coercive field. Eventually, when the

negative applied field (HC1) is greater than the exchange interaction, all the FM

spins get reversed (state 3 Fig. 3.8) with a negative saturation leaving the AFM
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spin configuration unaltered. On the return from negative to the positive field, the

FM spins require less Zeeman energy, and the second reversal (HC2) occurs for a

smaller positive field denoted by state 4 in Figure 3.8. The overall consequence is a

shift of the FC-hysteresis loop along the magnetic field axis. The amount by which

the center of the FC-hysteresis loop shifts from the H axis origin is defined as the

value of the exchange bias field EB. Mathematically, the exchange bias field EB and

coercivity (HC) are calculated from the coercive fields (HC1) and (HC2) obtained

from the hysteresis loop as:

HEB =
HC2 + HC1

2
(3.1)

HC =
HC2 −HC1

2
(3.2)

In general, the temperature threshold where the exchange bias sets in are lower

than the TN of the anti-ferromagnetic layer. This temperature is known as the block-

ing temperature (TB). This is one of the simple models to understand the various

features of the exchange bias effect, but various other models have been put for-

ward, often driven by an attempt to satisfy the experimental results qualitatively. In

fact, there is no single model yet which could account for all the observed results

of exchange bias effects for diverse systems. Nevertheless, these models [114, 121]

are individually quite successfully and can explain various systems that serve as a

cornerstone for future work.

The magneto-transport measurements on Co/CoPc/Co MTJs showed inverse

tunneling magnetoresistance, (see figure 3.9a), meaning the two FM/molecule inter-

faces have different spin polarization sign [9]. The inverse polarization at the bot-

tom spinterface is in agreement with the spin polarized STM experiment performed

on single CoPc deposited on Co electrode [103, 122]. It was assumed that top and

the bottom spinterfaces have different coupling strengths. This difference was at-

tributed to the heterogeneous Co/CoPc contact geometry caused by the evolution

of the stacking order of the molecular spin chains of CoPc films with thickness. The
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thin films with CoPc molecular layers may exhibit a lower coercive field amplitude

for higher bias values as observed in figure 3.9b. This can be explained using the

electron spin pairing effect that alters the AFM ordering of the spin chains of CoPc

during transport [9].

FIGURE 3.9: Magnetoresistance curves for Co/CoPc/Co MTJ
recorded at 2K, 90◦ (a) at -200mV and (b) a range of positive bias
values. The inverse TMR observed in the MTJ indicates that the spin
polarizations at both top and bottom Co/CoPc interfaces have oppo-

site sign. Image adapted from Ref [9].

Gruber. M et al. [123] experimentally showed that exchange bias can be achieved

on cobalt layers by depositing manganese phthalocyanine (MnPc) molecules, which

has an AFM ordering. The Co/MnPc spinterface exerts an exchange bias field on the

FM layer, and it has a magnitude of 60mT at 14K, see Figure 3.10a. The Co/MnPc

system has a blocking temperature (TB) of 100K as plotted in Figure 3.10b. These

studies were extended to other Pc family members such as CoPc, FePc, and ZnPc

by depositing on Co film [124]. It was found that these molecules also exhibit the

effects of exchange bias with blocking temperatures (TB) ≈ 100K. The experiment

on CoPc and H2Pc/MnPc molecules spacers in MTJs also confirmed spin depen-

dent tunneling effects. CoPc based MTJs recorded both spin-dependent tunneling

magneto-resistance (TMR) and tunneling anisotropic magneto-resistance (TAMR).

TAMR effects are due to anisotropy of the density of states as a function of the FM

electrode magnetization direction. Both CoPc and H2Pc/MnPc based MTJs, showed

unidirectional TAMR effect [8].

Besides these, molecular exchange bias has been observed in bi-layer studies of

cobalt and metal-octaethyporphyrin (MOEP, M=Ni, Cu, Zn) planar molecules [125,
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126]. The field cooled bi-layer sample showed a shift in the hysteresis loop, suggest-

ing the presence of molecular exchange bias due to the Co/MOEP interface inter-

actions [125]. The exchange bias was absent for the reference sample without the

MOEP layers. Thus, the exchange bias originated from Co/MOEP interface and

not from surface oxidation of the metal Co layer (Co/CoO). In addition to this, or-

ganic molecules such as π-conjugated molecules’ like α-sexithiophene (or parasex-

iphenyl) [127]; cobalt (II) and nickel (II) containing complexes like [Co(Pyipa)2] and

[Ni(Pyipa)2] [128] when deposited on metal electrodes also exhibit exchange inter-

action. The XMCD measurements and DFT calculations showed that [Co(Pyipa)2]

molecules are FM coupled to epitaxial Fe3O4 surface and, [Ni(Pyipa)2] molecules

are either not coupled or couple AFM to Fe3O4 surface [128]. Therefore, it is clear

that understanding and controlling the magnetic exchange interaction at the FM

metal/molecule interface is crucial to achieving multi-functional spintronic devices.

FIGURE 3.10: (a) Magneto-optic Kerr effect (MOKE) exper-
iment measurement of the field dependent magnetization of
Co(20ML)/MnPc(25ML) bi-layer capped with 20ML Au at RT (red),
post FC at 14K (blue) and at 58K (green) for an in-plane H = +0.2T.
The red arrows represent the magnetization, M, of the cobalt sub-
strate and the purple arrows indicate the MnPc molecular spin ori-
entation. The dashed vertical blue line corresponds to the centre of
the hysteresis curve at 14K, and the exchange bias (EB) is the shift of
the magnetic field with respect to the zero shift hysteresis curve (indi-
cated in black double arrow). The EB exists at 58K but disappears at
300K. (b) Temperature dependence curve of exchange bias obtained
for a HFC of +0.2T exhibiting a blocking temperature of about 100K.

Image adapted from Ref [123].
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3.6 Partial summary

Organic semi-conductors have weak spin-orbital coupling (SOC) and hyperfine in-

teraction (HFI) which makes them strong candidates for spacers in MTJs. The CoPc

molecules are popular thanks to its anti-ferromagnetic exchange interaction (J/kB)

around 100K in thin films and powder form. Together with the metal/organic in-

terface, this gives rise to several interesting magnetic phenomena such as exchange

bias and interface polarization that directly impact the metal-organic hybrid sys-

tem’s properties. It is clear that spin-dependent hybridization plays a crucial role

in molecular spintronic devices. The high spin-polarized metal/molecule interface

constitutes a spintronic selector crucial to multifunctional MTJs as spintronic engines

[17, 13, 18]. Hence, controlling the degree of spin hybridization and manipulating

the spin dependent effect occurring at the spinterface will influence the efficiency of

spin polarization and spin injection at the metal/molecule interface.
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Thermoelectric energy generators

Energy technologies can explore efficient, eco-friendly, and economic processes to

transform input energy (e.g., heat) into a desirable form of energy (e.g., electric-

ity). The phenomenon of thermoelectricity, where the heat and electric currents are

coupled, has been around for nearly two centuries. The important mechanisms as-

sociated with thermoelectricity are the Seebeck and Peltier effects. In the Seebeck

effect the heat is directly converted into electricity (eg., power generators, thermo-

couple ). The Peltier effect is the inverse mechanism of the Seebeck effect and finds

application in thermoelectric cooling devices (eg. refrigerators).

4.1 Classical thermal devices

Conventional thermal devices operate on classical effects such as Seebeck and Peltier

effects. The device has a two-terminal geometry such that the two electrode reser-

voirs have a thermal difference which drives the heat flow. The heat flow is accom-

panied with a charge current. The classical thermal devices are based on energy-

dependent transport which occurs due to the charge-hole asymmetry and are termed

as particle exchange (PE) heat engines. In general, thermoelectric, thermionic de-

vices are all PE heat engines (or meso-engines) [129]. The Seebeck and Peltier pro-

cesses are explained using Boltzmann transport theory which considers only the

particle nature of the electrons and energy states in continuum.

The concepts of thermoelectricity was revised by incorporating the electron spin
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properties and a new branch of physics emerged - spin caloritronics (or thermal

spintronics). It combines two distinct fields: spintronics (spin-dependent transport)

and thermoelectricity (heat transport), to study the interaction between spin and

heat currents in magnetic tunnel junction devices. Spin caloritronics is one area of

research that has attracted immense research interests. It explores the various effects

that occur in the bulk materials and at the interfaces between materials. Several spin-

dependent spin caloritronic effects have been discovered for the classical Seebeck

and Peltier effects in the bulk materials.

The Seebeck effect that is observed in bulk of the ferromagnets, due to spin split

states in the electronic band structure of the ferromagnet (FM), is termed as spin-

dependent Seebeck effect (SDSE). The spin splitting is responsible for the unequal

spin up and spin down charge currents. Ideally, SDSE can be realized by creating a

closed electrical circuit of any FM metal and applying a temperature gradient to the

circuit [130]. In 2008, Uchida et al. [131] reported the discovery of spin Seebeck effect

(SSE), a new kind of thermo-magnetic effect that differed from the original idea of

thermal transport due to spin-dependent electron. The spin-Seebeck effect occurs at

the interface between a highly spin-polarized FM and a normal metal (NM). It is a

two-step process. In step one, a pure spin current is generated due to the temper-

ature gradient applied across the spin-polarized FM, which drives the spin carriers

out of equilibrium and produces a heat flux. The spin current is injected into the

normal metal via the interface because of the spins non-equilibrium between the

spin-polarized FM/NM interface. Thus, a spin or magnetization flux is recorded.

Unlike SSE, the spin-dependent Seebeck effect can be realized in the absence of in-

terface and does not require a thermal spin injection.

Experiments [131] and theoretical calculations [132] evidenced that spin injec-

tion using a spin Seebeck effect can generate massive spin current densities. The

thermoelectric performance of a device is evaluated by the Seebeck coefficient (S) or
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thermopower amplitude at room temperature. On searching for high Seebeck coef-

ficient materials, anti-ferromagnets are fairly attractive due to their localized mag-

netic behavior at their critical temperatures (TN). A recent report on temperature-

dependent measurements of IrMn/CoFeB based MTJs show high thermopower val-

ues around the critical temperature of the IrMn layer (TC = 285K), which varies with

the thickness of AFM IrMn layer [12]. This strong temperature dependence of the S

around was explained by invoking the coupling of transport with spin fluctuations,

which are maximum near the anti-ferromagnets critical point. This work hints that

the IrMn anti-ferromagnets phase transition is responsible for the enhanced ther-

mopower.

Several other materials like metallic Cr [133] and iron pnictide superconductor

- EuFe2 As2 [134] also exhibited increased thermopower around their critical tem-

perature, allowing them to generalize it for anti-ferromagnets [12]. The high See-

beck coefficient of 390µV/K at room temperature recorded for IrMn/CoFeB MTJ

proves that FM/AFM interface plays a key role in the spin Seebeck effect [12]. These

IrMn/CoFeB MTJs can harvest the waste heat for useful work for ultra low power

devices. The replacement of charge based Seebeck devices with spin Seebeck devices

is a stepping stone to investigate thermal effects in spintronics and solve the heating

issues in modern solid state devices.

4.1.1 Classical vs quantum thermal devices

The length-scale of a classical thermal device is longer than the length-scale on which

the electrons relax to a local thermal equilibrium, see Figure 4.1a. Therefore, all

the electrons at every point in the device length-scale can assumed to be in local

thermal equilibrium and the thermalization occurs within the device. The physics of

such a system is described using Boltzmann transport theory. The energy selection

is stimulated by bulk semiconductors band-structure. The charge carriers flow at

energies in continuous bands and not in the band gaps.

On the contrary, nano-scale thermal devices have similar or smaller length-scales’

than the length-scale whereon the electrons relax to a local thermal equilibrium, see
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Figure 4.1b. Such systems differ from the classical system because there is no local

thermalization and the quantum devices exhibit strong non-equilibrium distribu-

tion of electrons, which is explained using quantum transport theory by considering

entropy and solving Schrodinger’s equation. The nanostructures have quantized

energy states due to their size compatibility with electrons’ wavelength and hence,

can be assumed as artificial atoms. The patterned semiconductor heterostructures,

quantum dots and molecules like carbon nanotubes sandwiched between metal elec-

trodes can act as nanostructures. The electrons conserve the quantum wavefunc-

tions’ phase while traversing the nanostructure. Therefore, nanostructured devices

serve as a playground to explore the quantum physical phenomenon like quantum

interference effects. Additionally, the electrons’ long coherence time allows the en-

tanglement between the electrons to survive for a long duration, so as to observe an

impact on the device operation. An ambitious prospect for nanoscale thermal de-

vices is to develop on-chip refrigeration and waste heat recovery systems for practi-

cal applications in nano-electronics.

FIGURE 4.1: Illustrative drawing of: a) traditional thermoelectric de-
vice and b) nanoscale thermal device depicting the key difference in
the scale of thermalization in both types of thermal devices. The Im-

age is taken from Ref [135].

4.2 Quantum thermal devices

The thermodynamics in the quantum regime deals with the subtle relationship be-

tween the classical and non-equilibrium thermodynamics with quantum mechanics.
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The quantum thermal devices operates by manipulating the heat currents of macro-

scopic thermal reservoirs in a microscopic scale.

4.2.1 Quantum heat engine

A thermal device that uses quantum materials as a working substance (WS) to gen-

erate power is known as a quantum heat engine (QHE) [136, 137]. The working

substance in QHE can be a single atom [138] or multi-level [139] quantum system,

spin systems [17, 13, 18] quantum dots [140, 141, 142, 143, 144] exhibiting exotic

properties governed by the laws of quantum statistical mechanics. For instance, a

quantum heat engine’s efficiency is higher than that of a classical Carnot (or meso)

engine [145]. The quantum heat engines generate work due to the thermal difference

between the two electrode reservoirs (or baths) by utilizing quantum physics based

phenomenon such as discrete energy levels [136, 137, 145, 146, 147], quantum coher-

ence [145, 148], or quantum confinement [146]. Like classical thermal devices, the

direction of heat flow defines a quantum heat engine or a quantum refrigerator. Both

quantum heat engine and quantum refrigerators have the same design structure, but

the latter extracts heat from cold reservoir and deposits on a hot reservoir by con-

suming energy [149]. Quantum heat engines are incredibly appealing because, un-

like regular heat engines, their design does not include any moving components and

performs noiseless operations. Interestingly, these QHEs can be realized by common

solid-state materials. Especially, thermoelectric power generation using organic ma-

terials is a potential candidate for realizing low power devices that are cost-effective

and eco-friendly.

4.2.1.1 Quantum Particle exchange heat engines

Similar to classical heat engines, the quantum version of the particle exchange heat

engine operates based on energy filtering mechanism. The exchange of particles is

allowed only when the energy levels of the particles’ occupation state are the same in

both hot and cold baths of the device. The temperature difference across the thermal

baths can drive the electrons flow against the electrochemical potential gradient and
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produce thermoelectric heat engines. In particle exchange heat engines, the general

norm is that the efficiency at maximum power (EMP) is the upper bound for optimal

operation conditions of quantum heat engines.

FIGURE 4.2: Nano-sized structure of a energy to electric current con-
verter displaying two islands (dot) namely, conductor dot (blue) open
to transport for two thermal baths at voltages V1 and V2 with temper-
ature T1 and T2 respectively. The conductor dot is capacitively cou-
pled to second dot which behaves as fluctuating gate (red) coupled to
bath at voltage Vg and temperature Tg. Image taken from Ref [143].

In small-scale systems, it is common to observe fluctuations that are important

compared to the average behavior. Guiding these fluctuations in a controlled way al-

lows producing electric current by transforming environmental energy into directed

motion. Sanchez and Buttiker [143] proposed a theoretical model to explain this

mechanism to generate directed charge motion in a quantum dot system by electro-

static coupling to a fluctuating gate nano-sized structure different temperature, see

Figure 4.2. One of the crucial aspects of this model is to decouple the direction of

energy flow and the direction of charge/electron motion. This allows for multiple

pairs of QDs to transfer heat in parallel, thereby increasing the total available power.

Also, the exchanged energies are quantized and depend solely on the geometric ca-

pacitance of the quantum dots.

In the model, the quantum dot connected to one of the thermal baths (hot/cold)

acts as a gate, and the dot connected to two leads of the bath is the conductor. The op-

eration of this energy selective configuration proceeds as follows. There can be two

possibilities when an electron tunnels into the quantum dot from lead L of a con-

ductor. The electron can either be transmitted to lead R by absorbing energy from
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the gate or the electron tunnels back to lead L without any energy exchange with

the gate. The latter process does not contribute to charge or heat currents; hence the

efficiency is unaltered. Thus each time energy EC is absorbed, an electron will be

transferred from one lead to another in the conductor. When the electron is trans-

ferred in the opposite direction, an equal energy EC is returned to the gate. In that

case, the probability of transferring a particle from left to right leads of a conductor

by absorbing energy is directly proportional to the tunneling rates ( Γ ). Finally, the

energy diagram of the energy converter shows the tunneling sequences that con-

tribute to electron transport, see Figure 4.3. The arrows depicted in the Figure 4.3a,b

indicate the allowed processes where the electron increases its energy when travers-

ing the QD and thus contributes to an electric current; the processes in the opposite

direction are exponentially suppressed as they reduce entropy. Therefore, this model

gives a direct link between an increase in the asymmetries during transport and an

increase in the system‘s efficiency.

FIGURE 4.3: Tunneling sequences of energy converter that con-
tribute to electron transport in an unbiased conductor.For tempera-
ture gradient : (a) V1 = V2 & Tg > Ts and (b) reversed Ts > Tg then
the fluctuation generated current flows in the opposite direction. Col-
ored regions indicate Fermi-Dirac distribution of each reservoir. Im-

age reproduced from Ref [143].

Several other particle exchange engines include the following. Thierschmann et

al. [140] utilized the energy filtering mechanism to experimentally achieve a three-

terminal thermoelectric energy harvesting device using GaAs/AlGaAs two coupled

quantum dots. Josefsson et al. [144] experimentally proved that PE engines can reach

Carnot efficiency limits by using the concept of energy filtering using quantum dots.

The QDs were formed by thin InP segments embedded onto InAs semiconductor

nanowire, see Figure 4.4a. These quantum dots are tunnel coupled to both the reser-

voirs, as shown in Figure 4.4b. The experiment was performed at low temperatures
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(< 1K), and an electric power output of ≈10−15 watt was reported. The power out-

put combined with electronic heat flow determined the electronic efficiency η, which

is more than 70% of the Carnot limit and is comparable to the conventional cyclical

heat engines.

FIGURE 4.4: Particle Exchange Heat Engine. (a) Pseudo-colored SEM
image of InAs/InP/InAs/InP/InAs heterostructured nanowire de-
vice studied in the experiment. Yellow colored are the metallic leads
that contact the nanowire in green. Red and blue colored are heaters,
the former is used for thermal biasing the latter is unused. (b) Quan-
tum dot based PE heat engine corresponding to a resonance energy
ε0. TH (hot reservoir) is higher than TC (cold reservoir) which is dis-
tinguished by different shapes for Fermi-Dirac distributions charac-
terized by µH and µC and colored in red and blue respectively. The
electron traversing the QD at energy ε0 removes QH amount of heat
from TH and a part is converted into useful work eV and the remain-
ing part is deposited as heat, QC on TC. Image taken from Ref [144].

The majority of the demonstrated experiments on particle exchange engines are

based on spatially confining a two-dimensional electron gas at III-V heterostructures

using electrical gating techniques [140, 143]. Hence, the resulting quantum dots will

always contain many electrons such that altering the electronic population by one

electron amounts to ∼100µeV energies, which ultimately push these engines to op-

erate at sub-Kelvin temperatures. Another drawback is breaking a careful balance of

charge transport, which requires tuning the transmission properties on either side of

the transport quantum dots, such as barrier height, thickness, energy level positions,

transmission rates, and many others.
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4.2.2 Spin Engines

A quantum heat engine that uses electron spin systems as the working substance is

known as a quantum spin heat engine (QSHE). A notable difference in the reported

quantum spin engines [17, 13, 18, 150, 151, 152, 153, 154], is that the operation of

some engines [150, 151, 152, 153, 154] are explained using quantum thermodynam-

ics (∆T necessary) and the remaining quantum engines [17, 13, 18] are based on

spintronics (∆T not necessary).

4.2.2.1 Quantum Spin Heat Engines

Wang. W. et al. [151] experimentally realized the gedanken experiment, Maxwell’s

demon, by using the spins in diamond NV centers. This report experimentally con-

firmed that quantum entanglement could act as the source of negative entropy. J.

Klatzow et al. [152] experimentally reported the observations of quantum coherent

superposition effects in quantum spin heat engines. This was demonstrated by us-

ing microwaves to steer the operation of the quantum heat engine. The negatively

charged nitrogen vacancies/defects (NV center) inside the diamond were used as

the working substance. The ground state of the NV center consists of three spin

states |0 >, | + 1 >, | − 1 >, and thus can preserve the quantum coherence for an

extended period at room temperature.

In an interesting report by Peterson et al. [150] the QSHE was realized using the

nuclear spin 1/2 of a 13C-labeled chloroform (CHCl3) molecule diluted in acetone-

D6 liquid. The study was carried out using a nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)

technique with radio frequencies (rf) to explicitly manipulate the nuclear spin of

carbon-13 isotope and thus generate four-strokes of the Otto cycle at the quantum

scale, see Figure 4.5a. It is important to note that this particular quantum thermo-

dynamics based spin engine operates in the ∆ < kBT regime, where ∆ (=8.27peV) is

the separation of the quantum energy levels and kBT (=15peV) is the thermal energy

scale [150]. The cycles of the proof-of-concept experiment is illustrated in Figure

4.5b. The nuclear spins of 13C and 1H are thermally prepared to act as hot and cold
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baths. The high radio frequency modes near the Larmor frequency of hydrogen

corresponds to the hot condition and the low rf modes near resonant frequency of

carbon acts as cold condition. The four strokes of the Otto cycle is driven by the

finite-time expansion and compression of the energy gap. An interferometry tech-

nique is utilized to measure the quantum energy fluctuations to explain the working

of the spin engine.

FIGURE 4.5: Quantum Spin Engine. (a) Schematics of a thermody-
namic cycle employing spin 1/2 as WS [148]. (b) Experimental pro-
cedure to explain the operation of a spin engine using radio pulse se-
quences. The 13C and 1H nuclei play the role of cold source (T1) and
hot source (T1) thermal reservoirs respectively. The blue (red) circles
correspond to the rotational angles x(y) produced by the transversal
rf pulses. A unitary process for the energy gap expansion and com-
pression procedure is driven by the time-modulated rf field resonant
with the 13C nuclear resonance frequency. Image reproduced from

Ref [150].

In simple terms, the energy difference between the spin-up and spin-down nu-

clear states is increased and decreased using radio-frequency signals. This can be

naively compared to the macroscopic engines’ piston expansion and compression.

The QSHE, while performing a quantum Otto cycle at maximum power, recorded

an efficiency of η≈42% that is close to its thermodynamic limit of η≈44%. Thus

it proved that a quantum spin heat engine at maximum power approaches an effi-

ciency near its thermodynamic limit. One of the key highlights of this work is the

successful measurement and characterization of the quantum fluctuations and heat

fluctuations in a thermodynamic cycle. They also introduced quantum friction to ac-

count for the reduction in the device’s performance and associated this friction with

a rise in entropy [150].

Altogether, these experiments successfully demonstrated some of the elusive

quantum phenomena such as quantum entanglement [151], quantum superposition

effects [152] using spin engines. Recent experiments employ mono-layer of doped
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graphene [153], single-electron spin [154] as a working substance for QSHE, which

prompts the diversity and flexibility of spin quantum heat engines. However, the

architecture and realization of the quantum thermodynamic based spin engines are

complex compared to the magnetic tunnel junctions’ of the spintronic engines [17].

Therefore, this makes it challenging for these engines to compete with MgO based

spintronic engines to penetrate industries.

4.2.3 Spintronic engines

Several experimental quantum engines are studied using the quantum spin systems

[17, 13, 18, 155, 156, 157, 158], amongst these a striking difference is that some of

the quantum spin based engines [17, 13, 18], are operating nominally at thermal

equilibrium to produce net power output, without violating the second law of ther-

modynamics [159, 160, 161, 162, 163]. Also, unlike quantum engines [140, 144, 164],

the operation regime of spintronic engine is ∆ < kBT, where kBT is the thermal en-

ergy and ∆ is the spin-splitting energy between the paramagnetic (PM) centers spin

states.

In order to explain this conundrum we take help of advancement in spintron-

ics research. Wherein, a current flowing between non-magnetic leads across a PM

center can locally increase its temperature [165] by lifting its spin degeneracy and

by modifying the exchange coupling between a pair of PM center [166, 167]. The

current-induced entropy production on PM centers is possible at a magnetic phase

transition even without a temperature difference between the leads [168]. More-

over, non-linear transport can promote local diversions from thermal equilibrium,

one good example is the quantum magnetic fluctuations due to spin-shot noise [169,

170]. This hints for the different temperatures in the spintronic engine for the con-

duction electrons, for the FM magnetization and the FM’s atomic lattice [171].

In an experiment by Hai et al. [13], it was shown that a magnetic tunnel junc-

tion (MTJ) made up of superparamagnetic MnAs nano-particles (Figure 4.6a) acts as

the working substance that can generate a spin-based electro-motive force, namely,

spin-motive force (SMF) [159], when subjected to an external applied magnetic field
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H. The source of this SMF is the transformation of MnAs nano-magnets magnetic

energy into electrical energy due to the quantum tunneling process. Since the huge

voltage offset (Voffset) appears only in the presence of a magnetic field, it can be

inferred that the external applied magnetic field is injecting energy into the system,

see Figure 4.6b. The spin-based electro-motive force reported in this experiment can

be an attractive option to replace the traditional chemical-based batteries with a spin

battery.

FIGURE 4.6: Spin Battery. (a) MTJ structure. (b) Current vs voltage
plot measured at T = 3K without (black) and with (red) H = 1T applied
in-plane to GaAs[110]. In the presence of a magnetic field a positive
current is induced for a negative voltage bias. Inset gives the MTJs
resistance sweep for V = ±100mV at H = 0T and 50meV of Coulomb

blockade was observed. Image taken from Ref [13].

Miao et al. [18] demonstrated a technique called spin filtering [160] to directly

probe the energy levels on the spin channels of a EuS/Al2O3/Al/EuS MTJ. In this

MTJ heterostructure, the europium sulfide (EuS) layer acts as a spintronic selector

(non-thermal bath) and the Al quantum dots are the working substance. The spin-

based charge transfer across the device generates a spontaneous spin current and

spontaneous bias voltage that can be of practical importance for controlling the spin

flow in devices and thus harvest these spin excitations to do useful work. A spin

filter, here EuS layer preferentially allows electrons of one spin-type to communicate

across it. Thus the detector electrode is continuously probing the energy level of this

spin-type. The reversal of the magnetization orientation of the EuS electrode bath

layer allows probing the opposite spin type.

When measured as a function of the applied magnetic field H, the spontaneously
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generated bias voltage reveals two distinct voltage levels associated with the spin-

up and spin-down channels, see Figure 4.7a. Intuitively, it is appealing to generate

spontaneous spin current using this MTJ system. Therefore, the device is electrically

connected to a pico-ammeter and a resistance box in series, as shown in the drawing

insert of Figure 4.7b. The current output as a function of the applied magnetic field

is recorded for parallel and anti-parallel spin orientations, see insert of Figure 4.7b.

Interestingly, the device does require any bias voltage to observe the spontaneous

spin current effects. The measured difference spontaneous current (∆I) between P

and AP magnetic states, as a function of load resistance for different thickness of Al

layer, displays a maximum power of 27 fW at 1K for 0.6nm Al thickness. The device

is highly resistive for the thinnest Al layers, and hence the power output drops to

almost zero, see Figure 4.7b. This is because the tunneling electrons have a high

probability of scattering within the Al insertion layer. Therefore, it is clear that spin

filter electrode thickness plays a vital role in the spintronic engine’s efficiency. These

factors can help control the flow of spin current in solid-state devices and harvest

spin fluctuations to do useful work.

FIGURE 4.7: Low T spintronic energy harvester. (a) Experimental
measurement of spin-dependent spontaneous bias voltage with re-
spect to the applied magnetic field for parallel and anti-parallel mag-
netizations. The results are a comparison between three different
MTJs plotted in black, red and green for 0.5nm thickness of Al in-
sertion layer, at T = 1K. (b) Spin dependent spontaneous current mea-
sured in the presence of load resistance R, exhibits ∼femto watt out-
put power. Inset shows the setup with all components in series and
the graph is a current vs field (I vs H) curve at T = 1K, exhibits two
well defined I states corresponding to spin-parallel and anti-parallel
alignment on switching magnetic field and I changes sign for the ap-

plied field. Plots taken from Ref [18].
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The spintronic engines investigated by Hai et al. [13], Miao et al. [18] operate at

low temperatures (T < 3K) and harvest the thermal fluctuations on paramagnetic

(PM) centers using spintronics. The experiment by Katcko et al. [17] generalizes this

concept of generating work by harvesting thermal spin fluctuations on PM centers

using spintronic selectors (SS) and thus places the two previous work within the

context. In this experiment, the FM metal/molecule interface serves as a spintronic

selector, and the C atoms in the MgO are the PM centers. The model of a simplified

spintronic engine, Figure 4.8a, describes a single PM center which has spin-split

energy levels, and the thermal spin state mixing on the PM center allows the current

to flow from one spinterface [101, 102] to the other, even against the built-in ∆V in the

MTJ’s anti-parallel magnetic state. Here, unlike most quantum engine operations,

the energy splitting between the PM center’s spin levels is lower than the thermal

energy kBT i.e., ∆ < kBT, see Figure 4.8a.

FIGURE 4.8: MgO based room temperature spintronic engine. (a)
Schematic representation of a spintronic landscape across a MTJ. In
all the panels the red (blue) correspond to spin up (down). The spin-
tronic engine generates work by harvesting thermal spin fluctuations
(kBT) on the PM center. (b) I(V) plot at T = 295K for parallel (black)
and anti-parallel (red) magnetic states. The inset is the power output
at P and AP states at 295K is 0.1 nWatt. (c) Sub-kBT spectral resolu-
tion of conductance curve for P and AP states of MTJ. (d) Tunneling
magneto-resistance (TMR) ∼300% at 295K. Images reproduced from

Ref [17].

One of the exciting results from this experimental work is the power output of

0.1nWatt recorded at room temperature Figure 4.8b. This MgO based spintronic en-

gine is an industrial-grade microelectronic device, and this experiment proves that
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spintronics is a way for quantum engines to enjoy practical applications. This report

[17] was based on one device. The low success rate was attributed to the difficulty

in positioning the C atoms onto the oxygen vacancies in the MgO sub-lattice, which

serve as PM centers of the spintronic engine. Therefore it became crucial to inte-

grate the paramagnetic centers and spin selectors to achieve high power output at

room temperature. Although single spin experiments using scanning tunneling mi-

croscope [93, 152, 153] allows controlling the discrete PM centers, it has been only

emerging for solid-state devices [6, 161, 162]. In this thesis we overcome this bot-

tleneck by using Co PM centers of cobalt phthalocyanine molecules and propose a

molecular nano engine Chapter 9.

4.2.4 Partial summary

Nearly half a century ago, Scovil and Schulz-DuBois [136] had proposed the idea of

quantum scale thermal devices like quantum heat engines using three-level masers

with distinct energy levels. It was only recently the thermodynamic cycles were re-

alized at a laboratory setup testing out various working media. One of the growing

interest is to explore exotic quantum properties like the quantum coherence super-

position effect [152], quantum entanglement [151] etc. As quantum systems have the

property of superposition of states, it was interesting to verify if coherence amongst

the energy states can increase the efficiency of the quantum heat engine.

The basic idea of a quantum heat engines is to exploit the energy fluctuations

present in the system in a controlled manner to produce useful work. The efficiency

of these quantum engines can exceed Carnot efficiency [152]. The quantum spin

engines can be classified broadly as thermodynamic engines : ∆ > kBT and spin-

tronic engines : ∆ < kBT, where kBT is the thermal energy and ∆ is the splitting of

the quantum energy levels. Another key difference is spintronic engines [17, 13, 18]

operate with non-thermal baths i.e., without any T gradient by harvesting thermal

fluctuations on spin-split paramagnetic centers. As evidenced in the work by Miao

et al.[18] it is not necessary to have an initial current flow across the device for the

generation of output power. So, one can have a thermodynamical imbalance because
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of thermodynamical induction [172, 173], which is quite feasible in a hopping trans-

port regime. Here, at a stable temperature, fast spin dynamics on the paramagnetic

center can produce slow changes to the charge current and the FM electrode magne-

tization. Moreover, these spintronic engines’ [13, 18, 17] operation contrasts with the

classical physics of spin caloritronics that deals with the heat gradients promoting

spin-based thermoelectric phenomena.

Spintronic engines’ find applications as spin batteries [13], spintronic energy har-

vesters [17, 18], low power magnetic sensors etc. Overall, in comparison to charge

transport based quantum engines [140, 144, 164], the spintronic engines [17, 13, 18]

have elegant approach to break the detailed transport balance on a designed ensem-

ble of spins and is industrially attractive than known quantum engines [150, 151,

152]

Note to the reader, the idea of quantum resources and ergotropy emerged at a

latter stage of this thesis (Dec. 2020), hence these concepts will be directly discussed

in the results Chapter 9.
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4.3 Conclusion

Over the years, research in spintronics has matured by efficiently employing the

electron’s spin property to control the flow of charges in solid-state devices. The

pioneering discovery of giant magneto-resistance revolutionized the storage indus-

try when IBM, in 1977, used spin-valve sensors in commercial hard disk drive read

heads. The Deskstar 16GP Titan hard disk provided a storage capacity of 16.8GB. In

recent times the read heads based on the effect of giant tunneling magneto-resistance

are in usage, details in Chapter 1. Further optimization of the tunneling magneto-

resistance and perpendicular magnetic anisotropy led to a better understanding of

various phenomena scaled down to quantum level and helped realize nonvolatile

magnetic random access memories (MRAM) that currently have been the hot topic

for research and industry.

The magnetic tunnel junctions based on FeCoB/MgO have already found their

entry in industries due to the high spin polarization of tunneling current by symme-

try filtering at room temperature. However, theoretically expected high MR values

for MgO based MTJs are not yet achieved. One of the main reasons is the oxygen

defect species within the MgO barrier. Therefore, a complete understanding of their

direct impact on the magneto-resistance of a tunneling spintronic device is crucial to

gain control over the oxygen defect species, details in Chapter 2.

Alongside MgO MTJs, there is a strong interest in investigating new materials,

such as organic semiconductors with tunable magnetic properties - molecular fer-

romagnets [163] and the integration of organic molecules in bio-inspired comput-

ing [174]. The metal/molecule interface envelops rich physics and is dubbed as a

spinterface [101, 102]. This interfacial hybridization enormously impacts the spin

injection [175, 176], enhances the magnetic ordering due to exchange interactions,

and induces interface polarization that can act as a spintronic selector, details in

Chap. 3. Therefore, controlling the extent of hybridization and engineering, the

spin-dependent effects occurring at the metal/molecule interface may produce a

multi-functional molecular spintronic device for information encoding and energy

harvesting, proofs in Chap. 8 and Chap. 9.
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The field of spin caloritronics has brought together spintronics (spin-dependent

transport) and thermoelectricity (heat transport) to study the interaction between

spin and heat currents in MTJ devices. Several theoretical reports [177, 178, 179]

elucidate a quantum spin-based engine that combines the spintronic selectors (SS)

with the discrete spin states of the paramagnetic centers (PM). These models apply

thermodynamics’ second law to generate work due to the temperature difference

between the device components. Such heat engines’ are experimentally realized us-

ing quantum dots to generate discrete electronic states, and heterostructure design

creates the imbalance needed to operate the engine [140, 144, 96]. An elegant way to

realize transport asymmetries is to use spintronics [17, 13, 18, 164] which does not re-

quire complex device design or exotic experimental setup to realize the operation of

the quantum engine. Additionally, spintronics enjoys industrial superiority hence,

amalgamation of spintronics and thermodynamics can pave way for multifunctional

engines, see Chapter 4.

With numerous interesting phenomena being explored using MgO (Chap. 2) and

CoPc (Chap. 3) based spintronic devices it is crucial to explore the spintronic nano

transport path exhibited by two nano-objects, oxygen vacancies in MgO and the Co

paramagnetic centers, with a focus on developing operando techniques based on

synchrotron radiation. A novel technique called device-centric operando approach

reveals the material properties within the device parameters (see Chap. 7, Sec. 7.4.2).

It emphasizes material characters of only those atoms that drive device’s operation

and hence exclusive information on the nano transport path can be obtained.

Altogether, the developments in the field of spintronics guarantees for better

prospects to perform frontier research. Over the years the field has discovered in-

teresting phenomena, some of which have already been adopted in the industries

for applications. Spintronics has proven to be the future for the next-generation

nano-electronic devices with their capability to decrease power consumption and to

increase their storage and processing ability.
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State of the Art

The Chapter 5, of the thesis describes the experimental techniques used to fabri-

cate and study thin films. It provides highlights on some of the ultra high vacuum

(UHV) deposition technologies for fabricating thin and ultra-thin films. In this the-

sis’s framework, two types of thin films are studied, namely, metal/organic-based

stacks and MgO-based stacks. The CoPc stacks were fabricated in the Institut de

Chimie et de Physique des Materiaux de Strasbourg (IPCMS) using the home-built

hybrid deposition chamber. The MgO stacks were fabricated in Institut Jean Lamour

of Nancy (IJL), thanks to the close collaborations between my home institute, IPCMS,

and IJL. Our collaborators are specialists in the growth of thin-film heterostructures

using sputtering. Conventional methods like x-ray reflectometry, x-ray diffraction

etc were used to characterize the stacks.

The Chapter 6, emphasizes the key difference in processing steps of MgO and

molecular stacks. A standard UV lithography technique was employed to process

the MgO stacks into 20 micron-sized magnetic tunnel junctions. A novel technique

using a solvent-free, chemical-free nano-silica lithography (see Appendix A) devel-

oped in the group was used to process the metal/molecule junctions. The techno-

logical steps from stacks to on-chip devices is discussed in detail here 6.

Finally, the Chapter 7 explains the measurement set-ups used in thesis. The de-

vices were electrically characterized in the group’s Fert bench set-up before studying

them in Synchrotron SOLEIL. With a detailed overview on the two technologically

advanced beamlines of the Synchrotron SOLEIL, namely, DEIMOS and HERMES

beamlines we will explore the progress made in the x-ray studies to explore the

nano-transport path in MgO (oxygen vacancies) MTJs and molecular MTJs (Co PM

centers), respectively.
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Chapter 5

Thin film engineering

Thin film engineering is a leading industrial technology to deposit layers of mate-

rials, as thin as an atomic layer, on to a wide range of surfaces. Thin films offer

countless advantages to manufacturers in terms of cost efficiency, production time,

increased flexibility of materials. Thin film technology is prevalent across materi-

als science for industrial applications such as memory devices, energy storage, mi-

cromechanics, photovoltaics, sensors (chemical/optical/magnetic) and many other

solid state devices. The surface modification through thin film deposition is the ba-

sis for thin film technology. The properties of thin films are highly dependent on the

morphology, surface roughness, conductivity of the materials. Hence, a comprehen-

sive knowledge about the atomic details of the thin film growth process helps for

the development of complex devices.

5.1 Physics of thin film growth

This section illustrates the basic parameters that influence the morphology of de-

positing materials on a surface. Thin film deposition and film growth are highly de-

pendent on materials involved in the process, on the energy of the impinging atoms,

their arrival rate, and on the substrate temperature. The formation of thin films

proceeds through a series of growth stages, starting with, (a) adsorption (physisorp-

tion), (b) surface diffusion, (c) chemical binding (chemisorption), (d) nucleation, (e)
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microstructure formation and bulk changes at the surface [180]. Since thin films ex-

perience distinct growth stages, each step affects the final microstructure and thus

its physical properties.

The adsorbed atoms on the substrate can have any one of the following three

growth modes for the formation of thin films [180], namely :

a) Volmer-Weber mode : In this mode, stable clusters develop into 3D islands

which fuse to form a continuous film. This growth mode is common in metal films

on insulators, where the adsorbed atoms (adatom) are strongly bound to each other

than to the substrate (Figure 5.1-row 1). Ex: metals on SiO2.

b) Frank-van der Merwe mode : This mode corresponds to a 2D layer-by-layer

growth and exhibits opposite characteristics to the previous mode, (Figure 5.1-row

2). Here, the adatoms are strongly bound to the substrate than to each other. There-

fore, the first adatoms condense to form a complete monolayer on the substrate sur-

face. Ex : Cu/Cu, Si/Si, GaAs/GaAs.

c) Stranski-Krastanov (S-K) mode : This growth mode is the combination of the

first two modes. Here, once the 2D monolayers are formed the further layer growth

becomes energetically unfavorable and 3D island growth is favored [181], (Figure

5.1-row 3). Ex : In/Si, Ge/Si, InGaAs/InGaAs.

FIGURE 5.1: Representation of three types of thin film growth modes
on substrates. θ indicates the coverage in monolayers (ML). Image

adapted from Ref [182].
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5.1.1 Atomistic mechanisms on surfaces

The Figure 5.2a describes the individual atomic processes which are accountable

for the adsorption and crystal growth on substrate surfaces. An atom approaching

the substrate can either be reflected or absorbed on to the surface. This process is

dependent on the incoming flux of the atoms, trapping probability and the sticking

probability [180, 181].

FIGURE 5.2: Individual atomic processes responsible for adsorption
and crystal growth on surfaces. (a) R is the rate of arrival of atoms
at the substrate surface. (b) The rate R is thermally activated and fol-
lows Arrhenius exponential equation with activation energy Ea, the
potential energy for physisorbed atom is EP and chemisorbed atom is

EC . Image a taken from Ref [182].

Physisorption occurs when no chemical bonds are formed at the interface, leav-

ing the adatom’s chemical species and the substrate intact. Physisorption describes

weak electrostatic interactions such as the van der Waals forces, dipole-dipole in-

teractions, and London forces. The formation energy of these weak physisorbed

interactions ranges between 10-40kJ/mol [183]. The physisorbed atom can either be

chemisorbed or desorbed (ejected) by overcoming the local energy barrier, see Figure

5.2b. Chemisorption occurs when the adatom is covalently bonded to the substrate

due to sharing/complete transfer of electrons. These interactions are almost two or-

ders of magnitude stronger than that of the physisorbed atoms (≈200 to 400 kJ/mol)

[183].

The weak bonding between the adsorbed atoms and the substrate results in the

diffusion of physisorbed atoms on the substrate. The diffusion of the physisorbed

atom increases with the available energy, but is inversely proportional to the atoms’
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arrival rate, R. If the arrival rate of atoms is high, then the surface atoms will rapidly

collide with new arriving atoms. This limits the diffusion and strongly influences the

growth mode. In addition to diffusion, the physisorbed atoms may bind to defects

in the substrate or kinks, exhibit nucleation with other atoms, and form clusters. The

nucleation energy increases with the available surface energy. An atom or molecule

with sufficiently high energy can desorb from the substrate surface. The probability

of desorption is smaller for clustered atoms compared to single atoms. Once there

are sufficient atoms on the substrate, the film starts to grow, and at this stage, the role

of interface stability becomes crucial. Thermodynamics can be used to determine if

the atoms will be chemisorbed or not [184]. Interested readers can check the refer-

ence Venables et al. [180] for a brief introduction to thermodynamics of thin films’

adsorption.

5.2 Instrumentation and thin film meterology techniques

The hybrid growth cluster in IPCMS comprises five different chambers maintained

under ultra-high vacuum (UHV) conditions, namely the load-lock, robot, magnetron

sputtering, thermal evaporation, and organic molecular beam epitaxy (OMBE), see

Figure 5.3. All these five units are accessible using a robotic arm, enabling the trans-

fer of samples between the chambers in UHV conditions. Therefore, the thin films

fabricated in this set-up avoids oxidation and any contamination of interfaces before

final capping. An impurity-free interface is crucial for the spin-dependent properties

(see Chap. 2, 3) of the deposited materials that form the thin film.

The hybrid systems’ physical vapor deposition (PVD) techniques have been rig-

orously used in this thesis to fabricate in-situ metal/organic-based thin films. Specif-

ically, the magnetron sputtering and organic molecular beam epitaxy (OMBE) depo-

sition chambers are significantly used for the optimization of the growth conditions

of metal buffers, capping (Cr, Ta); FM electrodes (Fe, Co); and organic spacers (CoPc,

C60), respectively.
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FIGURE 5.3: UHV chambers of the IPCMS Hybrid growth cluster.
1) load-lock, 2) robot, 3) sputtering, 4) evaporation and 5) molecular

beam epitaxy for organics.

5.2.1 Physical vapor deposition (PVD)

Physical vapor deposition (PVD) is a process of vacuum coating a material, usu-

ally done by deposition of the target material atom by atom onto a substrate by

condensation from the vapor phase to the solid phase. Numerous physical vapor

deposition techniques have been developed for fabricating thin-film coatings under

vacuum conditions. PVD techniques for coating was popularized in the 1970s and

has ever since been on demand in various industries. The most common used PVD

processes are:

1. Thermal evaporation techniques where the material to be deposited is heated

under vacuum until its vapor pressure is higher than the ambient pressure.

There are two types of thermal evaporation process pulsed laser deposition

(PLD) and electron beam deposition. PVD techniques are extensively used in

microfabrication industries.

2. Sputtering involves the bombardment of high-energy particles that knock off

the atoms or molecules from the target surface. In sputtering PVD, the de-

posited layers are either amorphous or, at times polycrystalline, but never

monocrystalline. Two main types of sputter deposition are currently being
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used in manufacturing applications: ion beam sputtering and magnetron sput-

tering.

In this thesis work, electron-beam deposition, magnetron sputtering, RF sputter-

ing and OMBE techniques are used. Hence, in the following sections, the focus will

be mainly on these individual processes.

5.2.1.1 Magnetron sputtering

Sputtering is one of the extensively used physical vapor deposition techniques for

thin film deposition. In the mid-1970s, the diode sputtering was replaced by mag-

netron sputtering. Since then, it is a widely used vacuum coating technique for

depositing metals (Fe, Co, Cr, etc.), alloys, compounds, and refractory materials like

oxides of aluminum, silicon, and more [185, 186]. Magnetron sputtering has several

advantages over other vacuum coating techniques, for instance :

1. The versatility of materials that can be used range from metals to semi-conductors.

2. The deposition of materials can go up to a thickness of millimeters and hence

high deposition rates.

3. The magnetron sputtered atoms form denser films with smaller grain sizes,

which leads to high-quality films.

4. Sputtered atoms contribute to the strong adhesion of the films to the substrate.

5. Uniform rate, therefore, maintaining the stoichiometry of the film.

Thanks to all these vital advantages of magnetron sputtering has paved the way

for developing countless commercial applications ranging from complex microelec-

tronics fabrication to simple decorative coatings.

5.2.1.1.1 Working of magnetron sputtering Magnetron sputtering process takes

place within a vacuum chamber, where the material to be sputtered forms the target
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(cathode). A magnetron composed of powerful permanent magnets is in close con-

tact with the target. The magnetron sputtering proceeds by introducing inert gas like

argon in to the vacuum chamber, which is accelerated by a high voltage being ap-

plied between the target and the substrate in the direction of the magnetic field. The

high voltage across the electrodes ionizes the incoming Ar gas atoms into electrons

(e−) and Ar+ ions. These energetic Ar+ ions are accelerated towards the negatively

charged cathode, where they bombard with the target to eject atoms, and secondary

electrons from the target surface, see Figure 5.4. The ejected atoms as a result of ki-

netic energy transfer by the Ar+ ions move towards the substrate creating a solid

thin film.

The ejected secondary electrons which usually in a diode sputtering would bom-

bard with the substrate and damage it by overheating, is prevented in magnetron

sputtering. The magnets behind the cathode traps the secondary electrons confin-

ing them closer to the target surface. Hence, it is feasible to use low voltage values

and low-pressure amplitudes in magnetron sputtering, which allows for the depo-

sition of high- purity thin films. Additionally, the ejected secondary electrons are

responsible for maintaining a stable plasma. Without these secondary electrons, the

plasma vanishes. In the plasma state, the electron energy is sufficient to excite atoms

to higher energy levels where they emit light upon relaxing to a lower energy level.

Hence the plasma is luminous, and this regime is called the glow regime. In the

glow regime, the plasma formed is stable and energetic enough to be used in micro-

fabrication technologies like sputtering and dry etching (cathodic cleaning). The

localized plasma in magnetron sputtering, accounts for increased deposition rates

and prevents the damage of substrate or growing film as fewer electrons collide.

In the IPCMS hybrid sputter deposition system, we mainly used Ar as sputter

gas. The sputtering chamber has a design that allows for three sputtering magnetron

sources which is sufficient for the device structure studied in this thesis, see Figure

5.5. The set-up consists of a UHV sample heater used to anneal the substrate before

deposition of the entire thin film stack. The sputtering deposition rates were closely

calibrated using the Sigma SQM-160 quartz monitor. The chamber is also equipped

with a residual gas analyzer (RGA), which allows for optimal control over the gases’
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FIGURE 5.4: Diagrammatic sketch of magnetron sputtering in a UHV
chamber. Image taken from Ref [187].

partial pressures inside the chamber. The sputtering chamber usually has a base

pressure of 2e−9mbar, therefore better growth of the metallic layers. In this thesis,

the DC magnetron sputtering was extensively used to deposit Fe, Co, Cr, Ta metallic

layers for the CoPc based molecular devices.

FIGURE 5.5: Sputtering chamber of the hybrid cluster, left image
is artist illustration of the real set up in the right. 1) three reclining
magnetrons 2) sample holder manipulated by with the vertical tower.
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5.2.1.2 Organic molecular beam epitaxy (OMBE)

Crystalline material films are fabricated using molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), which

is not possible using e-beam evaporation and sputtering PVD techniques. In the

mid-1980s, the organic molecular beam epitaxy (OMBE) growth of organic thin films

under ultrahigh vacuum emerged. It is quite similar to conventional MBE growth

systems [188, 189]. Typically, the purified organic source material, mostly in powder

form, is loaded into a crucible (ex. quartz crucible), which is mounted inside an effu-

sion cell (also called Knudsen cell) [190] for sublimation, see Figure 5.6a. The back-

ground pressure inside the chamber is usually ranging from 10−7mbar to 10−11mbar.

The basic principle of working involves the heating of the crucible when the cell’s

temperature exceeds the molecule’s respective sublimation temperature but is lesser

than the decomposition temperature of the organic molecules to be sublimed. This

organic evaporant migrates through the UHV environment within the chamber, where

it is collimated by passing through a series of orifices and then reaches the substrate

to form a film.

FIGURE 5.6: Knudsen cell. a) overall cell view. (b) close up top view
of the hot lip filaments of the Knudsen cell. The filaments are closely
wired near the tip of the crucible, (c) schematic of series of three hot
lip (HL) filaments which are responsible for the uniform tempera-
ture gradient over the entire crucible length. Image adapted from Ref

[191].

At IPCMS, our hybrid growth system has a thermal evaporation chamber ex-

clusively used to deposit organic molecules. The system has a provision for four
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different Knudsen cells. These cells are equipped with hot lip filament, HL (Figure

5.6b,c), which is crucial for the deposition of organic molecules. A hot lip filament is

wired more densely at the top portion than a standard heating system, resulting in a

slightly higher temperature near the crucible lip, see Figure 5.6b. It helps maintain a

uniform distribution of heat over the crucible length carrying the organic molecule.

Therefore, this HL filament prevents the condensation of the molecules on the lip

of the crucible during the molecular depositions. These effusion cells also have a

mechanical shutter that can be used to control the molecular beam flux from on to

off. In our set-up the sample stage is continuously in rotation mode at a fixed speed

to maintain a uniform molecular deposition. The thin film’s growth rate is mea-

sured using a quartz thickness monitor within the OMBE chamber, and also, there

are temperature regulators for the respective cells. The main advantage of the OMBE

technique is that it provides close control over the deposited layer thickness and an

atomically clean surrounding. In this thesis, the growth of the multilayer structure of

organic molecules specifically targeted cobalt phthalocyanine (CoPc) and fullerenes

(C60) thin/ultra-thin films utilizing the sequential shuttering from one Knudsen cell

to another.

5.3 Molecular stacks

In order to obtain a uniform growth, in our study, we have used Si substrates with

500nm-thick RF-sputtered SiO2. These substrates were cleaned with acetone, iso-

propanol, and ethanol sequence in two batches for five and ten minutes each respec-

tively, in an ultrasonic bath. The cleaned Si/SiO2// substrates were mounted on

a molybdenum sample holder, and a high precision laser-cut stainless steel mask is

used to define the growth of the thin film on the substrate Figure 5.7.

The stainless steel shadow mask was designed and developed within the time

frame of this thesis as a collaboration with IREPA laser company. The masks have

been extensively used in defining the growth layout of the thin film. The solvent

cleaned shadow masks are laid on top of the Si/SiOx// substrates. Thanks to the

robust laser cut steel mask when fixed with care lays flat on the substrate. This is
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FIGURE 5.7: Stainless steel masks fixed on Si/SiOx// substrates us-
ing tantalum pins.

important to eliminate any shadow effects during deposition of successive layers of

the thin film.

In the framework of this Ph.D., a variety of molecular stacks were fabricated

and studied under UHV conditions. The substrates were annealed up to 120◦C and

cooled to room temperature before the deposition of the thin film. Predominantly

for molecular MTJs, Cr was used as buffer and capping, Fe and Co as ferromagnetic

(FM) electrodes. All of them were deposited at room temperature within a 3e−4mbar

Ar pressure in the sputtering chamber. The chamber’s base pressure was 1e−9mbar.

Once the buffer and FM electrode is grown, the sample was transferred using a

robotic arm to the OMBE chamber for molecular deposition. The robot chamber

has a base pressure of 5e−10mbar. The time spent between the sample transfer from

the sputtering chamber to the OMBE chamber is less than 10 minutes. The organic

molecules CoPc and C60, which serve as the spintronic spacer layers in the stack,

were epitaxially grown at room temperature in the OMBE chamber. The OMBE has

a base pressure of 7e−10mbar. The organic molecules were sublimed at their respec-

tive sublimation temperature using Knudsen cells under the pressure of 2e−9mbar.

Finally, the samples are transferred back to the sputtering chamber via the robot

chamber. The upper ferromagnetic electrode Fe or Co is sputtered on top of the

deposited molecular layer. Then the entire stack is protected by a thick sputtered

capping layer of Cr. Table 5.1 gives a detailed description of the respective layers

deposited and the parameters used.
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Material Function in stack Method of deposition Deposition
pressure
(mbar)

Rate of de-
position

Cr Buffer and Capping Magnetron Sputtering 4.8e-4 0.3 A◦/s
Ta Buffer and Capping Magnetron Sputtering 4.8e-4 0.6 A◦/s
Fe FM electrode Magnetron Sputtering 4.4e-4 0.25 A◦/s
Co FM electrode Magnetron Sputtering 4.4e-4 0.2 A◦/s
CoPc Insulating molecular

barrier and source of
PM center

Molecular epitaxy 1.0e-9 0.005 ML/s

C60 Insulating amor-
phous molecular
barrier

Molecular epitaxy 2.6e-9 0.0036 ML/s

TABLE 5.1: Deposition techniques and the different deposition pa-
rameters for the different materials used in preparing the organic hy-
brid heterostructures. All depositions were done in-situ at room tem-

perature.

5.4 MgO stacks

The inorganic magnetic tunnel junctions with MgO spacer sandwiched between

CoFeB electrodes studied in this thesis were also fabricated by using a sputtering

system. The MgO stacks were fabricated by our close collaborator Dr. Michel Hehn,

IJL, Nancy. Only a general growth procedure for MgO stacks is described in this

thesis; for more details, consider reading the reference J. Bernos and M. Hehn et al.

[192].

5.4.1 Fabrication of MgO stacks using Nancy Sputtering

The MgO spacer based thin film stacks were grown on a clean amorphous corning

1737 glass substrate. The stack is composed of Glass//Ta(5)/Co(10)/IrMn(7.5)/CoFeB

(4)/MgO(2.6)/CoFeB(3)/Ta(2)/Pt(1). The thickness of the layers are in nm’s. Ta is

used as a buffer followed by the sputtering of ferromagnetic Co layer to improve

further texturization, as cobalt has shown good adhesion with tantalum. The next

layer is an antiferromagnet IrMn which acts as a pining layer. This is followed by

the sputtering of CoFeB/MgO/CoFeB tunneling structure with CoFeB. The CoFeB

was rf sputtered using a Co40Fe40B20 alloy target. Finally, the stack was protected

with a capping of Ta/Pt bi-layer.
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5.4.1.1 Annealing of MgO stacks

Since CoFeB is an amorphous material the first few monolayers of MgO grows amor-

phously on top of it. Gradual growth into several layers of amorphous MgO results

in the appearance of crystalline MgO structure [193]. Therefore, this type of MgO is

not perfectly epitaxial rather it is a textured crystal made up of (001) crystalline do-

mains separated by grain boundaries and amorphous regions. The top CoFeB elec-

trode grows amorphously on the underlying textured MgO. In order to achieve com-

plete crystallinity of the barrier and interfaces, the entire stack is annealed(> 300◦C).

This results in the distribution of the crystalline structure arising from the textured

areas of the MgO spacer [193, 194]. Once the crystallization stretches into the in-

sulator/FM interface, the latter begins to shape into bcc crystal structure instead of

fcc (111), thus adapting to the underlying MgO cubic arrangement. The crystalline

order of the CoFeB/MgO/CoFeB MTJ is presented in the TEM image of Figure 5.8a.

In spite of the polycrystalline character of the MgO barrier, it has little or no influ-

ence on the electron transport by the grain boundaries [195]. Hence, non-annealed

MgO samples have very small TMR vales as compared to the annealed because the

former is a amorphous system that promotes incoherent transport due to symmetry

mixing [194]. The Figure 5.8b shows the TMR variation in the annealed MgO sam-

ples measured at room temperature. In addition to achieving crystallinity annealing

also plays another crucial role in pinning the lower CoFeB electrode by exchange

bias (EB concept explained in Chap. 3).

In our experiment the fully grown MgO stacks were post-annealed for 1hour in

a high vacuum chamber varying the annealing temperature between 200◦C -300◦C

in the presence of an external magnetic field of 200Oe applied in plane to the sam-

ple. The annealing temperature is above the TN of IrMn and below the TC of CoFeB

electrodes. The procedure enables the alignment of antiferromagnetic IrMn and fer-

romagnetic CoFeB electrode domains on subsequent cool-down, thus achieving the

exchange bias of the lower electrode. The Figure 5.8b describes the TMR depen-

dence at different annealing temperatures (Tann) for a MgO barrier thickness varied

between 2nm-3nm.
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FIGURE 5.8: a) The TEM image of a CoFeB/MgO/CoFeB magnetic
tunnel junction for MgO thickness of 2nm after a post thermal an-
nealing at 300◦C. b) The TMR vs. MgO thickness plot of a MgO MTJ
measured at room temperature for three different annealing temper-

atures (Tann). Figure reproduced from Ref [192].

This growth approach has few shortcomings when compared to the one dis-

cussed in the Yuasa et al. [193] work, particularly the Mn diffusion from the IrMn,

during annealing. This affects the pinning strength which is decreased due to the

Mn deficiency in the AFM IrMn. The effect is paramount when the annealing tem-

perature or time is increased [196].

The fabricated MgO stacks were processed into MTJs (see Chap. 6) and elec-

trical characterization was performed in IPCMS, Strasbourg, prior to synchrotron

measurements at HERMES beamline (see Chap. 7 Sec. 7.4).

5.5 Characterization techniques

This section describes some of the standard characterization techniques used in this

thesis to investigate the physical and structural properties of the in-situ fabricated

molecular thin films.

5.5.1 Super conducting quantum interference device (SQUID)

SQUID is a highly sensitive magnetometer is designed to detect and measure the

minute perturbations in a magnetic field which is induced by structural anomalies
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located at the surface or within the material volume. It is the only technique which

directly detects and determines the overall magnetic flux of a sample, using which

the magnetization and the magnetic susceptibility can be derived.

The operation of SQUID magnetometer is based on superconducting loops con-

taining Josephson junctions (see Fig. 5.9). The magnetic signal from a given sample

placed in a liquid helium bath, is acquired by a superconducting pick-up coil by vi-

brating the sample through them. The SQUID sensor detects the current in the rings

of the coils and converts the magnetic flux signal into voltage signal. This voltage

signal is then amplified and read out by the magnetometer’s electronics and this

output voltage is proportional to the magnetic moments of the sample under study.

In this thesis a commercial SQUID magnetometer system from Quantum Design

(MPMS3) was used to investigate the magnetic properties of the organic heterostruc-

tures. A plastic straw is used as a sample holder as it does not contribute any addi-

tional magnetic signal to the sample. A (3×3)mm2 dimension sample is used which

fits quite well within the straw holder. Then the sample in straw holder is introduced

in SQUID apparatus, see Figure 5.9. The sample is carefully fine tuned such that the

position of the vibrating sample does not overshoot the distance of the pick-up coils.

This ensures maximum capture of the output voltage and hence the total magnetic

moments of the sample.

FIGURE 5.9: SQUID set-up. The best position for optimum SQUID
output voltage is recorded for the sample is when it is in between the

blue colored pick up coils. The figure is adopted from Ref [120].
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In this work, the SQUID was operated in dc mode where static magnetic field

is applied to study the macroscopic magnetic properties of the tri-layer heterostruc-

tures. To study the effects of exchange bias in organic tri-layers a magnetic field of

7T was applied while cooling down the sample from 300K to 4K. This field cooling

procedure is crucial to study the effects of magnetization in magnetic thin films (de-

tails in Chap. 3). The SQUID magnetometry results for CoPc based molecular stacks

are discussed in Chapter 9.

5.5.2 Electron microscope:

An electron microscope is a powerful tool that uses a beam of accelerated electrons

to produce an image of the object under study. Unlike optical microscopes in which

magnification of the sample image is obtained by a system of optical lenses, an elec-

tron microscope uses electromagnetic fields for image magnification. An electron

microscope has a high resolution and can resolve objects as small as 10A◦ as com-

pared to 0.2 micron by an optical microscope. In the field of material science, electron

microscopes are extensively used to study the interaction of an electron beam with

the sample and thus obtain information on its structure, morphology and composi-

tion. In the framework of this thesis two main types of electron microscopes were

used namely, transmission electron microscope and secondary electron microscope.

The former was used to understand the interfacial features at the metal and molecule

and the latter was used to image the silica nano spheres used for patterning nano or-

ganic junctions.

5.5.3 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)

A transmission electron microscope can be used to study the features of a crystal

structure such as dislocations and grain boundaries of a very thin sample. Specifi-

cally, in this thesis TEM was used to study the growth of the organic thin film layers

and their composition. TEMs can reveal finest details of an internal structure which

helps to visualize the growth preference in thin films. The TEM measurements were
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performed with a collaboration with Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT), Ger-

many.

5.5.3.1 TEM specimen preparation

Sample preparation is one of the crucial aspects of TEM analysis as it demands that

the specimen be thin enough so it can transmit sufficient electrons to produce an

image with minimum energy loss. Numerous techniques have been developed to

prepare TEM samples and depending on material properties, analysis type the ap-

propriate technique is selected. The techniques can be broadly classified as mechani-

cal, ionic, chemical, electro-chemical and mechanical-physical techniques. The TEM

sample under focus in this thesis is an organic based thin film, which can be com-

pletely contaminated and destroyed by TEM sample preparation techniques which

involves gluing, polishing with chemicals and heat treatments. In order to safeguard

the organic layers, here, focused ion beam (FIB) thinning is used to produce electron

transparent cross section sample lamella of constant thickness [197]. FIB uses a fo-

cused beam of ions and these ions are accelerated to an energy close to 5 - 30 keV

and then focused on to the sample surface. This method has a resolution in the

nano-scale and thus allows for the extraction of thin layer of the chosen region of the

sample. The TEM results for FM/CoPc/FM molecular heterostructure can be found

in Chapter 8. TEM was also used to image the nano-silica spheres used for defining

the molecular junctions, see Appendix B.

5.5.4 Scanning electron microscope (SEM)

One of the standard techniques for imaging the microstructure and morphology of

various materials is scanning electron microscope (SEM) (Fig.5.10a). It uses a fo-

cused beam of high energy electrons to radiate the material and thus scan the surface

of the sample. This electron-sample interaction reveals a lot of information about the

external morphology, crystalline structure and many more. Moreover, SEM provides

a resolution of 10nm, which is highly attractive and some of the advanced versions

of these set-ups can go to a 2.5nm resolution.
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In the operation of scanning electron microscope, the sample surface is exposed

to a narrow beam of electrons produced from an electron gun. This electron beam

sweeps or scans the sample surface, which releases a variety of signals. The sig-

nals include secondary electrons, back-scattered electrons (BSE), diffracted electrons

(EBSD), photons (characteristic x-rays and continuum x-rays), visible light and heat,

see Figure 5.10b. Secondary electrons and back-scattered electrons are mostly used

to image the sample. Specifically the secondary electrons provides explicit infor-

mation on the morphology and topography of the samples and the back-scattered

electrons are crucial for illustrating contrasts in the composition of multi-phase sam-

ples. Diffracted back-scattered electrons are used to determine the crystal structures

and orientations of minerals, characteristic x-rays are most commonly used for ele-

mental analysis [198].

FIGURE 5.10: SEM set-up and signal types. (a) The path of focused
high energy electron beam collimated by sophisticated magnetic lens
to irradiate the sample and collect the BSE and SE image. (b) The
result of electron beam interaction with the sample leads to emission

of variety of signals. Image taken from Ref [198].

Although SEM is considered to be a non-destructive method, meaning there is no

loss in the volume of the sample, conductive samples often get damaged and cannot

be analyzed for a long time or repeatedly. Conventional SEM can offer to image only

solid samples and the liquid or wet samples often out-gas hence are incompatible to

be used in vacuum conditions of a SEM set-up.

In this thesis, the SEM setup of IPCMS was mainly used to image the silica nano
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spheres which act as the mask to define the vertical molecular junctions. The SEM

images of the nano spheres can be found in Appendix B.

5.5.5 X-ray reflectometry and X-ray diffraction

X-ray reflectometry (XRR) is a fast and non-destructive analytic tool used to study

the surfaces, interfaces of thin layered structures. It works on the principle of to-

tal external reflection of x-rays; where at every interface a portion of the x-rays is

reflected and the interference of these partially reflected x-rays produces a reflec-

tometry pattern. The structural characterization of thin films can be done using XRR

as it can be used to determine the thickness, density and surface roughness for a

single/multi-layer stacks of crystalline and amorphous materials.

When x-rays are incident on to the material surface at grazing angle of incidence,

total reflection occurs at/below a critical angle, θC, and the reflected x-rays create an

interference pattern because at the interface, different materials have different refrac-

tive indices. The critical angle varies depending on the material’s electronic density.

The higher the incident x-ray angle relative to the critical angle, the deeper the x-

rays transmit into the material. Suppose a material has a rough surface it results in a

dramatic decrease in the reflectivity. If such a material acts as a substrate and a layer

of another material with a different electronic density is deposited, then the reflected

x-rays from the interface between the substrate and the thin film along with the top

free surface of the film will either constructively or destructively interfere with one

another. This results in an interference oscillatory pattern, see Figure 5.11.

To first approximation, the intensity scattered by the sample is proportional to

the square of modulus of the Fourier transform of the electron density. Thin film

stacks with more electronic density contrast between its layers will give a larger

amplitude signals in the fringes. Hence, the electron density profile can be deduced

from the measured intensity pattern. In addition to this, the film thickness can be

determined from the periodicity of the oscillation and the surface, and the interface

root-mean-square (rms) roughness can also be derived from the rate of signal decay
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(see Fig. 5.11). The density of the material is determined from the critical angle ie.,

the initial drop in signal.

X-ray diffraction (XRD) is a non-destructive technique based on Bragg’s law

(nλ = 2dsinθ) used to characterize the crystallinity of the thin films. A monochro-

matic x-ray beam is incident on the sample and the reflected x-rays are collected by a

detector. The x-ray diffraction pattern exhibits sharp peak intensities for crystalline

materials and broad peaks for amorphous. The peak intensities are determined by

the atomic positions within the lattice planes of the sample. Therefore, the XRD

pattern acts as a fingerprint to distinguish the periodic atomic arrangements in the

sample.

FIGURE 5.11: X-ray reflectometry of a thin-film. From the graph,
slope gives the surface roughness ; drop in signal determines the den-
sity of the material and the distance between the fringes gives the

thickness of the thin film. Figure adapted from Ref [199].

In this thesis, the thickness calibration of metallic and organic layers of the thin

film was done using Rigaku set-up by working closely with Mr. Guy Schmerber.

The deposition rates of the materials were closely monitored using the quartz crys-

tal thickness monitor. In order to know the thickness of the material being deposited

onto the substrates, a physical measurement of each layer and a multi-layer stack

was done using XRR. The XRR values were carefully compared with the number of

units read by the quartz monitor. Since, the quartz crystal cannot be placed exactly

in the same position as the substrate being coated, a correction term called ’tooling

factor’ is programmed into the quartz monitor data for each material. This factor is
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dependent on the distance of the quartz from the sample. The tooling factor of the

crystal monitor is given by the formula Fm = Fi(Tm/Ti), where, Fm =calculated tool-

ing factor, Fi = initial tooling factor, Ti = thickness in units read by the quartz monitor

and Tm is the XRR measured thickness (in nm) of the deposited film material. Sup-

pose there was no initial value assigned to tooling factor one can begin with Fi=1.

The tooling factor is tuned at least three times on the same nominal thickness of the

material before fixing its value. So its important to evaluate the tooling factor value

by measuring the thickness of the materials from XRR and comparing it with the

thickness reading in the quartz monitor. With the tooling factor and the density of

material programmed into the quartz monitor the rate can be easily controlled as per

requirement of the user. The calibration was performed each time before fabricating

new organic stacks, especially when the sputtering or OMBE chambers were vented

to atmosphere or changed targets/molecules. The XRR and XRD characterization

results for molecular hetero-stacks can be found in Chap. 8 and Chap. 9.
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Chapter 6

From thin film stacks to magnetic

tunnel junction devices

The thin film stacks were processed carefully involving various technological steps

which are detailed in this current chapter.

6.1 Front-end process

Solid state devices are fabricated by the front-end process which includes various

steps of wafer/thin film process operations like thin film deposition (Chapter 5),

mask fabrication, patterning, etching, passivation, metallization.

6.1.1 MgO thin films patterning

Photolithography technique is widely used in semiconductor patterning. The tech-

nique utilizes a radiation source like UV rays or x-rays to transfer the pattern from

a photomask to the substrate surface, then etching away the unprotected mask sur-

face. The photomask is a transparent plate with patterned chromium areas printed

on it. A radiation sensitive resist/polymer is used as a primary mask layer, which

undergoes chemical changes when exposed to specific wavelengths through a pho-

tomask. The photoresist after exposition to radiation is more susceptible to dissolve
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in photoresist developer. There are two types of photoresists namely, positive pho-

toresist and negative photoresist, see Figure 6.1(a,b).

In positive photoresist the photochemical reaction during exposure weakens the

polymer making it increasingly soluble in the developer and a positive pattern is

achieved. The developed pattern on the substrate is an exact copy of the design

chosen from the photomask. Therefore, the pattern on the sample acts as a stencil

for the following processing steps. Positive resists are popular in semiconductor

industries as they offer better resolution and good thermal stability.

In negative photoresist, the exposure to radiation results in polymerization of

the photoresist. On developing, the negative resist remains on the surface of the

substrate where it is exposed and is removed from the unexposed areas. Hence,

the negative photoresists leave the sample with the opposite pattern of the original

photomask. The advantages of negative resists are good adhesion to silicon, low

cost, and offer a shorter processing time.

FIGURE 6.1: Illustration of cross-section of (a) positive resist and (b)
negative resist after UV insulation and development. The negative

resist displays an overhang.

The following are the key steps in photolithography :

1. Choice of appropriate photoresist (+/-ve) based on the desired pattern of the

photomask.

2. Deposition of the photoresist over the sample using spin-coating technique

which forms a thin and uniform film.

3. The development of the pattern.

Once the development of pattern is complete the sample is ready for processing.

In this thesis, for the photolithography of MgO stacks a 365nm UV lamp source, and
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AZ505 (+ve resist), AZ515 (-ve resist) were utilized. The photomask used for the

process was initially designed by A. Anane of UMPhy CNRS/Thales in 2002, after

several iterations of refinement by Dr. Filip Schleicher and Dr. Martin Bowen within

the group, the present design can be seen in Figure 6.2.

FIGURE 6.2: Optical mask used for MgO pattering includes all the
four steps needed to create 20micron sized inorganic MTJs

6.1.2 Processing of MgO stacks

The MgO based thin film stacks are processed in four steps using photolithography.

The first step is to define the micro junction pillars, followed by electrode pattern-

ing, passivation and metallization. The following sub-sections details all the steps

involved to make MgO MTJs.
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6.1.2.1 Step I : Defining micro pillars

The sample is spin coated with a positive resist AZ5105 which provides a uniform

surface (Figure 6.3a) so the photomask could be aligned to define the junction pillar

pattern and the large common contact pads. One crucial point to remember is to de-

termine the micro-pillars along the direction of the exchange bias, which is defined

during the annealing of the MgO growth process. The photomask is placed in con-

tact with the resist coated sample and flooded (Figure 6.3b). On development with

AZ726 developer the photoresist is removed from all areas except on the pads and

the to be defined micro pillars circular region, see Figure 6.3c.

FIGURE 6.3: Sub-steps involved in pattering of micro-pillars. The
colors : gray - electrodes, brown - MgO barrier, orange - metallic cap-
ping, blue - photoresist, and white - shadow mask opaque regions. (a)
Photoresist spin coated on the sample, (b) selective UV exposure by
the chromium on the glass photomask, (c) patterned photoresist re-
maining on the sample surface. The top insert is the real sample post
developed image in which the circle is the micro pillar and square
is the contact pad protected by the photoresist and the remaining is
the naked sample surface. Note the drawings are not scaled to real

sample dimensions.

To define the micro pillars MgO heterostructure stacks are etched up to the MgO

tunnel barrier using neutral beam etching and analyzing with Auger spectroscopy.

Neutral beam (NB) etching : The nano-pillars are defined by etching using a

neutral beam removing the uncovered materials. The main advantage of NB etch-

ing technique is it can etch large area of the sample without causing electrical and

physical damages which is crucial to protect the MTJ. The damage-free instrument

comprises of an ion source for extracting and accelerating an ion beam with a speci-

fied polarity; a grid positioned at the rear of the ion source with multiple grid aper-

tures through which the ion beam travel and a reflector with same plurality of holes
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as grid holes is closely connected to the grid. In our set up Ar gas introduced into the

chamber and split into ions to create a plasma. The Ar+ ions existing the gun was

neutralized by electron emitting filament and was accelerated towards the sample.

Charge evacuation from the sample was done by covering the side pads of the thin

film structure with Al foil strips using UHV compatible high temperature kapton

tape. This is crucial to read sample current and detect Auger signals. For uniform

etching the sample was at an angle of 45degree to the beam and was continuously

rotated during the entire etching process.

The etching was performed by close monitoring and controlling the sample cur-

rent. The etching dose was calculated by evaluating the sample current for unit time

(mA.min). The crucial point in the etching step is to create the junction pillar with

all top layers up to the mid of the tunnel barrier. Etching beyond the tunnel barrier

can cause the underlying FM layer of the stack to be over-etched. The decrease in

effective thickness of the FM affects its electrical conductivity and magnetic coercive

field. The excess etched material can be redeposited on the tunnel barrier resulting

in short circuit devices. In order to have full control of the etching depth, in situ

Auger electron spectroscopy was employed to study the thin film layers before and

after etching.

FIGURE 6.4: Auger energy spectra for each etching step of
CoFeB/MgO/CoFeB stack. Each color of the graph indicates AES for
consecutive steps of etching in mAmin. The Auger signals of the ma-
terials in the stack at different etching stages, starting from the lower
energy of the Auger spectra Ta : 165eV, 170eV; Ar : 180eV; O : 503eV;

Fe : 598eV, 648eV, 701eV, 715eV, and Co : 771eV.
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Auger electron spectroscopy (AES): The technique utilizes high energy of finely

concentrated electron beam as an excitation source. AES is based on the Auger Ef-

fect. The Auger electrons are generated when the excited atoms release the addi-

tional energy to an electron which is emitted as an Auger electron. AES operates by

collecting and measuring the kinetic energies of the emitted Auger electrons, which

corresponds to the respective elements present at the surface of a sample. This al-

lows for the surface chemical analysis of the thin films samples. The typical sam-

pling depth of AES is between 2nm to 5nm, makes it a powerful surface sensitive

analytical tool.

An AES system comprises of an electron gun for sample examination and an en-

ergy analyzer for detection of Auger electron peaks in the total secondary electron

energy distribution. The set up used in this thesis has AES equipped in the etching

chamber and utilizes a 3keV energy of electron beam. The detected Auger peaks are

usually superimposed on a continuous background, for easy detection the energy

distribution function N(E) is differentiated and the Auger spectrum is the function

of dN(E)/dE. The peak-to-peak magnitude of an Auger peak in a differentiated spec-

trum can be directly associated with the surface concentration of the element which

produces the Auger electrons.

Here, the Auger electrons emitted from the first few nm’s of the thin film surface

were studied in their kinetic energies up to 1000eV. In the experimental set up the

Auger gun and the detector are mounted in different position from the etching gun.

In order to perform the AES measurements the sample is transferred to Auger posi-

tion within UHV conditions. To begin a pre AES spectra is recorded and thereafter,

for each etching the spectra is analyzed to determine the successive etching dose.

The Figure 6.4 is an example of CoFeB/MgO/CoFeB stack etched up to the mid

of the MgO tunnel barrier. For the first etching of 6.6mAmin strong Ta peaks at

(165eV, 170eV) are clearly visible at the lower end of the energy spectrum (Fig.6.4,

green). Faint peaks of Co (771eV) and Fe (598eV, 648eV, 701eV, 715eV) appear with

traces of Ta, indicating the top Ta/CoFeB interface (Fig.6.4, olive). A strong O signal

from MgO is observed at the end of third etching (Fig.6.4, navy). The etching is
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stopped when the strong O signal from the MgO decreases and Co and Fe signal

increases, confirming the lower CoFeB/MgO interface (Fig.6.4, red). For this sample,

a total of 20.48mAmin was required to reach the mid of the barrier. The resist covered

regions are not etched and hence 20 micron sized pillars are defined on completion

of etching process (Figure 6.5).

FIGURE 6.5: Step I etching procedure. (a) before and (b) after neu-
tral beam etching up to the mid of the MgO barrier, (c) Post solvent

cleaned sample with 20micron pillars.

6.1.2.2 Step II : Bottom electrode

Once the pillars are defined, the photoresist from the step I is removed by ultra son-

ication process using acetone and ethanol solvents for ten minutes each. The bottom

electrode is defined using positive resist AZ501 following the same procedure as

step I, see Figure 6.6a; except for the photomask pattern is of second step.

FIGURE 6.6: MgO bottom electrode.(a) One of the ten bottom elec-
trode’s image defined in the step II. On development, the resist is
retained only on the bottom electrode pattern. b) Post etching and
solvent cleaned sample has material only within the bottom electrode

pattern (light region); the dark remaining area is glass substrate.

Post development, the sample is etched down to the substrate, and over-etching

is avoided for any unnecessary re-deposition giving rise to short circuit devices. The
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contact pads allow the current to flow towards the lower electrode which is defined

in the current step. Once etching is completed the sample is solvent-cleaned which

exposes the bottom electrode with pillars (Figure 6.6b) and is prepped for passiva-

tion.

6.1.2.3 Step III : Passivation

Before depositing the dielectric SiO2 layer, a negative photoresist AZ5214 was coated

and exposed with third step photomask pattern. The negative resist deposited sits

on top of the areas where the SiO2 presence was to be avoided i.e., the areas above

the pillars which provides the electrical access to the MTJ and the metallic contact

pads, see Figure 6.7a. The negative resist forms an overhang after development. The

135nm thick SiO2 was sputtered to form the dielectric layer similar to the passivation

in organic processing.

Lift off: Since the deposited SiO2 layer has limited adhesion to different ma-

terials ultra-sounds cannot be controlled to selectively remove the resist and SiO2

only from the pillar. So the sample is left in the acetone bath for minimum 2 hours.

Thanks to the presence of the resist overhang, the acetone strikes the naked sides

(ie.,without SiO2) of the negative resist layer and dissolves it. The dissolved resist

layer carries with it the SiO2 layer leaving behind an electrical opening in the passi-

vation layer giving direct access to the MTJ, see Figure 6.7b.

FIGURE 6.7: Step III - dielectric deposition. (a) The negative resist
on selective development and sputtering deposition of SiO2 layer. (b)
Sample view after lift off process, with the insulating layer (cyan) on
top of pillars and contact pads to avoid electrical short circuits. Note
in the top inset the color blue is only for a visual contrast to distin-

guish the beneath layers.
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6.1.2.4 Step IV : Metallization

The SiO2 insulating layer covers the entire sample except for the junction pillar and

the contact pads. A negative resist AZ5214 is coated on the sample, on exposure and

development the photoresist is preserved all over the sample except the areas where

the conductive contact pads are to be deposited, see Figure 6.8a. A metallization is

performed on the sample by depositing a bi-layer of Al(110nm)/Au(35nm) in UHV

environment (Figure 6.8b). In this step the lift off is easy, as the resist covers large

surface area. Short ultrasonic pulses is enough to dissolve the resist leaving behind

only the metallic contacts with 12 micron optical opening to the 20 micron sized MgO

MTJs, see Figure 6.8c. This completes the processing of MgO MTJs. The samples are

ready to be probed and bonded to perform further measurements.

FIGURE 6.8: Step IV : Metallization. The final step of the lithogra-
phy process. (a) The negative photoresist after selective development,
(b) metal deposition of Al, Au layers as electrical electrodes, (c) Final
sample structure after lift off. The top insert is the real sample image
showing top contacts & contact pads (pale color) and little depres-
sions of 12µm optical openings to the MTJs. The horizontal bar is the

bottom electrode (blue).

The discussed photolithography technique used to fabricate 20 micron sized

MgO MTJs is not suitable for molecular stacks because of the solvents and pho-

toresists involved in the processing degrades the organic layers. Therefore, a novel

solvent-free, resist-free lithography technique was developed in our group by Dr.

Urbain, and refined by L. Kandpal, using silica spheres to produce organic nano

junctions, for details see Appendix A. Therefore, the processing will for organic thin

films will be discussed separately in the next section 6.1.3.
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6.1.3 Processing of organic thin films

Unlike MgO, the bottom electrode patterning is done in situ using shadow masks

for molecular stacks as discussed in Chap. 5, Sec. 5.3. The UHV deposited CoPc

based thin film stack undergoes a five step processing to create a vertical organic

nano MTJ. Since, alignment of masks are done manually good attention to detail is

prioritized to achieve high throughput.

6.1.3.1 Step I : Nano-sphere lithography

Using the group’s solvent-, resist-free nano junction process 300nm - 500nm silica

spheres were deposited on the organic stacks (ex situ). The silica spheres served as

masks when deposited on top of the thin films, see Figure 6.9. The area occupied by

the silica sphere serves as the effective junction size which is (∼300nm− 500nm), for

details of the silica lithography procedure consider reading Appendix A.

FIGURE 6.9: Illustration of nano sphere (black) deposition on a molec-
ular thin film stack with CoPc spacer.

6.1.3.2 Step II: Pattering nano-pillar MTJs

Similar to the MgO etching procedure, the organic stacks are mounted on the sample

holder and the charge evacuation from the sample was done by covering the side

pads of the thin film structure with Al foil strips using kapton tape as shown in

Figure 6.10a. To begin a pre AES spectra is recorded and thereafter, for each etching

the spectra is analyzed to determine the successive etching dose. The graph 6.10b,

is an example of the etching sequence followed for a Fe/C60/CoPc/C60/Fe thin film
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system. The pre-etch data (blue) displays strong CrO and C peaks at their respective

energies. The Cr peaks at 489eV, 527eV, 571eV are from the capping layer, a thin CrO

layer is formed due to surface oxidation, oxygen peak at 511eV and a contaminant

C peak appears around 266eV. After etching for 103mAmin, all contaminants are

removed leaving behind only Cr capping (Fig.6.10b: black). End of fourth etch,

the top Fe/Cr interface appears (Fig.6.10b: green). From here onwards small doses

are sufficient to reach the mid of barrier. Care is taken not to over/under etch the

sample. The etching is complete when the peak ratio of carbon (276eV) from C60

decreases with respect to Fe peak ratio, which is an indication for exceeding the mid

of the tunnel barrier (Fig.6.10b: orange, pink, red). Roughly, 22mAmin is sufficient

to reach the mid of barrier from top Fe/Cr interface. This completes the etching

process. The silica spheres play the role of resist protecting the layer underneath

and resulting in the creation of nano pillars, see Figure 6.11. This completes the step

II of the organic sample process.

FIGURE 6.10: Auger spectroscopy on CoPc molecular
stacks. (a) Organic stacks and the reference sample (cen-
ter) fixed on the sample holder using UHV compatible Kap-
ton tape, ready to be etched. (b) Auger peaks for the sample
Si/SiOx//Cr(5)/Fe(50)/C60(1ML)/CoPc(3ML)/C60(5ML)/Fe(10)
/Cr(100). The pre - etching curve has CrO layer peaks and carbon
contaminants (266eV). Consecutive etching steps are color coded.
After the first etching CrO is removed and only signal is from Cr
capping (shades of black). Only after four etchings the top Fe/Cr
interface appears (green). The etching is terminated when the C60
signal (276eV) decreases and Fe signal increases indicating lower

Fe/C60 interface (red).
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FIGURE 6.11: Nano-pillars. Etching process up to mid of CoPc bar-
rier. Al foil protects the side pads during etching (not shown).

6.1.3.3 Step III : Passivation

Once the nano pillars are defined the samples are carefully transported to cleanroom

for dielectric deposition. The dielectric SiO2 is rf sputtered using Alliance concept

EVA300+ system. The chamber has a base pressure of ≈5e−8mbar. SiO2 thickness

greater than 110nm is best to prevent any leakage current (separately tested at 80V)

in the devices. The maximum thickness of the dielectric depends on the size of the

silica spheres used in pattering. As seen in Figure 6.12a, the spheres have to be half

way above so it is easy to lift them off. For instance, a thickness of 135nm of SiO2

was used with 300nm silica spheres. It is vital to cover the side pads of the thin film

during passivation in order have a region available for electrical characterization.

For this, thin Al strips were held using kapton tape without disturbing the etched

regions and the nano-pillars.

FIGURE 6.12: Passivation and Lift-off. (a) The dielectric SiO2 is de-
posited every where except the side pads. (b) The nano-sphere are

lifted off leaving the naked vertical MTJs.

Lift off : Following the dielectric deposition, the nano sphere lift off proce-

dure was done by supplying ultra sonic shocks to the substrate using hybond wire
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bonding machine. Subsequently using a strong jet of nitrogen to blow off the nano

spheres, see Figure 6.12b.

6.1.3.4 Step IV: Metallization

The post lift off sample has SiO2 covering the entire thin film except the side pads

and the nano-pillars. The sample is moved to PlassysMEB550S metal evaporation

system. The top electrical electrodes are templated on the sample using steel masks

designed and manufactured with IREPA laser company. The top contact masks are

fixed flat on the sample to define the electrical contacts and care is taken to align the

bottom template with the current mask template. A bi-layer of Al(110nm)/Au(35nm)

is deposited using e-beam evaporation method. The chamber has a base pressure of

2e−9mbar and the deposition pressure of 5e−9mbar. The rate of deposition for Al is

0.5nm/s and for Au is 0.2nm/s. Al has a good adhesion to the underlying dielectric

layer and is robust to ultra sonic power while wire bonding. Au capping provides

best protection against oxidation. This completes the 5-step processing of organic

nano devices and are now ready for electrical characterization (Figure 6.13).

FIGURE 6.13: Metallization. E-beam deposition of Al/Au electrical
electrodes using shadow mask. The region that includes the pillar
and the top contact electrodes form the organic nano device ready to

be probed.
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6.2 Back-end process

In general, the back end process is the assembly and testing stage. Here, the defective

devices are sorted from the non-defective ones. In general, the processing steps

could create some defects like metal shorts, or failure in lift-off process, for example,

in organic MTJs if the nano spheres are not lifted off, the device would be open

circuit. All these defects are screened before wire bonding the devices for the final

test stage.

6.2.1 Electrical characterization of magnetic tunnel junctions

The organic shadow mask allows for 23 junctions and the photolithography based

MgO has 160 junctions on a single sample. In order to distinguish between the de-

fective and non-defective junctions prober instrument was used to study their resis-

tances and IV behaviors.

6.2.1.1 Point probe (2-pp/ 4-pp):

One of the most common techniques to measure electrical resistance is two-point

(2-pp) or four point (4-pp) probe methods. In a 2-pp mode the two tungsten car-

bide needles serve as both current and voltage sensing probes. Here, the bottom

electrode resistance contribution is always included in the measurement loops and

might vary the overall resistance from the individual junction electrodes. In order

to have precise measurements 4-pp mode is useful. In a 4-pp, a known value of bias

voltage is applied between two probes and the resulting current is measured using

the other two probes. The Karl Suss PM8 prober was used to perform 2-pp and 4-pp

measurements on organic and MgO devices.

The resistance of bottom electrode and contact resistances were qualified using

2-pp configuration. The resistance of the bottom electrode for both MgO and organic

devices depends on the thin film structure and the etching depth during pillar for-

mation. Usually the bottom electrode yields a resistance range of 100Ω to 500Ω. The
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4-pp allows to probe the junction resistance (Figure 6.14a). This is advantageous as

the current flowing through the cross-section (junction) can be exclusively investi-

gated by exempting the contact resistances. Normally, the top contacts resistance is

in the range of≈10Ω - 15Ω which reasonable for Al/Au combination. It is important

to qualify the top contact resistances before bonding the sample, to ensure the conti-

nuity of the top Al/Au electrode, especially for organic devices which uses shadow

masks. Suppose one of the contacts is somehow open-circuit (cut across electrode,

poor bond, etc). In that case, a fake 4-pp method can be used to study the junction see

Figure 6.14b. Special care is taken while probing the potential organic energy gener-

ating junctions. The Keithley (current, voltage) range is adjusted (eg. 200mV, 10µA)

to drive least current through the junction. The junction is measured by applying

very low bias (forced V < 0) and IV is recorded for small voltage range depending

on the offset current value. If the IV has a current and voltage offset greater than

the experimental set-up then such junctions are noted for further studies. For MgO

junctions, the resistance-area (RA) product method is used to statistically analyze

the quality of the junctions. The magnitude of the RA products allows to distinguish

if the devices are short circuited (-small RA product) or open circuited (-large RA).

Nominally, the RA product is in the range e7 - e8Ωµm2 for MgO target sputtered

barriers that are 2.5nm thick.

FIGURE 6.14: Electrical 4-point contact measurement. (a) Voltage is
applied between the top and bottom electrode contacts and the cur-
rent flow between the separate electrodes are measured. The current
recorded is the current flowing through the point of intersection only
ie., the MTJ. (b) A fake 4-point contact measurement is useful when
there is an electrode which as excessive resistance or has a disconti-

nuity/damage to the bottom electrode (cracks -white color).
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6.2.2 Cutting and wire bonding

In contrast to organic MTJs which are fabricated on (5×7)mm2 cut Si/SiOx// sub-

strates, the MgO sample are cut after the entire lithography process. To protect the

MgO devices the entire sample is coated with photoresist. Then, using a diamond

wire saw cutter or Accretech SS10 dicing machine (5×7)mm2 sized samples are cut

and finally solvent cleaned.

The MgO and organic samples are then glued on to Fert (or respective beam-

line) chips and wire bonded using Hybond 527A machine available in the STNano

platform. While bonding, the sample is electrically grounded to avoid any electro-

static currents that can possibly damage the device. The on chip bonded samples

are probed to confirm that the device state has not been disturbed due to wire bond-

ing. Finally, the devices are ready to perform magnetotransport measurements in

the group’s magnetotransport benches, and device operando studies at Synchrotron

SOLEIL.
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Chapter 7

Magnetotransport and Operando

measurement set-ups

In this chapter we will explore the experimental set-up used to perform magneto-

transport measurements at the laboratory and synchrotron beamlines. The chapter

discusses the group’s Fert set-up and significant sections describe the set-up utilized

for device operando measurements in SOLEIL synchrotron’s two beamlines HER-

MES and DEIMOS respectively.

7.1 Introduction to magneto-transport Fert bench

The components of the setup includes a cryostat, two magnets, a sourcemeter (Keith-

ley), a proportional-integral-derivative (PID) temperature regulator, pumping and

cooling systems. Thanks to the group’s efforts, the setup includes unique enhance-

ments such as: the cryostat equipped with optical windows mounted on a rotation

plate, an optical table coupled to the cryostat’s ledge, four precision motors for XYZ

motion of the cryostat and magnets, and an electrical multiplexor.

The Fert set-up offers several fully and semi-automated operation options for

measurement of devices. The wire bonded sample can be mounted in a vacuum en-

vironment within the cryostat located between a powerful 2T electromagnet. Low

temperature measurements upto 2K can be performed by filling the cryostat with
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helium gas. Based on the sample placement within the cryostat in-plane (horizon-

tal) and out-of-plane (vertical) magnetic field measurements can be conducted. A

LabView software interface allows to operate the system for automated temperature-

dependent studies using multiplexor to switch between samples, control the applied

bias, and magnetic fields. Additionally, it is possible to perform magnetotransport

measurements for multiple sample-to-field angles. Finally, a precise temperature-

dependent current-voltage characteristics and resistance-field plots can be performed

which can provide information about the samples quantum nano-objects in the de-

vice and also the magnetic orientation of the ferromagnetic electrodes.

7.1.1 Operation cycles of the cryostat

The operating cycle of the cryostat is based on the Grifford-McMahon (GM) cycle

[200] which has the following components cold head (or expander), also a cham-

ber where the gas can be compressed/expanded, a regenerator - its porous system

through which the gas can flow back and forth, a displacer (piston), low and high

pressure valves, a rotating valve and lastly a motor to drive the displacer. In our

cryostat the regenerator and displacer are merged. A compressor usually supplies

the cold head with a high pressure and the rotating valve allows for pressure vari-

ation by open and close movement of the high pressure inlet and low pressure ex-

haust. This is carefully in sync with the motion of the displacer. Generally, the GM

cooling cycle is divided into four stages, they are :

1. First stage : In this stage the GM cycle begins with the displacer-regenerator

down so the high pressure inlet is opened allowing the high pressure He to fill

the upper section of the chamber. The entire system is at room temperature

(Figure 7.1a).

2. Second stage : When the high pressure line opens, the displacer-regenerator

starts to move upwards forcing the gas through the regenerator, see Figure

7.1b.
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3. Third stage : When the displacer is up, the high pressure valve is closed and

the low pressure valve is opened. The high pressure gas in the lower part of

the chamber is able to expand and cool due to Joule-Thomson process. Certain

amount of gas is forced to exhaust through the regenerator and thus generating

work. This is main cooling step, see Figure 7.1c. The direct thermal contact

with the gas drives the heat out of the cold finger.

4. Fourth stage : In the final stage, the displacer moves down forcing the gas to

discharge through the regenerator. This process cools the regenerator and in

return the regenerator cools the gas in stage two (Figure 7.1d).

The system is cooled by the systematic repeating of this cycle. In a multiple stage

GM cooler, every stage is fed with low pressure gas from the earlier stage, and all

the displacer-regenerators move in sync. Our groups cryostat has two stages. The

first stage allows to reach a temperature of 80K which cools the radiation shield and

in the second stage the temperature reaches ∼2K cooling the cold finger.

The GM cryocoolers are advantageous as they can operate in a closed loops and

can be used for long term without additional maintenance or He refill. They are cost

efficient and user friendly. A few drawbacks of GM coolers is these are mechanical

refrigerators so one can always expect vibrations induced due to the motion of the

rotating valves and the displacers. Usually, the vibrations are in the range 20µm (par-

allel) - 5µm (perpendicular) to the axis of the cold finger. For sensitive experiments

this could be troublesome. In our case the cryostat uses internal pressure differential

to move the displacer, which reduced the general vibrations of the whole structure.

The system also has pneumatic anti-vibration columns installed to further decrease

the vibrations transmitted through the mounting flange to the optical table.

7.1.2 The group’s magneto-transport bench

Our group’s cryostat operates by a pneumatically driven two stage Grifford-McMahon

refrigerator [200] (Figure 7.2). The set-ups major component is the expander (/cold

head) because this is zone where the cooling occurs. A cold finger is in direct contact
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FIGURE 7.1: Visual representation of the Gifford-McMahon cycle:
(a) High pressure gas line is opened (b) the displacer D shifts to the
upper position, forcing the high pressure He gas to the lower part
of the chamber via regenerator R. (c) the rotary valve RV, opens the
low pressure gas line and the gas extends and cools down due to
Joule-Thomson process. (d) the displacer now reverts to its initial
position and the cold gas is forced out of the regenerator. This cools
the regenerator and leaves the cold head at near room temperature.

Image borrowed from Ref [201].

with the stage two of the expander and is cooled upto 4.2K. A protective radiation

shield which safeguards the cold finger from room temperature thermal radiations is

fastened to the expander’s stage one. This is cooled to 77K thanks to the 77K shield.

Lastly, a vacuum shroud is fixed vertically which enclose everything in place. Both

radiation shield and vacuum shroud are designed to accommodate optical access to

the vertical sample. Almost 34 fragile copper wires are electrically connecting the

sample holders, with two temperature sensors and the heater.

To perform temperature dependent magnetotransport measurements with accu-

rate quantitative values it is necessary to have a robust control system. A resistive

heater located near the second stage of the expander enables the temperature con-

trol. The heater is coupled to a Lake Shore cryotronics 332 PID controller. The two

sensors allow for temperature reading at two spots of the cryostat. First one is on the
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FIGURE 7.2: Experimental Fert magnetotransport bench based on
Grifford-McMahon cryostat. The set-up is made up of a cryostat,
temperature controller, Keithley sourcemeter, sample holders - verti-
cal (top chip) and horizontal (bottom chip), gold coated 77K shield,
optical shroud. Other components like PC with LabView control pro-
gram, electrical multiplexor, magnets, motors, optical bench and its

elements are not illustrated here. Image is adapted from Ref [201].

heat station of the second cooling stage top of the cold finger. Second one is present

in the end of the cold finger, next to the sample holders. It is the latter that gives the

closest value of the real sample temperature.

To get a feel for how readings are recorded from the sample its good to quickly

understand the electrical part of the system. There are 24 wires which are connected

to the sample holder that enable the electrical contact to the sample. This essentially

allows to connect 10(5) devices in two (four) points mode. The connector of the

wires is plugged to an electrical multiplexor [202]. So one can imagine multiplexor

as a relay between the Keithley and the sample which allows to switch routinely be-

tween the devices connected on the sample. This helps to perform automatic mea-

surements on multiple samples. Thanks to the systematic automation of the system

using advance LabView programs it is convenient to perform I(V), R(H)s , R(T)s.

For detailed information on set up calibration readers can refer U.Halisdemir thesis

[201]. The results presented in the Chapter 8 was performed using this Fert bench

set-up.
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7.2 Synchrotron based experiments

In this section a brief introduction to synchrotron based experiments performed dur-

ing the course of this thesis is provided. The study utilizes various x-ray based

physical fundamentals such as x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS), x-ray magnetic

circular dichroism (XMCD), scanning total electron yield microscopy (STEYM) and

operando scanning x-ray microscopy (OSXM). A good amount of the section cov-

ers all the necessary tools required to understand how the experiment is performed.

Ending with a quick overview of the SOLEIL French synchrotron beamlines namely

DEIMOS and HERMES which was utilized to perform device operando studies on

molecular and MgO MTJs, respectively.

7.2.1 Introduction to synchrotron facility:

The fundamental idea behind the synchrotron was first realized by Oliphant [203]

in 1943. A year later Veksler [204] independently discovered the new method of ac-

celerating relativistic particles and Ed McMillan [205] coined the term synchrotron

in 1945. The electromagnetic radiation called synchrotron radiation is emitted when

charged particles are accelerated along a curved trajectory. Large scale facilities,

namely a synchrotron machine (or synchrotron), are used to accelerate electrons to

very high energy and these electrons are moving very close to the speed of light

[206]. The Figure 7.3, gives a basic overview of the French SOLEIL synchrotron fa-

cility in the Paris area. Electrons are generated by the electron gun located in the

center of the synchrotron. These electrons are accelerated to high speeds close to the

speed of light by a linear accelerator or linac Figure 7.3[a]. Then the electrons are

transferred to the booster ring Figure 7.3[b], where their energy is increased from

100MeV to 2.75GeV. Finally these high energy electrons are transferred to the outer

storage ring Figure 7.3[c]. A series of magnets guide the electrons in circular path

around the storage ring. As the electrons are deflected through the strong mag-

netic fields, they emit electromagnetic radiation that is manipulated by the bending

magnets or insertion devices like wigglers, undulators located in the straight sec-

tion of the storage ring. In the regions where the electrons change their direction,
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synchrotron light is generated and this radiation branches off the storage ring and

enters the beamlines. In the beamlines, this radiation is further refined with the help

of monochromators and mirrors before it impinges on the sample under study.

A third generation synchrotron uses undulators as insertion devices. They are

characterized by the brilliance of radiation produced by an undulator. The brilliance

is defined as the number of photons emitted per second, per photon energy band-

width, per solid angle and per unit source size. Usually, a third generation syn-

chrotron has a brilliance of 1015− 1021 photons/(s.mrad2.mm2.0.1%BW), which is be-

yond the possibilities of any laboratory-grade source.

FIGURE 7.3: Outline of SOLEIL synchrotron facility is a 3rd genera-
tion source in Paris, France. Image adapted from Ref [207].

To summarize, there are several advantages of using synchrotron beamlines in

comparison to the laboratory equipment. They offer high brilliance, wide-energy

tunability, intense collimation and the emitted radiation is highly polarized linear,

circular or elliptical and is tunable from infrared regime up to hard x-ray. The

synchrotron-based experiments presented in this thesis utilized a third generation

synchrotron SOLEIL’s two technologically developed beamlines HERMES and DEIMOS,

respectively.
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7.2.2 Physics of X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS)

X-ray absorption spectroscopy is a powerful technique that is widely used to ex-

amine the atomic local structure and the electronic states of the samples [206]. The

x-rays uniquely interact with the matter depending on the incident energy of the

x-ray photons. Some of the prominent phenomena absorption, Rayleigh scattering,

Compton scattering, see Figure 7.4, here we will only focus on x-ray absorption.

When high energy (≈keV) x-ray photons strike an atom, the core electron is either

excited to a higher unoccupied energy level (LUMO) or unbound state known as the

continuum. The former excitation is known as x-ray absorption near-edge (XANES)

and the latter is known as x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS). The intensity of

the XAS spectrum is given by the Fermi golden rule[208]. The probability of an ex-

citation drastically increases when the energy of the incident x-ray photoelectron is

equivalent to the binding energy of the core electron. This is referred as an edge in

XAS. XANES and EXAFS are the two x-ray absorption edges; the former occurs in

the range 50eV-100eV and for EXAFS it is several hundreds to > 1000eV above the

edge.

The edges in XAS follow a standard nomenclature, which uses the principal

quantum number of the respective excited core electron. For example, n=1 corre-

sponds to the K-edge, n=2 for L-edge, n=3 its M-edge and so on. The L-edge spec-

troscopy is more sensitive to electronic, structural and changes in spin states of the

sample compared to the K-edge spectroscopy. The soft x-ray excitations provide

strong resonance signals due to the dipole allowed transitions (∆l = +1) into the va-

lence magnetic state. This region includes the 3d transition metals (Fe, Co), L- edges

(2p→3d = L2,3) and rare earths (lanthanides) M - edges (3d→4 f = M3,4), which are

relevant for magnetic studies.

The excitation of core electrons in the atom requires very high x-ray energy

> 103eV. XAS is highly sensitive thanks to its element specificity obtained by tuning

the energy of the incident x-ray photons to the resonance energy of core to valence

shell transition. Hence, XAS is widely used to distinguish between the different

layers in a thin film composed of diverse elements. In addition, it also enables to
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FIGURE 7.4: Illustration summary of x-ray photon interactions with
an atom. A) The primary, attenuated x-ray beam does not interact
with the matter. B) The high energy x-ray photons interact with the
core electrons and transfers all its energy to the electron and subse-
quently the electron is ejected from the atom (photoelectron). The va-
cancy created in the core shell K by the loss of electron is filled by the
other electron shells’ resulting in the respective absorption lines. C)
Elastic collision with a bound outer-shell electron leads to Rayleigh
scattering. D) Inelastic collision with weakly bound outer-shell elec-
tron results in Compton scattering. EI is the energy of the transmitted
photon and Es is the energy of the scattered photon. Image is adapted

from Ref [209].
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identify unequally populated zones which can be used to spatially map the respec-

tive elements in the sample.

7.2.2.1 The absorption coefficient µ(E)

XAS is a technique to measure the linear absorption coefficient. When a narrow x-

ray beam of incident intensity I0 is impinged on a sample at 90◦ angle, I0 experiences

an exponential decay, see Figure 7.5. The x-ray intensity attenuation is given by,

I(d) = I0e−µ(E)d (7.1)

where, I is the final intensity of the incident X-ray I0, d(cm) is the thickness of

sample that is irradiated. For a uniform thickness of the sample, a plot of µ(E) vs.

incident x-ray energy gives a fingerprint of the chemical character and electronic

structure of the sample. The factor µ(E)(cm−1) is known as the linear x-ray absorp-

tion coefficient. µ(E) can be related to the x-ray absorption cross-section σa by the

relationship:

µ(E) = ρoσo = [NA/A]ρmσo (7.2)

where ρa is the atomic number density, ρm is the atomic mass density, NA is the

Avogadro’s number, and A is the atomic mass number. The linear absorption coeffi-

cient has a characteristic value depending on the element and the number of atoms

that are along the path of x-ray beam[210, 211]. Often, the x-ray mass absorption

coefficient, µ(cm2/gm), is used, since it is independent of material density and is

given by:

µm =
µ(E)

ρ
(7.3)
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The x-ray attenuation length λ is the inverse of the linear x-ray absorption coeffi-

cient, λ = 1/µ. This is one of the limiting factors in synchrotron grade experiments,

especially for strongly attenuated soft x-rays. Therefore, it might be useful to cal-

culate the x-ray attenuation lengths of the materials used in the sample for a given

photon energy. This can help to have a strong signal intensity for all the buried

elements in the heterostructure.

FIGURE 7.5: Schematics of attenuation of x-ray photons. The in-
cident x-rays with intensity (I0) when travelling through a material
exponentially attenuates as E = E◦e−µ(E)d/2 due to absorption. The
factor µ(E) is the linear absorption coefficient and d is the distance
travelled in the material by the x-rays. Figure redrawn from Ref [206].

7.2.2.2 Information extracted from XAS

The complex nature of interaction between the sample and incident x-rays results

in several distinct features in the XAS spectrum. The x-ray absorption spectra of

materials are characterized by a sharp rise in absorption at specific x-ray photon

energies. These abrupt peaks in absorption are termed as absorption edges. The

structure of absorption peaks can be interpreted as the electronic transitions to the

unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) above the Fermi energy. An absorption edge

allows to identify various elements.

The x-ray absorption spectra of isolated gas atoms show sharp rise and a smooth

curve. For atoms in a solid and liquid show discontinuity even after the absorption
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edge. After a close examination of these edges, it is clear that is not simply a dis-

continuous rise in absorption. Instead, the edge displays a rich structure both in the

immediate proximity of the edge jump, as well as above the edge [212, 213]. The

Figure 7.6 represents a typical x-ray absorption spectra including the two spectral

regions XANES (or NEXAFS: Near-edge X-ray Absorption Fine Structure) and EX-

AFS. The technique with the combination of XANES and EXAFS is known as x-ray

absorption fine structure (XAFS). The XAFS measurements can provide direct struc-

tural information of any form of matter, isotope and spin state, and also determines

the oxidation state of the element.

FIGURE 7.6: XAS measurement near Fe K edge illustrating the
XANES and EXAFS of a typical X-ray Absorption Fine Structure
(XAFS) spectrum. The insert describes the three regions of XANES

spectra. Image adapted from Ref [214].

The XANES region provides wealth of information about the geometry and elec-

tronic structure of the absorbing atom. Since, a photo-electron is excited into an

unoccupied orbital XANES mainly provides insight about the sample’s unoccupied

energy states. XANES can be analyzed in three sections, see inset of Figure 7.6.

1. The pre-edge intensity gives information on the covalency and electronic struc-

ture of the respective species under study.
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2. At the edge, the oxidation state and site symmetry of the element can be ex-

tracted. The energy of the edge location does not vary for a given element,

instead the pea shifts with the corresponding electron density.

3. In the post edge the coordination shells are examined as the emitted photo-

electron scatters off the neighbouring atoms.

At higher energies, the scattering of the excited photoelectron from the neigh-

boring atoms result in EXAFS fine structure due to the constructive and destructive

interference of the excited and scattered electrons, see Figure 7.6. The EXAFS region

provides local structural information such as types of ligands, distances to ligands

and coordination number ie., the respective neighboring atoms from the absorbing

element [215, 216]. Some of the drawbacks of XAFS are that it is not compatible for

bulk spectroscopy, gives little angular information, applicable only for local struc-

tural information and always requires a synchrotron x-ray source.

7.2.2.3 Detection methods of XAS

X-ray absorption spectra is measured by three methods, namely transmission, total

electron yield (TEY) and total fluorescence yield (TFY). The choice of preferred detec-

tion method depends on the sample thickness and the concentration of the element

being probed.

7.2.2.3.1 Transmission mode is performed by measuring the intensity of the inci-

dent x-ray beam before and after the transmission through a thin film. Conceptually

this is one of the simplest methods as it is a direct measure of the x-ray absorption

cross section of a sample using the Beer-Lambert law [210], see equation 7.1. Sup-

pose the x-ray penetration depth exceeds the thickness of the sample d at all respec-

tive energies E, then the linear x-ray absorption coefficient µ(E) is a direct measure

of the ratio of incident to transmitted intensity of x-rays. By solving the equation 7.1

we get the following µ(E) for the transmission mode.
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µ(E) = −1
d

ln

(
I1(E)
I0(E)

)
(7.4)

Conventionally, the transmitted intensity is recorded using a photodiode or a

channel-plate detector mounted along the beam direction. Transmission mode mea-

surements work well with hard x-rays. However, for soft x-rays, this technique re-

quires optimizing the sample thickness, which should not vary over the surface of

the x-ray beam spot. In addition to this, nearly transparent samples which are suf-

ficiently thin are important. Otherwise, the soft x-rays will be strongly attenuated.

Since this method is quite restrictive, techniques like TEY and TFY are used which

mostly rely on the by-products if the x-ray absorption.

7.2.2.3.2 Fluorescence yield is an indirect way to determine the absorption cross

section is to measure the emitted photon directly using the total fluorescence yield

(TFY). TFY is often employed parallel to TEY mode. Due to the long mean free path

of the photons, TFY provides crucial information about the bulk of the sample with

a probing depth ≈100nm-200nm. When a high energy x-ray photon interacts with

an atom, it promotes the core electron to an empty state near the Fermi level. The

resulting vacancy in the core shell has a lifespan of femto seconds [217]. As shown

in the Figure 7.7, there are two possibilities to fill the core hole. One is to emit a

fluorescence x-ray photon, see Figure 7.7a; or to eject one or more Auger electrons

with high kinetic energy (Figure 7.7b). The probability of either of their occurrence

depends on the respective atomic shell involved and the atomic number of the atom

[218, 219, 220]. By using an x-ray detector like a photodiode or a channeltron, the

total yield of photons escaping the sample can be measured.

The different fluorescence lines are illustrated in the Figure 7.8. The Kα spec-

tral line is a characteristic energy of the emitted photon emitted when the electron

vacancy in the K-shell is filled by an electron from the L-shell. When the K shell va-

cancy is filled by the electron from M-shell, the characteristic energy of the photon

emitted is known as Kβ line. The filling of K shell by an electron from L and/or M
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shell creates an electron vacancy in the corresponding L and/or M shell, thus cat-

alyzing an electrical flow, as electrons in the M and N shells emit photons in order

to fill in the vacancies of the lower energy shells. In the fluorescence mode, the sam-

ple is fixed at a 45◦ angle relative to the incident x-rays, and the detector is located

at right angle to the incident beam to collect the fluorescence x-rays. Even though

TFY mode is bulk sensitive, it is limited by the self-absorption process, meaning the

emitted photon during the radiative relaxation is reabsorbed by another atom. This

results distortion of line-shape and poor intensity of the TFY spectrum.

FIGURE 7.7: Schematic describes two possible ways to fill in the core
hole (white sphere) created due to the excitation of the core electron
due to interaction with high energy x-ray photon. (a) A radiative re-
combination leading to emission of a photon (h̄ω), (b) an Auger pro-

cess backed by the emission of a photoelectron.

FIGURE 7.8: X-ray fluorescence lines formed by K, L, M and N shells
of an atom. The splitting of higher energy shells L, M and N is due to
spin orbital interaction. For example, the 2p state splits into 2p1/2 and
2p3/2 energy levels. The different positions of the bars correspond to
the different occupation numbers of the 2p1/2 and 2p3/2 . Same logic
is applicable to other higher energy levels. Information taken from

Ref [221].
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7.2.2.3.3 Total electron yield is another indirect method to measure the absorp-

tion process. The TEY signal consists of total number of electrons which includes

the contributions from photoelectrons, primary Auger electrons and low-energy sec-

ondary electrons emitted from the sample. In the TEY mode, the decaying excited

electron may transfer its energy to a bound electron instead of emitting a photoelec-

tron. When the bound electron is near the surface material it may be ejected from

the thin film. This results in a net positive charge on the sample. For an electrically

grounded and conductive sample, a current flows into the sample and fills the va-

cancies created by the aforementioned electron cascade and this current is used to

measure the total electron yield. This method is practical because it requires only a

sensitive ammeter connected between the ground and the sample. The TEY mode

is highly surface sensitive with sampling depth (≈3nm) and hence, requires atomi-

cally clean sample surfaces [222]. TEY mode is best suited for mono-layer coverage.

One of the drawbacks of the TEY technique is that the escape depth of the detected

particles must be shorter than the mean absorption length, else it results in satu-

ration effects which causes weak edge intensities and can hinder the quantitative

analysis of the XAS spectra. Furthermore, TEY measurements are also sensitive to

surface charge. Therefore, on non-conductive surfaces there can be some charging

effect which can induce distortions in the TEY spectrum.

Altogether, the descending order of the mean probing depth for XAS measure-

ments is, TFY > TEY > partial electron yield > ion yield. Irrespective of the type

of sample under detection, both TEY and TFY have their own advantages and draw-

backs. Interestingly, TEY and TFY show dependence on a atomic number Z and the

absorption edge [223]. The Figure 7.9, demonstrates the impact of TEY and TFY

at K-edge and L3-edge for different Z values. At the K-edge, the light elements

(Z < 20) gives a strong signal in TEY mode than in TFY and vice-verse for heavy

atoms (Z > 20). Similar contribution of TEY and TFY is observed for the L3-edge

but with a dominating TEY up to Z=87.
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FIGURE 7.9: TEY and TFY dependence on the atomic number (Z) of
various elements at K- and L3- edge. Image adapted from Ref [224].

7.2.2.4 X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD)

In general, x-ray absorption spectroscopy is carried out using polarized synchrotron

radiation. In a synchrotron, the polarized x-rays originate from the bending magnets

or the insertion devices along the storage ring. Similar to visible light, x-rays can

be categorized as linearly polarized (LP) used in x-ray magnetic linear dichroism

(XMLD), right circularly polarized (CR) or left circularly polarized (CL) used in x-

ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD). A linearly polarized light can detect any

anisotropy in the electronic charge in a sample; and the circularly polarized x-rays

can measure the spin and orbital magnetic moments. XMCD is described as the

difference spectrum of the x-ray absorption spectra acquired with CR and CL x-

ray photons in an external magnetic field. One can imagine XMCD as the x-ray

equivalent of Faraday or Kerr effects which occur in the optical regime.

Here, we focus on XMCD as it provides details on element-specific micro-scale

origin the magnetic anisotropies such as magneto-crystalline effect, easy magneti-

zation direction, magnetostriction, magnetic hysteresis and coercivity of a thin film.
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The basis for XMCD is the fact that the density of the occupied states for a magneti-

cally ordered material depends on the spin configuration. Therefore, any interaction

of the left or the right circularly polarized x-ray photons with magnetic substance

will give rise to a different transition probability [225]. XMCD has a surface sensi-

tivity approaching better than 0.01 mono-layer and spatial resolution of tens of nm

based on the incident x-ray spot size. Thanks to the simple detection methods like

TEY and TFY, XMCD has been widely used to perform element specific studies.

XMCD is the only element specific technique that is able to draw a distinction

between the spin and the orbital magnetic moments. This technique is powerful to

independently determine the values and direction of the spin for each element of the

sample on a per atom basis. For x-ray absorption, a circularly polarized x-rays prop-

agating along the direction of macroscopic magnetization is used and depending on

the x-rays helicity chosen, the photon angular momentum +h̄ or−h̄ is transferred to

the sample once the photon is absorbed. This makes the XMCD technique a vector

magnetometry where the dichroic intensity is proportional to the wave vector direc-

tion k and the magnetization of the sample M, (k×M). The absorbed photon cannot

directly couple to the electron spin, it is guided by a finite spin-orbit energy. For in-

stance, in 3d transition metals the dipole selection rules allows for transitions from

2p3/2,1/2 ground states to the unoccupied 3d states by spin selectivity. The exchange

splitting of the unoccupied 3d states creates an imbalance of empty states, which

promotes a spin selective absorption and thus the information on spin polarization

of the 3d states can be obtained.

7.2.2.4.1 One electron theory A two-step approach is often used to describe XMCD

in a one-electron model [226]. In this model the absorption process occurs in two

steps. In the first step of the absorption process, the circularly polarized x-ray pho-

tons partially transfer their angular momentum to the p-shell electrons through spin-

orbit coupling (SOC). This results in the spin-polarization of the excited photoelec-

trons with a sign opposite to the helicity of the incident x-rays. The core shells can

therefore be imagined as atom-specific, localized source of spin polarized electrons.

Due to the opposite sign of SOC at energy levels 2p1/2 (l + s) and 2p3/2 (l − s),
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the spin polarization for the two edges L3 and L2 have opposite signs (Figure 7.10).

However, the spin polarization axis stays along the direction of the photon propa-

gation direction k. Note that the in the process of absorption of circularly polarized

light, in addition to ∆l = +1 another selection rule ∆ml = +1 should also be ful-

filled, where ∆ml depends on the helicity of incident x-rays. The photon absorption

process in terms of the x-ray helicity contribution is given as:

I± = I±0 e−µ±x (7.5)

,where µ+ and µ− indicates the absorption coefficient for CR and CL x-rays.

Hence, the spin polarization is highly dependent on the edge and the polarization of

the incident x-rays. At L2 edge the left circular polarized x-rays excites 25% spin up

and 75% spin down electrons which is in contrast to the right circularly polarized

x-rays. At L3 edge, 62.5% (37.5%) spin up electrons and 37.5% (62.5%) spin down

electrons are excited by µ−(µ+) x-rays respectively.

For a non magnetic material the total spin transition intensities are the same for

CL and CR x-rays. Ferromagnetic, paramagnetic and ferri-magnetic materials have

an imbalance in the number of available empty spin up and spin down electron

states (Figure 7.10a). The absorption of the CL(µ−) and CR(µ+) x-rays will be with

therefore be different and will have a difference which is opposite at L2 and L3 edges.

In the second step of the one-electron theory, the excited spin polarized electrons

have to find its place in the unoccupied 3d band, and suppose there are less spin up

than spin down vacancies then the XMCD spectra has a net negative L3 edge and a

positive L2 edge peak. The XMCD difference (µ+ - µ−) is the intensity difference of

the normalized XAS spectra to the atomic cross section, recorded for a parallel and

anti-parallel magnetic orientation of the sample against the photon spin. This XMCD

difference signal is directly proportional to the atomic magnetic moment strength

and the magnetization along the k wave vector making it suitable for ferro-, ferri-

and para-magnetic materials.
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FIGURE 7.10: (a) Figurative representation of the two step picture
of XMCD for a single electron in excitation process considered for a
magnetic material. In the first step a circularly polarized x-ray photon
causes excitation of a spin polarized electron from the spin-orbit slit
2p level. (b) XAS and (c) XMCD spectra of cobalt at L2 and L3 edges
for right (µ+) and left (µ−) circularly polarized x-rays. Image taken

from Ref [227].

The XAS and XMCD spectra acquired at L3,2 -edges of cobalt is described in Fig-

ure 7.10b,c. The two circular polarizations µ+, µ− results in x-ray absorption process

with spectral intensity high(low) for µ+ (µ−) at L3 - edge and the converse at L2-

edge, see Figure 7.10b. The resulting XMCD spectrum for Co has negative(positive)

sign at the L3(L2) -edge as shown in Figure 7.10c. During XAS and XMCD experi-

ments, it is practical to sequentially reverse both the the x-ray photons polarizations

and direction of magnetic fields such that µ+ (+H) = µ− (−H), to avoid any instru-

mental errors.

7.2.2.4.2 Sum Rules The sum rules [228, 229]and multipole moment analysis [230]

can be used to obtain the spin and the orbital magnetic moments of atoms. This is

done by analyzing the integrals of the XMCD spectra and the spectral shape.

Here, we will introduce the sum rules for a 3d transition metal by relating the

dichroism integrals at L2,3- edges to the spin and the orbital magnetic moments.

The absorption coefficients µ+ ,µ− corresponds to left circularly - (CL) and right
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circularly (CR) polarized x-ray photons and the x-ray propagation wave vector k is

assumed to to be parallel to the magnetization direction, M i.e., k||M. To define the

overall XAS intensity or white line across the edge as (µ+ + µ− + µ0), the sum rules

require three spectra µ+, µ− and µ0, where µ0 is the linear x-ray polarization [231].

The linear x-ray polarization, µ0 can be approximated as µ0 = (µ+ + µ−)/2 and thus,

the white line expression can be rewritten as 3/2(µ+ + µ−). From this information

the sum rules for 3d transition metal L2,3 - edges can be formulated as :

morb = −
4
3

∫
L3+L2

(µ+ − µ−)dE∫
L3+L2

(µ+ + µ−)dE
(10− η3d) (7.6)

mspin =
6
∫

L3
(µ+ − µ−)dE− 4

∫
L3+L2

(µ+ − µ−)dE∫
L3+L2

(µ+ + µ−)dE
(10− η3d)

(
1 +

7〈Tz〉
2〈Sz〉

)−1

(7.7)

where, morb and mspin refers to the orbital and spin magnetic moment in µB per

atom units, n3d is the number of electrons in the 3d state, 〈Tz〉 is the expectation value

of the magnetic dipole operator and 〈Sz〉 is the expectation value of the z-component

of the spin = 1/2mspin in Hartree units. For the spin sum rule the factor 〈Tz〉 is negli-

gibly small for materials with high(cubic) symmetry like Fe, Co [232, 233]. However,

〈Tz〉6=0 for materials with lower symmetry (octahedral and tetrahedral), high atomic

numbers (4f metals), ultra-thin films and surfaces [234, 235]. Based on the sign of

〈Tz〉 factor, the spin moment is either over/under-estimated. The integrals from eq.

7.6 and eq. 7.7 for the 3d transition metal at L2,3 - edges can be simplified to:

p =
∫

L3

(µ+ − µ−)dE (7.8)

q =
∫

L3+L2

(µ+ − µ−)dE (7.9)
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r =
∫

L3

(µ+ + µ−)dE (7.10)

Thus, the sum rules can be reformulated by using p [7.8], q [7.9], r [7.10]. Finally,

the following equations for orbital and spin magnetic moment for L2,3 - edges of 3d

transition metals can be obtained.

morb = −
4q(10− η3d)

r
[µB/atom] (7.11)

mspin =
(6p− 4q)(10− η3d)

r
[µB/atom] (7.12)

The equations 7.11 and 7.12 are based on the assumption the saturation of ma-

terial’s magnetization, total circular polarization of the incident x-ray photons and

k||M.

These sum rules, when applied to the XMCD spectra at the L edge, can exclu-

sively determine the spin and orbital moments on per atom basis for rare earths and

3d transition metals. The distinct measurement of spin and orbital moment of a ma-

terial is one of the unique privilege of XMCD method. The magnetic moments can

be obtained by using the sum rule parameters generated from the integral XMCD

spectra. However, care must be taken to account for the saturation effect and self

absorption effects for ultra-thin films [236], else deviations of the spin and orbital

moments from their real values by 20% and 100% can be observed.

Another approach to determine the orbital and spin moments is multipole mo-

ment analysis. It calculates the fine structures in the experimental XMCD and exclu-

sively focuses on the actual spectroscopic details unlike the integral sum-rule anal-

ysis method described earlier. Nevertheless, the multipole moment analysis also

yields the same values for the spin and orbital moments. For detailed information

on mulitpole analysis readers can refer G. van der Laan [230].
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7.3 Beamline DEIMOS

DEIMOS is an acronym for Dichroism Experimental Installation for Magneto-Optical

Spectroscopy. It is a soft x-ray beamline at synchrotron SOLEIL that is designed to

study the magnetic characteristics and electronic properties of materials using x-

ray absorption spectroscopy. The x-ray spectroscopy measurements are performed

using the total fluorescence mode or total electron yield technique and XMCD is

conducted by changing the direction of the applied magnetic field and the trajectory

of the incoming x-ray photons. The main interest of the beamline is to explore the

in-situ magnetism of organic/inorganic materials at mono-layer growth level on the

surface or interface, single molecular magnets super-paramagnetic molecules and

much more. In this thesis we focus on the organic cobalt phthalocyanine paramag-

netic centers in the device operando mode using XAS.

The beamline DEIMOS [237] generates photons in the soft x-rays energy regime

between 350eV - 2500eV and has an energy resolution of E/∆E between 6,000 and

10,000 over the whole energy range. A photon flux of ∼6x1012 photons/s/0.1%BW

at 750eV on the sample can be established with a predefined beam size of (80µm×80µm)

or (800µm×800µm). The photons energy range in the beamline includes L-edges of

3d transition metals and 4f metals, M-edges of rare earths, and K-edges of C, N, O

and S. This enables for element-specific investigation of heterostructure thin films

by using XAS, XMCD.

Currently, the DEIMOS beamlines hosts two endstations. The first one is a cryo-

magnet and the second setup is MK2T for electrical measurements, see Figure 7.11(a).

The cryo-magnet uses superconducting coils to produce a magnetic field of ±7T

along the x-ray beam direction and ±2T field perpendicular to the beam direction.

The sample temperature range from 1.5K up to 350K. The second end station was

designed to achieve high sample temperatures which is not possible in the former

due to the presence of cryogenic liquids. The MK2T endstation utilizes electromag-

netic coils to generate a magnetic field of ±2T along the x-ray beam direction and

offers a sample temperature of 20K-1000K. Both endstations allow for XAS studies

using TEY and TFY methods. The beamline allows for in situ deposition of metals
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and organic materials in UHV chambers having a base pressure in low e−10mbar.

FIGURE 7.11: Beamline DEIMOS. (a) The two endstations of
DEIMOS beamline in Synchrotron SOLEIL namely, 1) cryo-magnet
endstation 2) MK2T endstation. (b) cross sectional view of Versatile
Variable Temperature Insert (V2TI) head with 1 - pin contacting the
head and sample holders PCB, 2 - PCB head, 3 - PCB sample holder
head , 4 - copper block sample holder, 5 - DEIMOS dedicated chip, 6
- sample glued on chip, 7 - temperature sensor diode position and 8 -
sapphire disk. (c) Detailed description of the DEIMOS chip, namely
: 1 - total electron yield (TEY) contact pad, 2 - screw holes for fixing
the chip on to the sample holder, 3 - central thermal contact pad for
sample, 4 - one of the gold coated electrical contact pads, 5 - one of the
twelve tulip pins that cling on to the sample holder. Image (b) and (c)

adapted from Ref [238].

In the framework of this thesis, the MK2T endstation was used to perform device-

centric operando studies on organic MTJs, see Figure 7.11a(2). To make the endsta-

tion compatible for electrical measurements, a versatile variable temperature insert

(V2TI) set-up has been installed, which includes an electrical wiring and hence can

be used to measure voltages, currents or electrically polarize the sample and many

other applications[238],see Figure 7.11(b,c). In a standard operando technique, the

device is placed in a given state and then one may read out its material proper-

ties. This is the materials-centric operando approach [238]. In the device-centric

operando approach, one reads out the materials property within the device current

(details in Chap. 2). This focuses the materials characterization onto those atoms

which drive the device operation. In 2017, the IPCMS team demonstrated the use

of V2TI by conducting a joint XAS and electronic transport measurements on MgO
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based MTJs and displayed the capabilities of the device operando approach by re-

solving contribution of specific atomic species in the MTJ operation [5] (details in

Chap. 2, Sec. 2.7). As a continuation of this work, in the current thesis for the first

time we performed device-centric operando studies on molecular CoPc based MTJs

under x-rays. The goal was to better understand the role of Co paramagnetic centers

in spin-transport measurements. Specifically, we aimed to utilize the magnetic ele-

ment sensitivity of XMCD at beamline DEIMOS to probe the spintronic properties

of the CoPc spin chains (Chap. 3, Sec. 3.3.1.2) within nanoscale vertical devices.

Here, we will walk through the steps involved in introducing the sample into the

measurement setup. The fabricated devices are glued on to DEIMOS chips which

are compatible with the (V2TI) sample holder, see Figure 7.11b. The sample is wire

bonded to the gold pads of the chip and the bar contacting pad which is used for

TEY detection. The sample holder head (Figure 7.11b-3) is cleaned with ethanol

using a cotton stub and electrically qualified using the standard multi-meter. The

wire bonded chip is fixed on the copper block using molybdenum screws and is

introduced into the UHV load-lock chamber of the beamline. Before transferring the

sample on to the (V2TI) the electrostatically fragile device is set to floating during

all manipulation until the start of the electrical measurements.

The in situ transfer of the copper block sample holder on to the (V2TI) arm is

done as shown in Figure 7.11b. This creates a contact between the sample holder

head and the PCB head through conducting pins and thus forms an electrical link

between the sample and outside, see Figure 7.11b(3-2). Care should be taken so as to

not under/over tighten the screw while mounting the copper block on to the (V2TI)

arm, else a bad electrical contact with the PCB pads is possible. Out of the sixteen

wires present on the PCB head, twelve of them are connected to the chip via holder.

Choice of the sample holder can be done based on the measurement requirement.

For instance, there are V02, V03 copper block holders which offer θ = 45◦with respect

to the incident photon beam such that XMCD shall be sensitive to in-plane and out-

of-plane magnetization. The sample is in UHV condition and sample cooling is done

by introducing helium externally in the presence of an applied magnetic field. The

temperature can be monitored using the a diode which is located beside the (V2TI)
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insert’s head Figure 7.11b(7). The temperature is controlled by heaters in the setup.

The lowest stabilized temperature on the sample was 40K and the highest was 360K.

7.3.1 Device operando at DEIMOS beamline

As detailed earlier, the x-ray absorption spectrum can yield information about the

number of atoms, their charge, chemical environment, and thus the resulting elec-

tronic and magnetic properties in materials. A synchrotron x-ray source opens up

opportunities to study the atoms which are buried in complex heterostructure thin

films devices. On electrically operating the device, while at the same time shining

the x-rays and exciting specific atoms, changes in the operation can provide infor-

mation into those atoms that contribute to electrical transport.

In our studies we focus on Co paramagnetic centers of CoPc molecule based

MTJs devices whose operation involves spin-polarized transport across a presumed

nanoscale hotspot containing a CoPc-based spin chain (Chap. 3, Sec. 3.3.1.2). There-

fore, we focus the XAS studies only on those Co PM centers by performing the

magneto-transport measurements as x-rays with an energy tuned to the Co L-edge

are absorbed by the cobalt atoms. The device composition studied includes Si/SiOx/

/Cr(5)/Fe(50)/CoPc(10)/Fe(10)/Cr(5) and Si/SiOx//Cr(5)/Fe(50)/C60 (nML)/

CoPc(3ML)/C60(5ML)/Fe(10)/Cr(100), where (n = 1, 2, 3) mono layers and rest in

nm. The processed stacks have a passivation SiO2 layer of thickness of 135nm and

a bi-layer capping of Al(110nm) /Au(35nm). The Figure 7.12(a) shows the sam-

ple glued on to DEIMOS chip. The wire bonded organic samples are fixed on 45◦

or (0◦) sample holder (see Fig.7.12b) and transferred to the V2TI arm in the MK2T

endstation of DEIMOS beamline. In our samples the FM electrode magnetization is

in-plane and since there is no ready copper block holder that offers in-plane mag-

netisation for the mounted sample, the V2TI arm is rotated by an additional angle

φ. This enables the device’s FM electrode magnetization M to be aligned along the

applied magnetic field H. Extra care is taken to make sure that the V2TI is not in

contact with the chamber or the magnet, to avoid any electrical short circuit.
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FIGURE 7.12: Molecular devices mounted on DEIMOS (a) chip and
(b) copper block sample holder V05 which makes sample 0◦ to x-ray

beam & is out-of-plane to applied magnetic field .

All these arrangements ensures the sample is placed almost in-plane to the ap-

plied magnetic field. Note, the sample is (θ + φ) degrees w.r.t the incident x-ray

photon beam, where θ is the angle offered by the copper block sample holder and

φ is additional angle gained by rotation of the V2TI. The electrical set up consists

of a Keithley 2636 sourcemeter which is used to source voltage/current integrated

via Python into the DEIMOS control station, see Figure 7.13. Using the commands

in Python beamline operations such as the applied magnetic field, x-ray beam char-

acteristics and sample temperature can be controlled. This development by L. Joly

is significant as it simplifies V2TI usage and does not demand any additional hard-

ware equipment to be plugged into the endstation. The x-ray absorption spectra

were recorded in total electron yield and total fluorescence yield with the MTJ elec-

trode grounded. It is in principle nice to simultaneously record the device current

and TEY current by connecting the MTJ to the TEY pad of the chip,which is then

connected to a separate electrometer. But, our experience in the beamline taught us

that doing so heavily degrades the TEY and TFY mapping of the device. Hence, the

TEY pad is connected to the edge of the substrate (avoiding the MTJ) using silver

paste to fix the wire.
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FIGURE 7.13: Integrated XAS and electrical measurement using
MK2T endstation at DEIMOS beamline. All manipulations such
as electrical, magnetic, incident beam polarization, temperature sta-
bilization to the device is done by Python commands at measurement

station.

7.3.2 Device mapping using x-rays

To perform synchrotron based device operando, it is crucial to precisely align the

x-ray beam on to the MTJ and perform XAS and electrical studies on the junction.

The device-centric XAS was performed by measuring the device current I(E) as a

photon energy function while sweeping the Co L-edges present in the CoPc film.

The nano-lithography process in organic device does not have an optical opening in

the top electrical contact. Due to electron escape lengths and the thickness of our top

electrode, these spectra will therefore not include a photocurrent coming from the

junction center. To acquire magnetic information, we tried to study the Co L-edge

using circularly polarized x-rays for different applied bias, applied magnetic fields

before and after spin-flip excitations at 40K.

The measurement was done by recording the x-ray absorption intensity in TFY

mode with fixed photon energy at Co L3- edge along the sample surface. Using a

(800×800) micron beam it was difficult to pinpoint any features of lithography on

the sample, only the side gold pins of the chip were distinguishable in the scans,

see Figure 7.14a. On switching to a smaller x-ray beam sized (80×80) micron, the

features in the sample were much clearer. The TFY mapping reveals the pattering

of the metallic capping electrodes and the passivation oxide layer features of the

sample, see Figure 7.14b.

The experiment’s biggest challenge was to localize the 300nm device using an

(80×80) micron x-ray beam. We were partially successful in completing this task
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by recording the precise coordinates of the areal intersection between the thin film

and electrical electrodes (Al/Au) that encloses the nano-pillar device, which is op-

erated electronically, see Figure 7.15. We successfully performed magneto-transport

measurements on several organic MTJs. The resistance vs field R(H) curves reveal

low-H magnetoresistance, which is associated with switching the top free FM elec-

trode, and the high-H magnetoresistance associated with the bottom FM electrode.

We have also recorded the spin-flip excitations in conductance, a signature of the

CoPc molecules in action. These measurements were crucial in the publication of

Katcko et al.(2021) [11].

FIGURE 7.14: TFY maps of on-chip CoPc based device coordinates
recorded with : (a) (800×800) micron x-ray beam shows only the gold
pins of the DEIMOS chip but hardly any features of the device (b)
(80×80) mircon x-ray beam clearly distinguishes the individual top
electrodes of the respective junctions. Here junction 02 coordinates is
localized using total florescence mode. Compare this image with Fig.

7.12(a) Au pins and electrode patterns.

FIGURE 7.15: Areal view of the top electrical (Al/Au) bi-layer elec-
trode which encloses the 300nm vertical device obtained by TFY map.
XAS scans at Co edge is performed in the entire area of the bright red
color zone as the CoPc device cannot be localized due to absence of

optical opening.
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For device operando studies, the entire intersection area was scanned at Co-edge

with CL and CR x-ray beam by performing I(V)s and R(H)s on the junction.. Despite

successfully localizing the prospective device location (see Fig. 7.15) & accumulating

several XAS scans, averaging out the spectra the bigger challenge was to see any

device response to the tuned x-rays. Below is a quick run down for the estimated

total electron yield value for the buried Co atoms. To find the estimation for the TEY

value, we assume the initial number of photons to be 6e12 photons/s, for simplicity

we consider full Co layers instead of CoPc and the absorption coefficient calculated

from Ref. [239]. The case (1) corresponds to a thin film of Co layer (Fig. 7.16). The

graph of TEY current (A) vs. x-ray energy (eV) shows a jump in TEY at the Co edge

(780eV) from 2.29e−7A to 2.39e−7A, which is 4.4% with respect to the background.

FIGURE 7.16: Case (1) Estimated TEY current for all layers stacked
Co(3)/C60(5)/Fe(10)/Cr(100)/Al(110)/Au(35) nm scale. At Co edge

780eV jump in signal (blue curve).

In case (2), the Co layer within the nano junction area has similar TEY but its

divided by the junction shape w.r.t the beam with jump in 3.29e−12A to 3.39e−12 (see

Fig. 7.17). Overall, this TEY value is in the DEIMOS beamline measurable range i.e.,

within 100fA. But, these estimations are for Co thin film, in our devices Co signal

is only coming from CoPc which has reduced Co density, hence the TEY jump is

strongly decreased. Our present signal should be probably multiplied by a factor of

10-100 to detect any changes with TEY detection mode. Also, with 6e12 photons/s

produced by the (80×80)micron beam in DEIMOS, the amount of photons reach-

ing the 300nm sized devices is estimated to be 1.4e7 photons/s, which is extremely
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low. All these factors are challenges to be addressed to see any change in the device

measurements contributed by Co atoms when x-rays are incident on the device.

FIGURE 7.17: Case (2) - estimated TEY current for 300nm device for
all layers stacked Co(3)/C60(5)/Fe(10)/Cr(100)/Al(110)/Au(35) nm

scale. At Co edge 780eV jump in signal (blue curve).

Nevertheless, out of the multiple challenges involved in this work we have tack-

led most of them. Firstly, MgO MTJs enjoy a huge fabrication success rate (in a

(5×6)mm2 surface out of 144 devices, 80% were working) but a low success rate

when studied at DEIMOS, presumably due to electrostatic issues [5]. In the lithog-

raphy of molecular stacks, only ∼20 organic devices can be made on a similar sur-

face, ie., with a low fabrication success rate. Despite this downside, we successfully

mounted several electrostatically fragile Fe/molecule-based organic nano junctions

under x-rays, see the histogram 7.18.

FIGURE 7.18: The histogram represents the success rate of organic
nano devices that were qualified in lab setup and reproduced in the

DEIMOS experimental setup.
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Altogether, our team is the first to successfully mount a nm-sized molecular

solid-state device and record a high device success rate under x-rays. We have opti-

mized the device mapping protocol, which adds to the efficient usage of the beam-

time. Overall, the magneto-transport results recorded at DEIMOS added to our un-

derstanding of the CoPc molecular chains Chapter 8. Measurements on molecular

spintronic engine molecular nano devices were performed at DEIMOS are presented

in Chapter 9.

7.4 Beamline HERMES

HERMES is an acronym for High Efficiency and Resolution x-ray Microscopy and

Electron Spectroscopy [240]. The beamline is dedicated to soft x-ray microscopy

with and is made up of two microscopy methods namely: scanning transmission

x-ray microscopy (STXM) and x-ray photo emitted electron microscopy (XPEEM).

The STXM is a photon-photon microscopy technique which is used to probe the

samples’ volume properties, offering depth analysis up to few hundred nm’s. The

XPEEM is a photon-electron microscopy, which is a surface sensitive technique use-

ful to scan the top few nm’s of the sample surface under UHV environment. The two

techniques are not just limited to imaging the samples but also can perform local

spectroscopy like XAS, XANES at a nano-scale. In this thesis, the STXM endstation,

see Figure 7.19a, available in the HERMES beamline was used to locally image the

oxygen defects in MgO based MTJ, using synchrotron x-rays and probe its direct im-

pact on the device magnetoresistance. This work was done with close collaboration

with IJL, Nancy along with significant involvement of our former IPCMS colleague

Dr.Katcko.

The HERMES beamline covers a wide energy range from 2.5eV to 2.5keV, starting

below the Si 2p-edge, K-edges of C, N, O and many other light elements, L-edges of

transition metals, M-edges of rare earths and K-edge of Si, S and P. HERMES has

an energy resolution of E/∆E > 5000 on the entire energy range and the photon

flux on the sample is > 1.1011Ph/s. Key highlight of the beamline is that it offers a

spatial resolution below 20nm and the STXM technique has the beam size of∼ 25nm
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FIGURE 7.19: Beamline HERMES experimental setup. (a) Scanning
transmission x-ray microscopy (STXM) endstation of the HERMES
beamline at SOLEIL synchrotron. (b) Interior of the STXM cham-
ber with : 1) four permanent magnets, 2) sample stage, 3) MgO MTJ
sample fixed to the sample stage using a PCB sample chip, 4) photon
detector, 5) order selecting aperture (OSA) and 6) zone plate (ZP) in

close contact with the x-ray source.

on the sample. In the STXM chamber the sample is in secondary vacuum condition

with pressure < 1barr (see Figure 7.19b). The sample temperature can be controlled

between 150K-600K and a magnetic field up to 2kOe can be applied to realize parallel

and anti-parallel magnetic states in the sample. In the current thesis, the STXM

endstation is used to perform device operando studies on MgO MTJs.

7.4.1 Experimental procedure

To perform device operando studies at HERMES beamline, the MgO samples with

composition glass//Ta(5)/Co(10)/IrMn(7.5)/CoFeB(4)/MgO(2.5)/CoFeB(3)/Ta(1)/Pt(1)

were fabricated and processed using photolithography techniques. The prepared

samples have 20µm sized MgO MTJs with a 10µm optical access to the device.

The electrically characterized MTJs were glued on HERMES printed circuit sample

holder and wire bonded, see Figure 7.20a,b. The sample is mounted onto the sample

stage to perform operando studies, see Figure 7.20c.
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FIGURE 7.20: Samples on HERMES PCB chip. To the left hand-side
the image of MgO MTJ is glued onto PCB chip and wire bonded to Au
pads. The top right image is a close up view of the MTJ and bottom

is sample mounted on the 3D printed sample stage.

FIGURE 7.21: HERMES goes operando - electrical connections. The
standard STXM set up is in black and the orange represents the
operando extension. To record the TEY and MTJs conductance while
scanning the x-ray nano beam hardware and home built software
was connected to the standard STXM end station. The sourceme-
ter records TEY current and sample conductance. The dual analog-
digital input/output board (DAQ) allows TTL acquisition to establish

live condition for TEY and sample’s conductance x-ray maps.

An illustration of the operando setup in the scanning transmission x-ray mi-

croscopy (STXM) endstation is shown in Figure 7.21. In the device operando tech-

nique, the x-ray photons energy is selectively tuned to match the oxygen atoms ab-

sorption on core electron levels and simultaneously study the change in device re-

sponse. The synchrotron studies were performed using two indigenous techniques
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described below.

1. Imaging using the total electron yield in STXM is a relatively established tech-

nique which provides information based on the contrast of sample’s geome-

try, chemical composition, and electrical conductivity. The TEY-STXM signals

come from the x-ray ejected electrons from the sample. Our experiment’s first

step involved the simultaneous recording of the TEY and the MTJs conduc-

tance while scanning with x-rays. This method is termed scanning total elec-

tron yield microscopy (STEYM), which we developed on the HERMES beam-

line to localize the device using x-rays.

2. In the second step, the set-up was re-configured, where the bottom electrode

and respective device to be studied is connected to perform device operando

measurements. This allows to record the MTJ resistance while being scanned

by x-rays and hence the name operando scanning x-ray microscopy (OSXM).

To perform the experiment, firstly the x-ray beam’s spot size is centered on the

transparent membrane for easy transmission. Once the spot size is optimized the

MgO sample is introduced into the STXM chamber. Usually care is taken while

gluing the sample such that the potential working devices are closer to the circular

hole in the holder (Fig. 7.20). Because the initial optimization of the beam size is

done with respect to the membrane which is comparable to this circular hole in the

holder. Of course, one would want to drill a tiny hole in the sample itself using

FIB for easy focalization of the junction. But since the substrate is glass it might get

worse than better. Several TEY maps are collected to confirm the exact coordinates

of the optical opening of optical opening of the MTJ.

7.4.2 Device operando at HERMES beamline

One of the challenging aspects of this experiment is to locate the exact coordinates

of the 12µm optical opening of the MgO tunneling junction using a narrow x-ray

spot sized ≈30nm. A scanning total electron yield microscopy (STEYM) technique
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is employed. The technique is advantageous as it does not work in the transmission

mode, which ensures an ease to study industrial samples. The imaging does not

require the sample to be mounted on an ultra-thin membrane holder. Instead a more

rigid PCB can be used. The electrical connections for the STEYM involves connecting

the MTJs to a Keitheley sourcemeter, see Figure 7.22a. The STEYM image of three

MTJs recorded at energy 660eV can be clearly confirmed by its optical counterpart,

see Figure 7.22b,c and the electrically connected top and the bottom electrodes of the

device are well resolved.

FIGURE 7.22: Scanning Total Electron Yield Microscopy. (a) The
electrical connections for a STEYM where the device is connected to
a digital pico-ammeter. (b) An optical image revealing the three MTJs
and (c) The STEYM image of the same three MTJs recorded at 660eV,
OSA bias = 10V. Only the electrically connected regions of the top and

bottom electrodes are visible in the STEYM image.

Following this, to gain more insight into the STEYM technique, the image was

recorded for different energies. For instance, the Figure 7.23a represents the STEYM

scans at energies 660eV and 530eV of top and bottom electrode of the sample. The ex-

tent of contrast in these images certainly is linked to the photon energy and therefore

to the chemical nature of the examined atoms. The imaging was done with the order

selecting aperture (OSA) grounded. Lack of publications on such unique microscopy

technique allowed us to discover that a positively biased OSA can be applied to

avoid its electronic emissions when it is illuminated by x-rays. The unwanted elec-

tronic emissions can result in an additional parasitic sample current which can cause
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a total loss of image contrast. This has been tested and confirmed during our beam

time. An increase in the OSA bias sharpens the imaging resolutions and enhances

the signal to noise (S/N) ratio by a factor of 2, see Figure 7.23b.

FIGURE 7.23: Impact of x-ray energy and OSA bias on STEYM im-
age scan. (a) The two STEYM images recorded at the same region at
660eV and 530eV, shows lack of contrast for the top and bottom elec-
trodes of the MTJ, specifically for the latter x-ray energy value. (b)
For applied OSA bias : 0V, 5V and 10V at 660eV the TEY line scans
of an electrode when crossing the MgO MTJ (white circle in panel-a),
shows a sharp signal at OSA bias = 10V. Each line scan was repeated

twice.

To perform device operando it is vital to know the exact coordinates of the 12

micron diameter optical opening located on top of the MgO MTJ, see Figure 7.24a,b.

After multiple attempts with many strategies and accumulated knowledge from pre-

vious beamtimes, we were successful in mapping the MTJ opening, see Figure 7.24c.

Now that the junction is localized using STEYM, we can switch to operando mode.

The set-up was re-configured to perform device operando measurements using

the operando scanning x-ray microscopy (OSXM) method, see Figure 7.25a. Here,

the resistance of the MTJ is recorded when the x-rays are scanned across the junction.

The line scans were conducted over the optical opening of one MTJ at three differ-

ent x-ray photon energies, see Figure 7.25b. At 660eV a clear resistance plateau is

observed for a scanning across the 12 micron MTJ optical window yields an increase

in device resistance when the photon energy is 660eV, i.e., above the oxygen K-edge.

When the energy is 520eV which is below the O K-edge, this resistance increase is

strongly reduced. Thus, the OSXM technique factually reveals the involvement of

oxygen atoms in electronic transport across the MgO MTJ.
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FIGURE 7.24: Exclusive STEYM map of MgO MTJ. (a) Diagram-
matic representation of the 20 micron MgO MTJ with an optical open-
ing of 12 micron, (b) Top cross section of the MTJ and (c) STEYM
mapping of the MgO MTJ, optical opening in the top technological

contact.

FIGURE 7.25: Operando Scanning X-ray Microscopy mode of op-
eration. (a) Electrical connections for OSXM mode : MgO junction
contact is connected to Keithley and bottom electrode is connected to
pico-ammeter, the set up is grounded. (b) A typical resistance am-
plitude recorded on MgO MTJ for a OSA bias value of 10V at three
different x-ray energies. The sudden rise in the resistance on hitting

the MgO junction is clearly visible at 660eV (black).

After the time consuming focalization, we attempted to map the oxygen de-

fects/hotspots within the device for a given bias and field values. As we already

know from Chap. 2 Sec. 2.7 that MgO MTJs anti-parallel orientation shows signifi-

cant change to x-rays compared to parallel state we recorded the variation in resis-

tance for AP state when scanned with x-rays of energies corresponding to oxygen

atoms, see Fig.7.26. Similar study at 570eV for P state showed poor contrast due to
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small resistance change with incident x-rays. The Figure 7.27 shows the MTJ map-

ping for 570eV i.e., above the O K-edge in the AP state. This mapping is the flatten

plot of three TEY data sets at same position and energy. The highlighted green box

could be a region which includes the hotspots. Since hotspots are in the range of

nm scale (Ref. 2, Sec. 2.7), ideally, energy scans in this green boxed zone with steps

of nano scale when performed can lead to prospective candidate for hotspot. The

challenge is to observe a substantial resistance change (∼kΩ′s) to the tuned x-ray

energies. However, due to limited beamtime, we were unable to get reproducible

map the nano hotspots.

FIGURE 7.26: MgO device resistance maps. The two images are re-
sistance maps of MTJ for same (x,y) coordinates recorded above O K-
edge 570eV for AP state. The 2 datasets were acquired consecutively
within the MgO optical opening. The color scale is the resistance in

Ohm.

On a positive note, the progress in the work is commendable. We have success-

fully defined an experimental protocol to obtain a high-resolution STEYM image of

a 12µm optical opening of an industrial-grade FeCoB/MgO MTJ using synchrotron

grade x-rays. The resistance variations observed in OSXM mode when x-rays were

locally illuminated on to MgO MTJs is inspiring to explore device operando method.

These first-hand results shall perk interest in researchers to explore novel methods

to study defects in devices, especially when the lateral dimensions of MgO MTJs are

shrinking to less than 20nm, closer to the dimension of the defect. To conclude, this

work’s progress can bring better insights about the role of oxygen vacancies within
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MgO in magneto-transport.

FIGURE 7.27: The TEY image at O K-edge for devices’ AP state for
OSA bias 10V within the ∼12µm optical opening of the MTJ dis-
plays varied range of resistance at room temperature color scale. This
image is obtained after overlapping and flattening three consecutive
TEY scans recorded at same coordinates and energy. The green box is
the region which seems to be common in all three scans and shows a
resistance change of ∼57Ω. This zone could be a prospective candi-
date for hotspot. The black circles are a visual guide to the size of the
MgO MTJ. Inner most circle is in size of the optical opening ∼12µm.
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Chapter 8

Encoding information on the

excited state of a molecular spin

chain

Traditionally, spintronic solid state devices the encode information as "0" and "1"

in the form of parallel (P) and anti-parallel (AP) states of the two neighbouring

magnetic electrodes, which converts the respective magnetic information into two

distinct values of resistance, that can be detected and processed in an electrical cir-

cuit. This effect is called magnetoresistance (MR), which is the basis for information

encoding and transmission using electron spins [241]. Hence, storage of new mem-

ory data requires the switching of the magnetization of only one electrode i.e., the

free layer, while the second electrode is unperturbed and acts as a reference layer.

The reference layer is fixed (/pinned) by coupling the layer with an antiferromag-

netic (AFM) layer. Such spin-polarized transport across a devices’ metallic/ semi-

conducting antiferromagnetic layer can foster macroscale effects such as tunneling

anisotropic magnetoresistance (TAMR) [242] and interface charging effects [243, 244]

as discussed in Chapter 3.

Experiments suggest that magnetoresistance of a solid state device could be used

to explore the evolution of AFM molecular spin chain’s quantum states [9, 8], details

in Chap. 3. It is interesting to design spintronic devices that utilize these discrete
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spin states as it would boost the current strategies of quantum information encod-

ing and transmission [6, 245, 246, 247, 248, 249, 10, 250], and also thermal energy

harvesting [17]. In this thesis, we have integrated the spin states of CoPc paramag-

netic molecules in a solid state device by using solvent- and resist-free nano-sphere

lithography technique (see Appendix A). As a result of this integration, we have

several important findings that will be discussed in the current and in the following

Chapter 9.

8.1 Device architecture

The basic structure of any magnetic memory device consists of a ultra-thin insula-

tor sandwiched between two magnetic spin injector/analyzer electrodes (see Chap.

1). Here, molecular CoPc paramagnetic centers are sandwiched between Fe and (or)

Co ferromagnetic (FM) electrodes. The CoPc layer is the device’s active spintronic

spacer. The standalone magnetic orientation of the CoPc spin chain is not fixed be-

cause the spins are paramagnetic, so it can be influenced by a local [245, 247, 250] or

an external [251, 252] magnetic field (see Chap.3). Besides, the excited spin chains

states are dynamical. They normally are short-lived before the transfer of spin an-

gular momentum to the transport electron triggers the molecular chain to return to

its quantum ground state [96]. Here, we propose to encode the information in the

CoPc molecular spin chain’s (MSCs) quantum ground and excited states. To realize

this, it is necessary to have a magnetic steady state within the chain that can be in-

dependently controlled (concept from Chap. 3, Sec. 3.5.1). This is done by the FM

electrode, which maintains a spin referential of a MSC [124, 253]. A UHV fabricated

stack is developed into an on-chip memory device. More details on the processes,

experimental setup can be found in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.

To ensure the quality of multi-layers in the stack, x-ray reflectometry (XRR), x-ray

diffraction (XRD) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) were done to char-

acterize the layers, for details on techniques see Chap. 5. The XRR measurements

for a stack of composition Si/SiO2//Cr(5)/ Fe(50)/CoPc(20) (nm units) is shown

in Figure 8.1a. The rms roughness (σ) of iron is less than 0.5nm, indicating a smooth
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interface with the Cr buffer layer. The excellent fit to the measured data with low

χ2=0.0049 signifies the overall structural quality of the entire stack. The x-ray diffrac-

tion scan shows a sharp peak at ∼45◦ that is tabulated to the bcc(110) structure of

Fe, Figure 8.1b. The iron sputtered on Cr buffer thus exhibits a bcc(110) texture. The

TEM measurements on the entire stack Si/SiO2//Cr(5)/Fe(50)/CoPc(20)/Co(10)/

Cr(5) (nm units) reveal the expected nominal thickness of the various layers and

the XRRs’ low rms roughness confirms the clear interfaces in the TEM, Figure 8.1c.

Despite the metal/molecule interfacial roughness, the wide field-of-view image con-

firms the continuity of the layers. The molecular vertical devices sized 500nm were

crafted using nano-sphere lithography, a novel technique described in Appendix A.

This technique preserves the interfacial structural and magnetic properties of the

device.

8.2 Impact of in-plane magnetic field cooling

In our vertical organic nano device-A: Si/SiO2//Cr(5)/Fe(50)/CoPc(20)/Fe(10)

/Cr(5), Fe is the bottom electrode, the top electrode is Co and CoPc is the insulat-

ing barrier. The metal/molecule interface, i.e. the spinterface [101, 102] which gives

rise to the exchange bias effect, needs to be activated via field cooling (HFC) (de-

tails in Chap. 3, Sec. 3.5.2). So, a large static magnetic field is applied to saturate

the ferromagnet (FM) iron layer, while cooling down the sample below the blocking

temperature (TB) of AFM CoPc. Prior to field cooling, the bulk FM layer is magnet-

ically ordered while the CoPc AFM layer is random. During FC process, the spins

of Fe and CoPc interact with each other and the 1st mono-layer (ML) of CoPc aligns

with the underlying Fe (due to FM-FM interactions at the spinterface), while the

successive layers of the CoPc molecular spin chain are aligned anti-parallel to each

other. Therefore, the field cooling procedure generates magnetic order within the

anti-ferromagnetic CoPc chain and at the spinterface. The data in Figure 8.2 records

the evolution of device resistance (R) over a range of temperature (T) at a constant

applied bias voltage (V) and external magnetic field (H). The R(T) plot is useful to

determine the nature of transport through the nano junction. A change in device
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FIGURE 8.1: Structural characterization. (a) XRR data dis-
plays a good fit (magenta) for the measurement (black) on a
Si/SiO2//Cr(5)/Fe(50)/CoPc(20) (nm scale) stack, with a low fit
error function (0.049) indicating smooth layers in the overall het-
erostructure. (b) The x-ray diffraction peak at ∼ 45◦ is for bcc (110)
Fe sputtered on Cr. (c) The cross-sectional TEM image of the entire
Si/SiO2//Cr(5)/Fe(50)/CoPc(20)/Fe(10)/Cr(5) (nm scale) stack,
shows nominal thickness of the all the layers, which are in agreement

with the actual deposition thicknesses.

resistance from R(300K) = 32kΩ to R(17K) = 11GΩ at 20mV underscores thermally

activated hopping regime of transport across the CoPc spin chains.

Once field cooled, the magnetoresistance response of the device A induced by

the application of an external field is recorded by imposing a fixed bias voltage to

the metallic FM electrodes. The corresponding resistance (or current) of the device

is measured as a function of the external magnetic field H. The Figure 8.3 shows

the magnetoresistance loops measured at (T = 60K, V = 58mV). Interestingly, a three

resistance level symmetric R(H) loop is observed. As the positive field is increased,

the first resistance jump occurs near H = 0T ( Fig. 8.3 gray dotted line), the second

resistance change is centered at H = 1.17T (Fig. 8.3 magenta dotted line) and a third

resistance change is observed for higher positive field sweeps H = 1.9T (Fig. 8.3
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FIGURE 8.2: Resistance vs. Temperature, R(T) plot of nano device-A
: Fe/CoPc(20nm)/Co measured at bias V = 100mV for in-plane mag-
netic field H = -1T. The positive lead of Keithley is connected to top

Co and negative lead to Fe electrode.

black dotted line). To determine the origin of these resistance levels, it is crucial to

understand the role of each layer in the device heterostructure.

FIGURE 8.3: R(H) data for device-A Fe/CoPc(20nm)/Co measured at
60K and 58mV. Minor (blue,green,red) and major (black) R(H) loops
show three resistance levels at H = 0T(gray), H = 1.17T(magenta) and
H = 1.9T(black). The return cycle of the field sweep i.e., from H = +2T
to - 2T of the R(H) is given by the gray, light colors of red, green and

blue.
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From our previous discussion in Chapter 3 we know that CoPc molecules de-

posited on top of the lower Fe electrode forms a chain-like channel for the spin-

polarized transport (Figure 8.4a-e). The length of the arrows (magenta, cyan) within

the green box (see Figure 8.4b) corresponds to the magnitude of the spin up and

spin down channels in the bulk Fe FM, spinterface [101, 102] and the molecular spin

chains. The spin polarization (P) of the current changes its sign [100] and its ampli-

tude becomes very high when propagating from bulk FM metal to metal/molecule

interface, detailed in Chap. 3, Sec. 3.4. The Fe/CoPc spinterface has P < 0 [100]

and this spin-polarized current flows across the molecular spin chains’ ground state

(larger cyan arrow in solid green box). This is accompanied by a current with P > 0

across the MSCs’ excited state (magenta arrow within the striped yellow/green box)

because of molecular spin-flip excitations, see Chapter 3, Sec. 3.3.1.2. The inelastic

excitation can result in the increase in current flow through the conjugated electron

system by invoking the electronic transitions (∆S = 0 & ∆l = ±1) in the CoPc spin

chains from its ground to excited state. As a result of sign change of P, the spin-

polarized currents generate magnetoresistance (MR) at ground state (MRGS) and

excited state (MRES) of the molecular spin chains respectively.

The functional parts of the heterostructure stack can be divided into three mag-

netic units namely: (a) The magnetically hard bottom unit (Fig. 8.4e lower green

box), (b) top magnetic unit (Fig. 8.4e top green box) and (c) central unit (Fig. 8.4e

mid striped box). The magnetically hard bottom unit comprises of bottom FM layer

that is coupled across the spinterface to a molecular spin chain through exchange

bias [108, 123, 124, 253, 254, 255, 256, 257]. In the spin chain’s ground state, the bot-

tom unit includes the MSC and represents one magnetic unit (thick green arrow in

Fig. 8.4d). But, in the experimental conditions (Figure 8.5), the AFM spin chain is

in the electrically excited state (Fig. 8.4c) and forms the central magnetic unit, see

Figure 8.4e striped green/yellow (arrow+box). This excited MSC acts as a distinct

steady-state magnetic unit and exhibits a low magnetic anisotropy and is exchange

- coupled with energy JMSC
12 to the bottom FM layer. At the top interface, often times

the metal atoms diffuse [258] into the molecular layers showcasing different molec-

ular stacking [123] compared to the devices’ bottom interface. This results in a slight
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magnetic anisotropy and it is structurally complex. This is shown as faded region

in the Figure 8.4e. The top magnetic unit’s reversal occurs relative to the magnet-

ically hard bottom unit since the latter has well-characterized physical properties.

The three magnetic units are exchange coupled to one another through ECTop and

JMSC
12 (Fig. 8.4e). ECTop is the exchange coupling between the top and the central

magnetic units.

Using these three magnetic units we can understand the three resistance levels

in the R(H) of Figure 8.5, measured at (60K,58mV). The resistance level near H =

0T occurs due to the magnetization reversal of the top magnetic unit (top green ar-

row in Fig. 8.5). The resistance change at H = 1.17T is due to the excited spin chain

switching its magnetic orientation due to exchange bias [108, 123, 124, 253, 254, 255,

256, 257] (striped green/yellow arrow in Fig. 8.5). Finally, the bottom magnetic unit

switches at higher magnetic field values (bottom green arrow in Fig. 8.5). There-

fore, the spin transport path in FM/CoPc/FM proceeds across the molecular Pc spin

chains’ ground and excited states relative to the corresponding magnetic units. With

this understanding, we will explore in depth the system and see what interesting

information can be unraveled about their ground and excited states within a device.

8.3 Effect of applied bias voltage on device transport.

8.3.1 Bias dependence of magnetoresistance:

The magnetotransport measurement of device-A at 17K for bias voltage 20 < V(mV) <

115 shows interesting features in the R(H) loops (Fig. 8.6a-e & Fig. 8.18). Unlike the

R(H) at 60K, the magnetoresistance loop is no longer symmetric at this low temper-

ature and the final reversal now occurs at a much higher field |H| > 2T. The magne-

toresistance at the spin chain’s ground state and excited state can be experimentally

defined as : MRGS = [R(2T)/R(−2T)]− 1 and MRES = [R(H f )/R(2T)]− 1, where

H f =1T for 17 < T(K) < 50 and H f < 1T for T > 50K. These MR contributions are

sketched in the R(H) loop for T = 17K, V = 80mV, see Figure 8.6a.
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FIGURE 8.4: Spin-flip magnetoresistance. (a) CoPc has cobalt as
the central metal atom with spin 1/2 (red) . CoPc molecular spin
chain on top of an iron electrode. The first monolayer (ML) of CoPc
deposited on Fe layer forms the metal/molecular interface. In the
ground state the spinterface has FM-FM interaction while the rest
of the spin chain has AFM order. (b) The colored arrows repre-
sent the spin up (purple) and down (cyan) channel : bottom arrows
(long magenta+cyan) for bulk FM electrode, top arrows for molecular
spin chains in ground (within green box) and excited (inside striped
green/yellow box) states. Spin polarized transport across the spin-
terface and the MSC is given by the length of the arrows, with P<0 in
the MSC’s ground state (large cyan arrow inside green box), which is
increased by transport with P>0 in its excited state (magenta arrow
in the striped green/yellow box). (c) The excited MSC state can be
electrically manipulated with respect to the spinterface. (d) Sketch
of the magnetic units that promote the MR at ground (MRGS) and
excited (MRES). Transport across the ground state involves two mag-
netic units (thick green arrow) and top green arrow, while in the ex-
cited state an additional third magnetic unit (striped green/yellow
arrow) which only contributes to the (MRES). (e) In the ground state
transport involves two magnetic units containing the FM electrodes
(only green boxes) coupled by ECTop. In the excited state the cen-
tral magnetic unit (striped green/yellow box) is coupled to the lower

magnetic unit by exchange energy JMSC
12 .

We observe that the magnetoresistance (MRES) at 17K decreases as the applied

bias is reduced and vanishes for V = 20mV, see Fig. 8.6e, which shows only two re-

sistance plateaus. So, for bias values V < 20mV, the nano transport channel is domi-

nated by the ground state of the molecular spin chains. The R(H) curves measured at
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FIGURE 8.5: (a) The R(H) loops at T = 60K and V = 58mV has three
R levels due to the magnetization reversal of three magnetic units

(green and striped green/yellow arrows).

negative bias values also exhibit similar behaviour at 17K, proving that the direction

of applied bias does not affect our device magnetotransport (Fig. 8.7). Although,

one might argue that at ±100mV the MRGS in the negative bias is less pronounced.

This is because the current is driven from top Co to the bottom Fe electrode direc-

tion, where the CoPc arrangement is complex (see Fig. 8.4e top green box). Despite

of the complex top interface the features observed for ±bias are comparable. With

this understanding, we opted to study our system in the positive bias voltages.

8.3.2 Bias dependence of differential conductance:

The device conductance can be studied by taking the first derivative of the current

with respect to voltage bias (dI/dV). The bias dependence of dI/dV at 17K reveals

a constant amplitude for |V| < 35mV and large increase for |V| > 35mV associated

with peaks at |V|≈70mV, see Figure 8.8a (gray curve). The amplitude and jumps in

conductance increase at higher bias voltages. These features in conductance are the

signature of spin flip excitations, which has been reported in STM experiments [6, 7]
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FIGURE 8.6: Bias voltage dependence on R(H)s. (a-e) Experimental
R(H) loops measured at 17K for voltage bias 20<V(mV)<80 between
H = ±2T. The solid green and striped green/yellow arrows refer to
the respective magnetic units in the system. The big green arrow in
panel (e) includes both lower units in the absence of MSC excitations.

FIGURE 8.7: The R(H) curves measured for a negative (black) and
positive (blue) applied bias voltage at 17K.

and is clearly visible in our solid state device (details in Chap. 3, Sec. 3.3.1.2). The

higher bias onset in our device compared to STM studies could be explained by the
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FIGURE 8.8: Electrical onset of spin-flip magnetoresistance. (a) The
differential conductance (dI/dV-gray) as a function of applied bias
voltage at 17K measured after a field cooling, HFC = -1T in-plane
magnetization. The bias dependence of MRGS (red) and MRES (mus-
tard) extracted from I(V) (solid circles) and R(H) (empty circles) data.
(b) Example of MRs extracted from R(H) at (17K, 100mV). The trans-
port across the MSC in (c) ground and (d) excited states are described
in the R(H)s with two and three arrows respectively, to represent the

magnetization units.

complex bias drop due to hopping transport across 20nm thick CoPc junction. This

could also be the reason for the asymmetric differential conductance with different

peak amplitudes for V > 0 and V < 0, alongside the spin-polarized transport ex-

planation. Altogether, the features observed in the dI/dV are a direct proof that our

organic devices’ nano transport path involves the CoPc molecular spin chains.

The magnetoresistance of the excited (MRES) and ground (MRGS) state spin

chain is extracted from the R(H) and I(V) data at 17K, see Figure 8.8a. The respec-

tive resistance levels considered to extract MR from R(H) is described in Figure 8.8b.

Interestingly the extracted MRES tracks the dI/dV increase (Fig. 8.8a). This trace

is a key highlight as it’s the first observation of a specific MR signal being driven

by a bias voltage and whose amplitude tracks the devices’ conductance increase.
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This is not expected for an electrically driven [259, 260] generation of interfacial MR

at a spinterface because of magnetic hardening effect [108, 123, 124, 253, 254, 255,

256, 257] (refer Chap. 3. Sec. 3.5.1), above an electric field threshold to yield a MR

term that scales with dI/dV. Following our interpretation of dI/dV, we conclude

that MRES originates from the opening of spin-flip channels of transport across the

molecular spin chains. The opposite sign of spin polarization of the spin-flip trans-

port channel compared to the ground-state magnetotransport channel is manifested

in the opposite signs of MRGS (red -ve) and (MRES) (mustard +ve).

Suppose the excited MSC state merely opened a conductance channel with op-

posite P, then the MR in Figure 8.8a would eventually switch signs but the shape of

R(H) would remain identical. The presence of the resistance change at H = +1.17T

occurs only when a spin excitation current is present (compare Fig. 8.8c, 8.8d). This

points out that a third magnetic unit (see fig.8.4e central striped green/yellow box)

is responsible for the resistance change and its involvement in the magnetotransport

across the spin chain in its excited state, and not in its ground state. This is cartooned

in the magnetoresistance loops in Figure 8.8c, 8.8d, where the two magnetic units are

for the transport across the spin chain’s ground state and three units are for trans-

port across the spin chain’s excited state. Therefore, the excited MSC magnetic unit

is responsible for MRES, which is electrically driven above a voltage bias threshold

and also exhibits effective magnetostatic properties like its own coercive field (HC).

8.4 Device characteristics as a function of temperature

8.4.1 Temperature dependence of conductance

Along with bias dependence, the I(V)s were also studied as a function of tempera-

ture 17 < T(K) < 90 at H = +2T, see Figure 8.9. The bias position of the kink in

the I(V) due to spin-flip excitation’s decreases with increasing temperatures. This is

more evident in the dI/dV data, where the kink begins to fade at T≥72K, see Figure

8.10. The changes in the conductance peaks can be due to the thermal smearing and

thermally activated hopping effects.
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FIGURE 8.9: Temperature dependence of I(V) data recorded on
device-A for 17 < T(K) < 90 at H = +2T.

8.4.2 Temperature dependence of magnetoresistance

To explore the energetics of the excited spin chains, we performed temperature de-

pendent magnetotransport studies for temperatures 17 < T(K) < 90K at 100mV, see

Figure 8.11. In the magnetoresistance plot (Fig. 8.11a) for 17 < T(K) < 55, the same

top and central magnetic units flipping is observed for |H| ≤ 2T. A symmetric R(H)

is observed for 60 ≤ T(K) < 72 (Fig. 8.11b, 8.11c) and here, along with top and cen-

tral magnetic units the bottom magnetic unit also flips for |H| ≤ 2T. A sharp change

in the H dependence of MRES contribution is observed at T = 72K. For T ≥ 80K, the

R(H) loop collapses and only low-field MR is observed up to 100K.

The MR for the excited (MRES) and the ground (MRGS) state of molecular spin
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FIGURE 8.10: Differential conductance at various T for H = +2T dis-
plays jumps above∼±50mV, which smooths out with increasing tem-

perature.

chain is plotted for bias voltage 100mV at 17 < T(K) < 120 (Figure 8.12). Through-

out the explored temperature range the MRES has positive decreasing value and

MRGS has a negative increasing value. Both these MR’s saturate above 90K. As al-

ready seen in Chap. 3. Sec. 3.3.1.1, the blocking temperature of CoPc spin chains in

thin films is around TB = 100K [7], above which the AFM coupling is weakened, this

explains the vanishing MR terms. This is a confirmation for spin-polarized trans-

port across the spinterface and the MSC (ground & excited spin state). Along with

temperature characteristics of excited states of MSC, the plot also shows the mag-

netostatic property ie., coercive field (HC) dependence between 17 < T(K) < 120

(Figure 8.12). The coercive field decreases as the temperature approaches TB = 100K

[7] of the CoPc MSC (details in Chap. 3. Sec. 3.3.1.1). All these results unambigu-

ously point at the excited MSC being an independent magnetic unit.
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FIGURE 8.11: Thermal stability of spin-flip magnetoresistance. (a-
d) R(H) loops at 100mV for 17 < T(K) < 90. The colored arrows repre-
sent the respective magnetic units flips. Solid green arrows are the top
and bottom magnetic units and central striped yellow/green arrow is

the excited MSC (same arrow notations as Fig. 8.4).

FIGURE 8.12: Temperature dependence of MRs of molecular spin
chains at ground MRGS (red), excited MRES (mustard) states and the

coercive field (HC) (blue) of the excited MSC

8.5 Additional CoPc based devices exhibiting MR

Besides the above discussed Fe/CoPc(20nm)/Co stack we also studied stack compo-

sition Fe/CoPc(10nm)/Fe. The change in the in the stack composition was intended

to study the Co PM centers at SOLEIL synchrotron, so we made sure the Co signal
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to be studied is coming only from the molecules hence the switch to the top Fe FM

electrodes. Although our initial goal was to study the CoPc spin chain state using

XAS/XMCD, but due the challenges already described in Chap. 7, Sec. 7.3.2 we

turned our focus on to magneto-transport measurements.

We fabricated, processed and studied > 100 Fe/CoPc based MTJs and observed

a range of resistances (Figure 8.13). All these results were possible thanks to our

group’s novel nano sphere lithography technique (see Appendix A). Here, we will

see 300nm sized Fe/CoPc/Fe vertical MTJs which were studied in DEIMOS beam-

line that exhibit unique MR characteristics and reproducible effects recorded previ-

ously in device-A : Fe/CoPc(20nm)/Co.

FIGURE 8.13: Scatter plot of few device resistances measured at T =
300K, V = +10mV before wire-bonding. On sampling the RΩ < bot-
tom electrode resistance and R = open circuit were discarded and the
rest were studied in the magnetotransport bench. Respective colored

shapes correspond to the sample names on the right.

The I(V) recorded in device B: Si/SiOx//Cr(5)/Fe(50)/CoPc(10nm) /Fe(10)/Cr(5)

shows non-linear behaviour for an applied magnetic field almost in-plane to the

device’s electrode magnetization, Figure 8.14(a), for details on sample mount at

DEIMOS see Chap. 7. The bias dependence of conductance is presented in Fig-

ure 8.14b. The device-B also exhibits a bias-asymmetric conductance plateau around

V = 0, and jumps above ±60mV indicating the opening of the spin channel trans-

port (Figure 8.14b), thus reproducing the results observed previously in device-A:
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Fe/CoPc(20nm)/Co (fig.8.8a). These results are for the first time recorded in a tech-

nologically advanced experimental MK2T set-up of the beamline DEIMOS (for de-

tails on set up refer Chap. 7. Sec. 7.3). It would have been nice to have detailed stud-

ies especially R(H) data sets on this device-B, unfortunately the device state changed

and became highly resistive due to external intervention during the measurements.

This is one of the many experiences which taught us how fragile these devices are to

any static electric currents.

FIGURE 8.14: Magnetotransport on Device-B : Fe/CoPc(10nm)/Fe.
(a) Non-linear, Ohmic IV at 70K for almost in-plane magnetic field
values. (b) Bias dependence of conductance curve exhibits flat region
then sudden jumps with increasing bias values signature of spin-flip

excitations.

Nevertheless, we were able to successfully perform magnetotransport measure-

ments on another sample at DEIMOS, namely, device-C : Si/SiOx//Cr(5)/Fe(50)/

CoPc(10nm)/Fe(10)/Cr(5). The MR extracted from I(V)s (Fig. 8.15a) follows the ris-

ing conductance at 60K, see Figure 8.15b. While describing the Fe/CoPc(20nm)/Co

device-A, we experimentally observed that a MR term at H > 1T is electrically

driven to appear across the device. This effect is reproduced on device - C : Fe/

CoPc(10nm)/Fe, see Figure 8.15b. The dI/dV at T = 60K shows a ∼20mV-wide con-

ductance plateau around V = 0, followed at higher bias by a large increase in conduc-

tance (Figure 8.15b). The R(H) performed within this plateau, precisely at V = 10mV,

exhibits a fairly flat trace for |H| > 0.7T, see Figure 8.15c. On the contrary, the R(H)

recorded at V = -100mV (Fig. 8.15d) displays three resistance levels just like device-

A and has a MR term around H∼±1.6T. The sign change of all MR terms between

the device-A : Fe/CoPc(20nm)/Co, and device-C : Fe/CoPc(10nm)/Fe is interpreted

as the contribution from the sign change of spin polarization at the top spinterface
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[100] (details in Chap. 3, Sec. 3.4). One of the objective of this thesis was to procreate

the results of device-A. With the reproducible I(V)s, dI/dV, R(H)s recorded on de-

vices -B (Fig. 8.14) and -C (Fig. 8.15) successfully validated the previous results on

device-A.

FIGURE 8.15: Magnetotransport on Device-C : Fe/CoPc(10nm)/Fe.
(a) Non-linear, Ohmic I(V) for almost in-plane applied magnetic fields
at 60K. (b) differential conductance at 60K for 2T along with the MR
extracted from R(H)s following the increasing bias voltage similar to
device-A. The R(H)s recorded at (c) : 10mV and, (d): -100mV respec-
tively after field cooling at -1T for T = 60K. The two R(H)s are eas-
ily distinguishable by the huge jump in resistance above |H|= 1.5T
observed for -100mV. The red (blue) stars in I(V) correspond to data

points at at which R(H)s are performed.

8.6 The three macro-spin transport model

To verify our earlier interpretation of the experimental data set on Fe/CoPc(20nm)/Co,

we propose a model using three magnetic units, namely : (1) top magnetic unit : top

FM + neighbouring MSC’s, (2) bottom magnetic unit : Fe coupled with spinterface

to the MSC and (3) central magnetic unit comprises the portion of the AFM spin
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chain in its electrically excited state. Together these 3 magnetic units form the basis

of the three macro-spin model (Fig. 8.4e). This model is used to fit the experimental

data on magnetotransport. The three macrospin model has the following param-

eters : two for each magnetic unit (top unit = t, central unit = c, bottom unit = b;

anisotropy field = K and angle = θ), two coupling terms ECTop and JMSC
12 and two

magnetoresistance coefficients MRGS and MRES. The three magnetic units are cou-

pled to one another such that the exchange coupling between the bottom and the top

magnetic unit is named ECTop and the exchange coupling between the excited spin

chains and bottom magnetic unit is JMSC
12 (Fig. 8.4e). The magnetoresistance MRGS

is associated with flipping the magnetization of the top magnetic unit relative to the

bottom magnetic unit (MR Top/Bottom), and MRES is the MR between the top and

central magnetic units (MR Top/Central).

To model the magnetotransport data in a phenomenological manner, the effec-

tive anisotropy field K of the nano-transport path across the top (i = t), central (i= c),

bottom (i= b) units are written as :

K = −µ0 ∑
i=t,c,b

H ·mi +
1
2 ∑

i=t,c,b
Ki sin2(θM − θK)− ∑

i=t,b
Ccimc ·mi (8.1)

where, H(T) is the external magnetic field and for each unit, mi is the reduced

magnetization, θMi the magnetization angle, Ki(T) is uniaxial anisotropy field with

an easy axis angle θKi. Note, here we treat the magnetizations of the two FM units

as identical and large compared to the magnetization of CoPc, which is neglected

because, as an AFM spin chain, it has a very low magnetization at remanence, if any.

Finally, Cci is the coupling strength between the central (c) and outer (b,t) magnetic

units and Cci = ECTop and Ccb = JMSC
12 . At each field step K is minimized to yield for

each magnetic unit the magnetization‘s in-plane orientation. The resistance R(Ω),

due to the non-collinear reduced magnetizations mt, mc and mb is given as :

R = R0 ·
[

1− MRGS

2
· (mtmb − 1)− MRES

2
· (mtmc − 1)

]
(8.2)
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The modelling proceeds from the experimental data of R(H)s at 17K (Fig. 8.16

a-e) and 60K (figure 8.5) assuming the sequential magnetization reversal of the three

magnetic units. In the model the three MR terms potentially define the effective

R(H) data, Figure 8.17. Each MR term has a specific magnetic field (H) dependent

signature (Fig. 8.17a). The R(H) data sets can be fitted using MR Top/Central and

MR Top/Bottom terms (i.e. MRES and MRGS, respectively). As illustrated in Figure

8.17b, the data for (17K, 20mV) can be fitted using only MR Top/Bottom trace (com-

pare with Fig. 8.16e). Additionally, the experiment data shows that the MR upon

reversing the top magnetic unit is made to switch its sign as the spin excitation con-

ductance channel is opened with the increasing bias voltage. This is true for the MR

term upon flipping the bottom magnetic unit’s magnetization. These two aspects

are sketched in Fig. 8.17b, for case of 17K, 100mV which is experimentally observed

at 80mV (Fig. 8.16a). Thus R(H) data for (17K, 80mV) is reproduced by adding a MR

Top/Central trace to the MR Top/Bottom trace.

FIGURE 8.16: Macrospin Model Fit of bias dependent R(H)s. (a-e)
Experiment (blue) and fit (black) R(H) loops at 17K for 20 < V(mV) <
80. The green and striped green/yellow arrows are for the magnetic
units in the system. For 20mV panel (e), only two magnetic units
are sufficient compared to panel (d), the thick green arrow accom-
modates both lower units in the absence of spin excitations. (f) This
panel represents all the fits upto ±20T at 17K for bias 20< V(mV) <80.

While modelling, the ’free layer’ property was imposed to the central magnetic

unit : Kc = 5mT. This aspect is exhibited in the experimental data set of R(H) for
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FIGURE 8.17: Rationalization of magnetization reversals and mag-
netoresistance (MR) terms. (a) Corresponding MR traces upon flip-
ping pairs of the magnetic units in the system. For simplicity MR is
assumed to be less than zero in all cases. (b) Two examples of the se-
quence followed in fitting the experimental MR data at 17K for 20mV
and 100mV. At 20mV only one MR Top/Bottom term is used to fit the
experimental MR data. At V = 100mV, the R change upon flipping
the top unit magnetization, switches from a decrease to an increase as
V is increased, so the MR trace is fitted by combining two terms MR

Top/Bottom and MR Top/Central terms.

(17K, 115mV), see Figure 8.18a. The external magnetic field at which the magneti-

zation of the central magnetic unit reverses is mostly driven by its coupling (JMSC
12 )

to the bottom magnetic unit (Fig. 8.18g). The bottom layer’s anisotropy field Kb de-

fines the shape of the central magnetic units magnetization reversal, i.e., sharpness

of the onsets and slope of the reversal; θb is mostly constant, see Figure 8.18(f,g). In

agreement with the previous reports [9, 8, 256] the exchange biased Fe layer is mag-

netically hard at 17K with Kb∼10-20T, which tracks the spin-flip current amplitude

(compare Fig. 8.8a with Fig. 8.19c), while its temperature dependence (8.19i) follows

the exchange bias amplitude previously observed [9, 8, 256].

A minimum value of Kb≈10T is necessary to avoid the symmetric R(H) for V <

35mV. Finally, the minor loops due to the two magnetization reversals at low fields

(0.22T, 0.3T) were reproduced by fitting the top magnetic unit’s Kt and θt, see Figure

8.18b,c. Since, the top magnetic unit’s Kt∼0.2T which is over an order of magnitude

stronger than that of the free layer (Fig. 8.19a), we infer that it contains not only the

top Co FM electrode but also MSC (Fig. 8.5). During the curve fit, care was taken
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FIGURE 8.18: R(H) fitting procedure using three macrospin model.
(a) The experiment (blue) data and the fit (red) for R(H) at 17K and
115mV. The parameters with error bars of the fit are shown with fo-
cus on experimental data (blue) and two fits outside the error margin
(cyan, red) for (b) Kt (T); (c) θt (degree); (d) ECTop (T); (e) Kb (T); (f)

θb (degree) and (g) JMSC
12 (T).

to respect the squareness of the loop and the evolution of R(H) from saturation to

remanence. The R(H) loop’s voltage bias shift was set using ECTop, see Figure 8.18d.

The Figure 8.19(a-i) has the error bars depicted with all the parameters constant, the

parameter range within which the fit is still considered correct after visual inspec-

tion.

Along with bias dependence, the temperature dependence of R(H) is also mod-

elled using the three macrospin model. As per our magnetotransport model, the

change in magnetic field H dependence of MRES (see Fig. 8.20a-f) is associated with

a sudden decrease in JMSC
12 for T > 65K (Fig. 8.19h). This corresponds to a mag-

netic anisotropy energy barrier, ESF = 5.9±0.3meV, i.e., a threshold thermal energy

to magnetically decouple the MSC in its excited state from the exchange-biased Fe

layer and spinterface.

To fit the experimental MR values, the R(H) data was fitted using MRGS and

MRES terms. But, as we have already seen in the bias dependence section, the R(H)

loop does not necessarily assure a full magnetization reversal within the |H| < 2T

experimental window. Hence, the fitting was done starting with high voltage bias
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FIGURE 8.19: Bias and Temperature dependence of fitting parame-
ters. (a-f) Bias dependencies of anisotropy fields’ strength (K) and an-
gle (θ) for (a-b) top and (c-d) central magnetic units. Bias dependency
of the exchange coupling terms (e) JMSC

12 and (f) ECTop. The fitting
parameters Kt and θt are for top magnetic unit (a,b) ; Kb and θb are for
bottom magnetic unit. (g-i) Temperature dependencies of (g) ECTop,
(h) JMSC

12 , and (i) Kb. The vertical gray zone in panel (h) is the mag-
netic anisotropy energy barrier, ESF = 5.9±0.3meV for T≡70K. Black
are the data points, red is the error bars and the two gray data points
in panel (i) for T>80K are the minimum values needed to achieve R(-
2T) 6=R(2T). These error bars (a-i) provide a range to model the trans-
port measurements so the fit can be acceptable after visual inspection.
Note that an example of the values of the parameters can be found in

Fig. 8.18a.
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FIGURE 8.20: Model fit of temperature dependence of R(H) for
device-A. (a-e) The R(H) experimental (blue) and fitted (black) curves
for 17 < T(K) < 80 at 100mV & H = ±2T. The arrows represent the
three magnetic units observed in these T ranges. (f) Summary of fit-
ted R(H)s for high magnetic field H = ± 20T, 100mV & 17 < T(K) <

90.

data set (17K, 115mV), see Figure 8.18. For this R(H) data, the resistance is mostly

flat for H< 0 and also for 1.7 < H(T) < 2, assuming that these plateaus imply full

magnetization reversal. As the voltage bias or the temperature was altered, the evo-

lution of the plateau at 1.7 < H(T) < 2 was closely monitored, and the respective

MRGS and MRES values were adjusted accordingly to imitate the R(H) trace in this

magnetic field range. The Figure 8.21 presents the experimental and the fitted MR

values observed for V>0. The fitted MR terms tracks their experimental counterparts

with only slight deviations. This endorses the 3-macrospin model’s initial assump-

tion relating to the initial fully aligned magnetic state at H = -2T, and the definitions

of MRGS and MRES terms.

8.7 Magnetic anisotropies along CoPc nano-transport path

To examine the conditions for and the symmetry of magnetic anisotropies along the

nano-transport path, we first investigated the field cooling settings. For this we
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FIGURE 8.21: Experimental and fitted magnetoresistance terms. The
experimental MRGS (red) and MRES (mustard) obtained from IV and

R(H) data and fitted (empty circles) MRGS and MRES parameters.

present the R(H) data in Figure 8.22a, which was recorded after field cooling (FC)

the junction from 120K to 25K at 100mV, while maintaining the in-plane angle of the

external magnetic field, θH = 0◦. The red R(H) loop is for FC at H = −1T. The blue

R(H) curve is for zero field cooling (ZFC), which is achieved by initially applying a

+2T field at 120K and then cooling down to 25K with H = 0+T, this results in flipping

of the R(H) curve about the H = 0 axis. The same effect is also observed at 17K, when

θH is switched from 0◦ to 180◦ (Figure 8.22b).

The angular dependence of MRGS at 17K (Figure 8.23) reveals unidirectional be-

haviour for both with (100mV) and without (-50mV) the spin-flip excitations along

the molecular spin chains observed in the conductance graph (Fig. 8.8a). Due to the

additional MRES term at 100mV and our |H|< 2T measurement window, it is not

possible to follow the angular dependence of MRGS for angles 30◦ < θH < 135◦, as

there is no resistance plateau in the R(H) at 17K for 1.7 < H(T) < 2. Along with this

reason and the fact that the 1T resistance level becomes undetermined at intermedi-

ate angles, are also a reason to be unable to study the angular dependence of MRES

. We also varied the amplitude of the applied bias voltage which is applied during

field cooling. The R(H) loop does not show any significant changes (Figure 8.24).

Overall, it is quite evident from the above discussed data sets that it is the orienta-

tion of magnetization of the ferromagnetic electrodes during the field cooling that

determined a unidirectional anisotropy along the nano-transport channel, which is

in agreement with our discussion in Chap. 3, Sec. 3.5.2.
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FIGURE 8.22: Establishing the magnetic anisotropy from magneto-
transport. (a) R(H) curves recorded for in-plane angle θ=0 at 25K for
100mV after field cooling in H = -1T (red) and H = +0T (blue). (b)
R(H) acquired at 17K at 100mV for HFC= -1T at θH = 00 (red) and
180◦ (blue). The black curve is the fitted data. First the θH = 00

data was fitted then the same parameter set was used but the simu-
lation was launched for θH = 180◦. The change in resistance for H =
+2T to -2T between the panels (a & b) is due to the minor evolution
of device resistance during the ∼100hrs measurement and the asso-
ciated field cooling procedures. The fitting parameters in panel (b)
are as follows : Kt = 0.28T, θt = 70◦, Kb = 21T, θb = -1◦, ECTop
= -0.05T, JMSC

12 = 1.49T, R◦ = 7.8GΩ, MRGS = -1.4% and MRES =
4.8%. Small differences between the parameters reflect the evolution

in device magnetotransport during the measurement cycles.

FIGURE 8.23: Angular dependence of MRGS at 17K : for V = -50mV
(blue) and V = +100mV (red). Note that at V = -50mV no spin exci-
tations along MSCs and V= +100mV with spin excitations along the

MSCs observed in the device conductance.

The Figure 8.25, presents the experimental and the fitted R(H) data at (17K,
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FIGURE 8.24: R(H) loops measured in-plane angle at 17K for a field
cooling initial H = +2T for two applied bias values. (a) 100mV black
curve and (b) -5mV red curve. The applied bias does not affect the
magnetotransport while field cooling. The R(H) loops were recorded

at 100mV.

100mV; i.e. with the additional spin-flip conductance channel) for significant val-

ues of the in-plane angle θH of the external magnetic field. The R(H) fit was done

by adjusting the in-plane angle of H while preserving the same parameters. We thus

only qualitatively reproduce features of the experimental R(H) at intermediate an-

gles, whereas an exact fit is obtained when the fitting parameters found for θH = 0◦

are used for θH = 180◦ (see Fig. 8.22b). This might reflect the limitations of our

three macro-spin model’s assumption, or the presence of higher-order terms within

a more complicated model.

Most of the magnetotransport features observed in our experiment can be suc-

cessfully fitted using our three macrospin model, however, best models are all im-

perfect. The compartmentalization of our model’s parameters to R(H) features fails

at three critical points, namely, point A : 17K, 73mV (Fig. 8.16b) and point B : 17K,

80mV (Fig. 8.16a) on the dI/dV peaks of Figure 8.8 a; and point C : at 72K, 100mV

(Fig. 8.11c). At critical points B and C, it is impossible to maintain ‘free layer’ prop-

erties for the central magnetic unit : Kc∼3000Oe and θc = 13◦. At critical points A

and B, we have θc = 11◦. There are also deviations in ECTop and θt at critical point

A, which are associated with a jump in exchange coupling energy JMSC
12 to a higher

molecular chain, nearly constant value. These deviations are observed in the Figure
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8.19a, which gives the bias dependence of the parameters used to fit the R(H) at 17K.

Interestingly, the Kb scales with dI/dV and MRES. This emphasizes the origin of

the spin referential that the molecular spin chain in its excited state has inherited to

become a comprehensive magnetic unit. The mutual couplings of otherwise inde-

pendent model parameters indicate that the three magnetic units become dynami-

cally coupled at these above mentioned critical points. Mainly due to two reasons,

namely, first because of the changes induced by the spin polarized (SP) current in

the spin-flip conductance channel’s fully SP current, via spintronic anisotropy [261]

(critical points A and B) and secondly, by the thermal fluctuations [262] - critical

point C. This is also a feature of the exchange-bias systems near criticality [262].

FIGURE 8.25: Angle dependent R(H) of device-A at 17K, 100mV for
HFC = -1T for in-plane angle θH of the external magnetic field 0◦ < θH
< 180◦. Blue curves are the experimental data and modelled data is in

black.
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8.8 Study of structural and magnetic properties of Fe/CoPc

spinterface using DFT calculations

To review the structural and magnetic properties of the CoPc molecular spin chain

on top of our bcc Fe(110) layer (fig. 8.1), and to confirm the identification of the third

magnetic unit as the excited state of our MSC, our collaborators in IPCMS performed

density functional theory (DFT) calculations. This was done by using the Vienna ab-

initio simulation packages [263] (VASP) and utilized the projector augmented waves

(PAW) pseudopotentials as provided by VASP.

In Chap. 3, Sec. 3.5.1 we have already witnessed the magnetic hardening sce-

nario [108], where the first molecular monolayer and the topmost monolayer of the

FM electrode become anti-aligned relative to the underlying monolayers of the FM

layer. Raman et al. [108] calculated the inter-atomic magnetic exchange coupling

between the surface Co atoms and found to be reduced from 8.54meV per atom to

1.34meV per atom upon molecular adsorption. Due to this strong molecule-induced

change to the surface magnetism, ∆E, the energy difference per atom upon anti-

alignment, is reduced [108] from ∆E = 190.9meV to ∆E = 26.4meV. This enables,

without any external electric field, the magnetic decoupling of the topmost Co layer

and ZMP molecule from the underlying Co film.

But in our bcc Fe(110)/CoPc system the molecular adsorption does minor changes

to the surface magnetic properties. We see that for Fe bcc(110)(5ML)/CoPc(1ML),

the adsorption of CoPc onto Fe reduces the magnetic moment of the iron surface

atoms only by a little i.e., from 2.67µB to 2.51µB. As a result, anti-aligning the mag-

netization of the surface monolayer of Fe (and the FM coupled CoPc layer) relative

to the buried FM monolayers increases the system’s energy by ∆ = 200.5 meV per

Fe atom. This value is marginally reduced compared to ∆E = 242meV for a naked

Fe layer. For ∆E = 200.5meV per Fe atom, the corresponding [264] thermal energy

of ∼2400K that is highly incompatible with the 70K thermal energy (Fig.8.19 h) at

which the electrically spawned magnetic unit becomes coupled to the underlying

FM electrode. Adding molecular layers on top of it will not drastically modify this
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picture. Hence, we conclude that this ‘magnetic hardening’ [108] scenario cannot

explain our experimental data.

To examine the impact of the molecular spin chains on the magnetic properties,

the number of Fe layers were reduced from 5ML to 3ML in order to maintain a

reasonable supercell size. Initially,we considered a geometry in which the 2nd CoPc

molecule is centered atop of the 1st CoPc molecule with 45◦ rotation. This is the

‘on-top’ case, which is depicted in Figure 8.26a. In the second geometry taken into

consideration the 2nd CoPc molecule is shifted, without rotation, relative to the 1st

CoPc molecule, see Figure 8.26b.

FIGURE 8.26: Top and side view of the adsorption geometries consid-
ered for bcc Fe(110)/CoPc(2ML) system. (a) ‘on-top’ and (b) ‘shifted’.
The shifted case has lower energy, hence it is more energetically fa-

vorable.

The tables [Case (a) 8.1, Case (b) 8.2 ] offers the calculated energy of the bcc

Fe(110)/ CoPc(2ML) system for both ‘on-top’ (console 8.26a) and ‘shifted’ (console

8.26b) cases, and also the intermolecular distance that minimizes the energy in each

case. Once can notice that, at energy minimization conditions obtained by varying

the intermolecular distance, the ‘shifted’ scenario displays a lower energy than the

‘on-top’ scenario, and therefore is energetically more favorable. Moving on to the

magnetic anisotropy, a 11.8meV energy difference between the AFM ground state

and the excited FM state is observed.

Adding the third CoPc molecule to the system gives the final bcc Fe(110)/CoPc(3ML)
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dCoPc−CoPc(Å) EAFM(meV) EFM(meV) ∆E(meV)
2.8 -448.20 -361.40 -86.81
2.9 -618.39 -536.20 -82.18
3.0 -681.14 -606.38 -74.76
3.1 -672.66 -607.52 -65.15
3.2 -616.76 -561.84 -54.92
3.3 -528.56 -483.22 -45.34
3.4 -420.51 -383.55 -36.96

TABLE 8.1: The total energies calculated for the ground AFM state
and excited state of the bcc Fe(110)/CoPc(2ML) system. The inter-
molecular distance between two CoPc molecules is varied. The total
energy of the system is shown when the top CoPc molecule’s mag-
netic referential is aligned (FM) or anti-aligned (AFM) with that of
the underlying CoPc and the Fe layer. The two cases are for the two
scenarios for the second CoPc layer. Case (a) : when the second CoPc

lies on top of the first one rotated by π/2.

dCoPc−CoPc(Å) EAFM(meV) EFM(meV) ∆E(meV)
2.9 -918.12 -902.26 -15.86
3.0 -1030.35 -1016.63 -13.72
3.1 -1054.52 -1042.73 -11.80
3.2 -1019.19 -1009.09 -10.10
3.3 -945.09 -936.48 -8.60
3.4 -846.83 -839.52 -7.30

TABLE 8.2: In case (b) the second CoPc layer is shifted with respect to
the first one. The total energy is with respect to a reference energy of

-2743 eV.
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system, see Figure 8.27. The ground state has lowest energy when the molecules are

shifted with respect to each other. The adsorption distances are shown in Fig. 8.27,

and the magnetic moments for each transition metal atomic type are presented in

Table 8.3.

FIGURE 8.27: Adsorption geometry of bcc Fe(110)/CoPc(3ML).
Molecular adsorption distances (A◦) and the magnitude of the mag-
netic moment (µB) of the cobalt atom of the respective ML of CoPc.

Ferromagnetic Layer Molecular Layer
Fe (bottom) Fe (middle) Fe (top) Co (bottom) Co (middle) Co (top)

Magnetic
moment
(µB)

2.68 2.46 2.57 0.74 1.05 1.05

TABLE 8.3: Magnetic Moment on Fe and Co atoms in the FM layer
and the molecular layers

The on-site spin density in the ground and the first excited states is described in

Figure 8.28(a,b). The first spin flip of the third CoPc molecule with respect to the

lower two molecules is about 6.14meV and is rationally agreeable with the 5.9meV

thermal energy threshold for magnetic decoupling that was observed experimen-

tally, more details in Table 8.4. Since the 1st CoPc is chemisorbed onto Fe [6, 265],

the 1st CoPc molecules of the MSC is the 2nd CoPc ML atop of Fe. Thus the en-

ergy E = 6.1meV is E≈Ecrit, when the magnetization of the 3rd CoPc molecule is

reversed relative to that of the 1st and 2nd CoPc MLs atop of Fe (Fig. 8.4c). Using

this knowledge, if we revisit the experimental R(H) dataset in Figure 8.11, the sharp

change in the field dependence of the MRES contribution is observed at T = 72K

i.e, Ecrit = kBT = 6.14meV (compare Fig. 8.11a-c with 8.11d). Also, our argument

of the disappearance of the conductance peaks at T = 72K (Fig. 8.10) due to the

thermal smearing and thermally activated hopping regime is justified by the DFT

calculated 5.9meV thermal energy of the MSC. In addition in our magnetotransport
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model we associated the change in H dependence of MRES (see Fig. 8.16a-e) to a

sudden decrease in the exchange coupling JMSC
12 for T > 65K (Fig. 8.19h) [6] which

corresponds to the anisotropy energy barrier, ESF. This energy ESF is a threshold

thermal energy required to magnetically decouple the MSC in its excited state from

the exchange-biased Fe layer and the spinterface. The calculated value of ESF was

found be 5.9±0.3meV. This is in agreement with the DFT-calculated ∆E = 6.1meV,

the energy difference between the molecular spin chains ground and excited spin

states when coupled to the ferromagnet.

FIGURE 8.28: Spin density plots of bcc Fe(110)/CoPc(3ML) for
shifted scenario. The spin are color coded the spin up (↑) is red and
spin down (↓) is blue. (a) The panel represents the anti-ferromagnetic
spin alignment (↑↓↑) for the ground state. (b) The panel represents
the lowest excited state with spin alignment (↑↓↓). The energy cost

to flip the upper CoPc spin is 6.14meV.

Configuration E↑↓↑(eV) E↑↓↓(eV) ∆E(meV)
On-top -3167.92256 -3167.91951 -3.05
Shifted -3168.04920 -3168.04306 -6.14

TABLE 8.4: DFT calculated total energies for the AFM ground and
the first excited state of the bcc Fe(110)/ CoPc (3ML) system, as seen
in the previous Fig. 8.28 for the ‘shifted’ case. The first row is for the
case (a) wherein three CoPc molecules are on-top of each other. The
second row represents the case (b) where the molecules are shifted

(‘shifted’ case) with respect to one another.

8.9 Summary

Using a novel resist- and solvent-free nano-sphere lithography technique, we de-

signed spintronic nano devices made up of molecular spin chains of CoPc molecular

barriers sandwiched between FM electrodes. By performing magnetotransport mea-

surements for varied (T, V, θ), we have extracted the fundamental properties of the

excited spin chains within a solid state device. The electrically spawned excited state
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promotes a change in sign of the current’s spin polarization and also has its own co-

ercive field, making it an magnetically distinct unit. This generates a MR contribu-

tion (MRES) against the FM electrodes within a fixed spin reference, which exhibits

a temperature dependence. This enables information to be encoded at magnetic re-

manence in the magnetic orientation of the spin chain’s excited quantum state in a

solid-state device. The DFT calculations clearly identify the excited spin state as the

source of the encoding by comparing its thermal stability with experiment. Addi-

tionally, our three macrospin transport model elaborates the role of magnetic cou-

pling between the spin chain and the FM electrode in promoting the encoding capa-

bility. We found J/kB = 72K for Fe/CoPc system as the calculated value of anisotropy

energy barrier, ESF = 5.9±0.3meV is consistent with the DFT-calculated ∆E = 6.1meV

energy difference between the molecular spin chains ground and excited spin states

when coupled to the FM. Altogether, our model can help to better understand most

intricate features of magnetotransport observed in FM/CoPc/FM solid state device.

The magnetotransport results across these devices have successfully implemented

the exchange bias concept [266] at FM/molecule interfaces [123, 124, 254] within the

device’s active CoPc MSC spintronic layer, and resonate with the concepts of spin-

flip spectroscopy [96] and spintronic anisotropy [17, 261] adds to the progress in

molecular spintronics discussed in Chap. 3. This work extends the former mag-

netotransport research across AFM materials [242, 267, 268, 243, 244] into quantum

regime, and suggests towards interesting magnetometry studies [161] of the MSC

ground and excited states.

Although the electric alteration [259, 260] of the charge transfer that results in

the spinterface [102] and interfacial MR [108] is appealing, our strategy of electri-

cally manipulating the quantum states of CoPc molecular spin chains away from the

spinterface is advantageous. Indeed, this opens the ability to electrically manipulate

the amplitude/sign of MR using low-voltage addressing, and to transmit spin-wave

encoded [250] information across an CoPc barrier using antiferromagnetic molecu-

lar spin chains in a pulsed voltage method. This encoding scheme is robust and can

be technologically viable. Electrically controlling the quantum state of a MSC could

help mature antiferromagnetic spintronics [269] at the quantum level.
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Large spintronic harvesting of

thermal fluctuations using

paramagnetic molecular centers

Multifunctional devices are always in demand, especially those that can add smart

functionalities while being environmentally friendly. After successfully encoding

information using a novel lithography process in organic devices (Chap. 8), in the

current chapter we will explore how a multifunctional device can be realized by

tweaking the materials of our previous FM/CoPc/FM stack composition.

Some of the exotic properties, like quantum superposition, quantum coherence,

entanglement in quantum mechanics can, if tapped, solve several of society’s exist-

ing problems. For example, increasing interest in quantum communications [270]

(satellite, internet), quantum computers [271] are all based on the above mentioned

quantum properties, and will soon dominate the technology market. However, one

field that has needed a fresh, ‘quantum’ perspective is thermodynamics. Work has

thus progressed on model quantum heat engines, in order to understand and utilize

the quantum advantage here too. However, the low level of maturity has entailed

the study of quantum engines mainly with a complex design and external control

parameters (microwave/laser sources) that are required to operate the engine’s cy-

cle (see Chap. 4). Generally, the cycle of a classical engine involves the conversion
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of heat into work by the transfer of heat from hot to cold thermal bath using a work-

ing fluid or substance (WS). The process increases the entropy of the system, and

the temperature ratio of the thermal baths gives the engine’s maximum efficiency at

zero power output. This is called Carnot efficiency and it encompasses the second

law of thermodynamics.

In Chapter 4, we have seen quantum engines performing close to Carnot effi-

ciency [151, 150] and even surpassing [152] classical limit by refurbishing its under-

lying concepts. The quantum properties (e.g. quantum coherence) of engines’ baths

and WS comprises the ‘quantum resources’ that can provide ’ergotropy’ which is the

maximum amount of work extracted from a quantum system at a given state [272,

273]. Here, the working substance cannot merely exhibit internal coherence [274],

instead a coherent superposition of quantum states are created during the operation

of the engine [152]. So, the return from the non-passive state for instance a popu-

lation inversion to the passive state channels ergotropy into actual work. Thus the

quantum working substance can store useful energy just like a flywheel [275, 154] or

battery [276].

A working substance with many-body quantum correlations can result a finite

power at Carnot efficiency [277]. In this case, the power correlates with heat capacity,

which is reduced when coupled to a thermal bath [278], and deviates when the WS

undergoes a phase transition [277]. Interestingly, there exist non thermal baths that

are also quantum resource. Generally, two varieties of non-thermal baths are known.

The first type is a squeezed bath, meaning that the bath is unable to fully thermalize

the WS on the time frame of the interaction due to a small energy spectral density

[279]. In this type the Carnot limit becomes irrelevant, but it can generate a local non-

passive state of the WS viz. ergotropy. In the second type of a non-thermal bath, the

bath can inject quantum coherence into the WS, which increases ergotropy such that

work can be extracted from a single bath [280]. With this and the brief understanding

provided in Chap. 4, we try in the present chapter to expand the thermodynamics

field and propose a molecular solid-state spintronic engine that integrates most of

the above discussed quantum resources.
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9.1 Design and operation of the spintronic engine

Underscoring that heat capacity of a correlated body diverges at a phase transi-

tion, we design our spintronic engine around the magnetic phase transition of one-

dimensional CoPc molecular chains. To experimentally explore the concept of spin-

tronic engine we fabricated multi-layered stacks of Fe/C60/CoPc/C60/Fe in UHV

conditions (refer Chap. 6) and processed them into vertical nanodevices using nano

sphere lithography technique (see Appendix A). In our vertical nano-device, the top

and the bottom Fe/C60 spinterface [101, 102] (spintronic selectors) acts as a thermal

decoupler, leading to a non-thermal bath with the PM centers. The baths operate at

and beyond room temperatures to block the undesired transport fluctuations (gray

crosses in Fig. 9.1a). An ensemble of Co PM centers of CoPc molecule is the working

substance of our engine.

In the film fabrication the lower C60 layer is intentionally kept thin so the bot-

tom spinterface drives the spin-splitting on the paramagnetic (PM) centers through

spintronic anisotropy [17, 166, 261] (arrow thickness in Fig. 9.1a), thus allowing the

spin ensemble to fluctuate while preserving its partial magnetic orientation. Also,

the bottom Fe/C60 spinterface is closer to the CoPc spin chain than the top spinter-

face to avoid any cancellation effects. In accordance with [281, 282] the spin-based

potential landscape profile across the nano-device (Fig. 9.1b), the highest occupied

molecular orbital (HOMO) of CoPc has a strong d character and contains an un-

paired electron in the z2 orbital that points out of the molecular plane [6, 7]. This

orbital is almost aligned with the Fe and Fe/C60 Fermi levels EF, thus involving the

molecules in the transport.

The operation of our spintronic quantum engine proceeds as follows. The in-

teractions between the working substance (Co PM centers of CoPc) and the baths

(spin polarized Fe/C60 electrodes) are moderated by means of spin-polarized charge

transport fluctuations, i.e spintronics. The working substance (WS) of our engine is

a collection of spins that can mutually fluctuate below a magnetic phase transition

[7] (detailed in Chap. 3, Sec. 3.3.1.1), which accounts for a quantum resource. The

Co atoms of the CoPc molecules have S=1/2 spins that form one-dimensional spin
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FIGURE 9.1: Theoretical model of quantum spintronic engine. (a)
The spintronic engine schematic combines the baths (red & blue) with
discrete spin states of the exchange-coupled (J) paramagnetic (PM)
centers. Here ∆ is the spin-splitting of Co S = 1/2 PM center and
∆ < kBT enable stochastic population of both spin up (down) states
on PM center which is rectified by the two baths. The vertical arrows
on PM center indicates the spin occupation, circular arrows indicates
the thermal fluctuations on one PM center and the blue (red) arched
arrows’ thickness indicate the spin based asymmetries in transport
fluctuations. The gray crosses are the forbidden transport fluctua-
tions. The voltage offset Vo f f is induced because of spin-polarized
charge transfer between the corresponding PM centers levels with
different energies. Only two PM centers are shown for simplicity,
when in reality the spintronic engine has an ensemble of PM centers
whose thermal fluctuations are magnetically coupled (J). (b) The en-
ergy landscape of the nano device with Co PM centers from molecular

CoPc and the spin polarized Fe/C60 interface in anti-parallel state.
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chains [6, 7]. The molecular paramagnetic fluctuations become antiferromagneti-

cally (AFM) coupled between nearest neighbors when the thermal energy (kBT) is

below the magnetic exchange coupling (J) [7], i.e., kBT < J. The AFM phase transition

while maintaining the partial fluctuations on the PM centers is achieved by placing

the CoPc spin chains in an effective magnetic field and hence lifting the spin de-

generacy. Thanks to the spinterface [101, 102] it is possible to execute this effective

magnetic field and include new quantum resources. The interface can spintroni-

cally implement both types of non-thermal baths with the spin ensemble. In our

discussion on interface spin polarization (Chap. 3, Sec.3.5.1), it was evident that the

spin-polarized charge transfer across the Fe/C60 spinterface generates a low density

of highly spin-polarized states [100] (DOS). So, one can imagine the spinterface’s

interface-localized low DOS as a transport quantum dot [17] that effectively screens

the PM center from the thermalized DOS of the FM electrode. Logically, the spinter-

face is a squeezed bath of spintronic transport [279, 280]. The working substance’s

thermodynamic state is crafted by the transport fluctuations between the highly spin

polarized spinterface and the molecular spin chain (MSC). The spin degeneracy can

be lifted by spintronic anisotropy [17, 261, 166] and the quantum coherence [145] is

injected by the spinterface into the fluctuating spin chain. This results in gaining

control [283] over the WS’s thermodynamic state which in turn helps to improve

[284] its ergotropy during the engine’s operation.

The thermal spin fluctuations of the molecular spin ensemble are initially stochas-

tic in origin, which interestingly also constitutes a quantum resource [285] by stim-

ulating the superposition of the discrete energy states of the Co PM centers, i.e con-

tribute to a population inversion. This non-passive state is bound to the spinterface-

injected quantum coherence. Note that these spintronic-enabled quantum resources

do not lead to a perpetual motion. For example, the ergotropy generated due to

coherence injection into the PM centers is in competition with the resistive losses,

primarily due to the spinterface (Fe/C60), which spin filters the moderately spin-

polarized current from the Fe FM electrode. The spin-resistance increases the en-

tropy of the FM layer, i.e. its temperature, and the FM layer can advantageously

decrease the resulting spin-based entropy by reverting to the FM’s ground state.
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Hence it is clear from the above discussion that our of spintronic engine’s operation

is different from the classical spin caloritronics which we discussed in Chap. 4. Al-

together, this section gives a flavor of how the quantum spintronic engine ties the

spintronic features of the engine to several quantum resources.

9.1.1 Structural and magnetic characterization of stacks

For quality assurance of multi-layers in the stack, x-ray reflectometry (XRR) and x-

ray diffraction (XRD) was done to characterize the layers. The XRR measurements

for a stack of composition Si/SiO2//Ta(5)/Fe(50)/C60(6nm) (nm units) is shown

in Figure 9.2a. The rms roughness (σ) of iron is less than 0.6nm indicating a smooth

interface with the Ta buffer layer. The excellent fit to the measured data with low

χ2 = 0.0051 signifies the overall structural quality of the entire stack. Ta has strong

peaks due to x-ray diffraction at (002) and (330) planes (Fig. 9.2b). The iron sputtered

on Ta buffer shows a sharp XRD peak at ∼ 45◦ that is tabulated to the bcc(110)

structure of Fe, Fig. 9.2c. The C60 and CoPc layers were carefully calibrated using

XRR to ensure reproducible rate of thermal deposition of 0.005ML/s for CoPc and

0.0036ML/s for C60 at room temperature. Generally, 1ML of CoPc is ∼0.35nm and

for C60 1ML ∼ 0.9nm. You will notice that the XRD and the SQUID+AGFM data is

based on Ta buffer (Co electrode), the idea behind using Ta as buffer and capping

was to perform spin transfer torque (STT) measurements on organic nano devices.

We fabricated, optimized the spacer thickness using magnetometry and processed

(>20) nano vertical devices using nano sphere lithography.

In our devices we maintained the overall thickness of the spacer to be nearly

∼10nm. So, AGFM and SQUID measurements were done to calibrate the mini-

mum C60 thickness required to decouple the FM electrodes (Fig. 9.3a-d). For this

FM(50nm)/C60(n)/FM(10nm) with n = (3ML,4ML,5ML,6ML) stacks used. The stud-

ies show 4ML of C60 is sufficient to decouple the FM electrodes, since a plateau is

seen at low H (Fig. 9.3b). In ideal case one would expect a ratio of nominal jump

to be around 1/6 of the hysteresis loop, the reduction of kink/jump in our stacks

FM(50)/C60(nML)/FM(10) is due to top FM electrode dead layer FM = Co(or Fe)
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calculated to be ∼6nm (∼8nm), respectively.

FIGURE 9.2: (a) XRR measurement on the stack
Si/SiO2//Ta(5)/Fe(50)/C60(6) (nm units) with a low error fit
(magenta) function ∼0.051 that points at smooth layers in the
multi-structure. (b), (c) the XRD patterns for tantalum and iron. A
strong diffraction peak at (002) is seen for Ta accompanied by a minor
peak at (330). For iron a peak a ∼ 45◦ is for bcc(110) structure for Fe

sputtered on Ta buffer.

A thickness of 3ML CoPc was sandwiched between C60 layers with a fixed top in-

terface thickness C60 = 5ML, and the bottom C60 varied between (n = 1, 2, 3) MLs. A

complex heterostructure of Fe(50)/C60(2ML)/CoPc(3ML)/C60(5ML)/Fe(10) studied

in SQUID shows a weak temperature dependence after field cooling at 6T. Never-

theless, the electrodes are partly decoupled, with a distinct plateau at low field and

has a top Fe electrode dead layer of 6.5nm (Figure 9.4).

During the electrical characterization of the stacks Ta(5)/Fe(50)/C60(nML)/

CoPc(3ML)/C60(5ML)/Fe(10)/Ta (x = 5, 10, 20, 100nm) in prober (procedure de-

tailed in Chap. 6, Sec. 6.2.1), the device yield was lower than expected (>50%

were OC, rest shorted). To track down this low yield we closely looked into vari-

ous factors such as continuity of the top technological electrode (Prober), deposition

and lift off steps in nano sphere lithography, quality of the nano-spheres used in

lithography (see Appendix B) and conformity of the stack (XRR). There is no dras-

tic structural change observed in XRD of Fe which retains its bcc character when

sputtered on Ta buffer. This should eliminate the argument of change of Fe and C60
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FIGURE 9.3: Magnetometry measurements on FM/C60(nML)/FM
where FM = Co or Fe and n = (3, 4, 5) MLs. (a) Room temperature par-
allel AGFM measurements shows no visible sign of decoupling of FM
electrodes with n = 3ML but (b) and (c) show kinks or plateau at low
field values indicating the FM electrodes are separated by C60 mono-
layers respectively. A very small coercive field is recorded ∼12Oe
for all the Co/C60/Co stacks. (d) The dc SQUID measurements for
Fe/C60(5ML)/Fe was done after field cooling from 300K to 2K with
field at 6T. The parallel measurements were done at 2 < T(K) < 35
shows decoupling of electrodes with plateau pointed in the lower in-
set. The coercive field, Hc = 44Oe and has rather negligible T dep.
The magnetometry was only done to qualify the minimum thickness

required of C60 spacer required to decouple the FM electrodes.

FIGURE 9.4: Temperature dependent SQUID measurements on het-
erostructure of Fe/C60(2ML)/CoPc(3ML)/C60(5ML)/Fe at 2 < T(K) <
85 shows visible kinks at lower field and smooths out at |H| = 500Oe.
This is recorded after the sample was field cooled at 6T from 300K to

2K. The coercive field is ∼70Oe and has a weak T dependence.

subsequent layers being the reason for low yield. On close examination, firstly the

nano spheres used for the Ta study had evolved structurally (Appendix B) forming
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agglomerates which affects the lift off process and the RA of the device. If agglom-

erates of silica spheres are being deposited then the device size will be much higher

than 300nm and device is shorted. The surface chemistry might also play a role,

previous devices (Chap. 8) the nano spheres were deposited on chromium. If one

looks at the electro-negativity which is the strength of an atom to attract e− den-

sity towards itself, Cr has 1.66 [286] and Ta 1.5 [286] in Pauling scale. This could

mean Cr surface may provide a better vdW bond with silica spheres compared to

Ta. So if only few or no silica spheres were binding to the Ta surface then the de-

vice is open circuited. Therefore, we reverted to Cr buffer as we already had evi-

denced success working with it in Chap. 8. Moreover, the XRD (& TEM) analysis

of Cr/Fe (see Chap. 4) and in current chapter the XRD of Fe/C60 show smooth con-

tinuous layers so, structurally switiching from Ta to Cr buffer should not alter the

stack growth. Altogether, from the above discussions, in this chapter all devices

studied have the following stack composition Si/SiOx//Cr(5)/Fe(50)/C60(nML)

/CoPc (3ML)/C60(5ML)/Fe(10)/Cr(100) where n = 1, 2, and 3 mono layers.

9.2 Magnetotransport results across nanodevices

The stacks Si/SiOx//Cr(5)/Fe(50)/C60(nML)/CoPc(3ML)/C60(5ML)/Fe(10)/Cr(100)

where n(ML) = 1, 2, 3 were processed using the team’s solvent-free SiO2 nanobead

lithography technique, resulting in 300nm sized devices that were wire bonded on

to the sample chips. For details on the process, refer Chap. 5. As per our device

statistics, out of 173 devices processed, 10 were neither open circuit (OC) nor short-

circuit (SC), and 8 among them jointly exhibited current and voltage offset, not less

than an order of magnitude higher than those observed on our measurement set-up

using a calibrated standard resistance of similar amplitude (Fig. 9.5a,b). The fabri-

cated devices were mounted on a cryostat in a technologically advanced setup in the

DEIMOS beamline of the SOLEIL synchrotron facility, see Chapter 6 for details. Care

was taken to maintain the experimental set up to be in a dark cryostat that is elec-

trically grounded. Long metallic wires are used to connect the device to the setup

[238]
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FIGURE 9.5: Graph of Current and Voltage offsets. (a) The cur-
rent (Ioffset-black) and voltage (Voffset-red) offsets measured at room
temperature using a standard resistances 10<R(Ω)<1M in DEIMOS
experimental setup. For the smallest resistance R = 10Ω Ioffset =
25µA and Voffset = 260µV . Ioffset decreases for higher resistances
whereas the Voffset remains nearly unchanged upto 100kΩ and de-
creases thereafter. The Ioffset (black) and Voffsets (red) recorded on
eight MTJ devices at (b) 300K and (c) 40K. The MTJs device composi-
tion is Fe(50nm)/C60(nML)/CoPc(3ML)/C60(5ML)/Fe(10nm), (n = 1,
2, 3) MLs. The sample : device names are - 14B: J02(n=3ML), 10A: J02
& J17(n=1ML), 15A: J14(n=2ML), 16A: J01 & J06 (n=1ML) and 12A :
J01 (n=3ML). The slope resistances are noted on top of the respective
devices (gray pillar is visual guide). These devices have resistances at
least 20x greater than the smallest standard resistance, so both Ioffsets

and Voffsets are always above the experimental error.

Unlike the regular quantum engine operations discussed in Chap. 4, Sec. 4.2.2.1,

in this experiment there is no need for an external microwave excitation [152]. The

entire data set was recorded at a uniform temperature T maintained on the sample.

In the following sections we will look closely into three nano devices, one semi-

conducting device-A : Si/SiOx//Cr(5)/Fe(50)/C60(1ML) /CoPc(3ML)/C60(5ML)/

Fe(10)/Cr(50) and two metallic device-B: Si/SiOx//Cr(5)/Fe(50)/C60(3ML)/CoPc

(3ML)/C60(5ML)/Fe(10)/Cr(10) & device-C: Si/SiOx//Cr(5)/Fe(50)/ C60(1ML)/

CoPc(3ML)/C60 (5ML)/Fe(10)/Cr(100).
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9.2.1 Semiconducting device - A

At room temperature, the device-A : Fe/C60(1ML) /CoPc(3ML)/C60(5ML)/Fe ex-

hibits a linear I(V) with a current offset of ∼−10µA, (Fig. 9.6). The device was

mounted on a sample holder which allows the magnetization of the FM electrodes

to be normal to the external magnetic field (details Chap.7, Sec. 7.3). Due to this out-

of-plane orientation, the applied H has no strong impact on the device’s I(V) (Fig.

9.6). This limited our access to device’s parallel and anti-parallel magnetic states.

It is interesting to note that the Ioffset exists despite H = 0T, which means exter-

nal magnetic field is not the source of this current offset. As described earlier the

standard calibrated resistances were used to determine the experimental bias and

current and voltage offsets (Fig. 9.5a). The current and the voltage offsets observed

in device-A are plotted in Figure 9.7, they are much higher than our experimental

offsets, compare Fig. 9.5a with Fig. 9.7. Notably, we obtained (1kΩ, 260µV, 263nA)

and (10kΩ, 260µV, 26.3nA). These experimental offsets are much smaller than the

device offsets, compare the magenta crosspoint with gray dashed line in Fig. 9.6.

FIGURE 9.6: Room Temperature I(V) characteristics. A linear behav-
ior with current offset -10µA and slope resistance of 1051Ω. External
H is applied out-of-plane to the sample with in-plane magnetization.

The magenta cross is the experimental error.
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FIGURE 9.7: Current and Voltage offsets of device-A. The Ioff-
set (black) and Voffset (red) offsets for various resistances are much
higher than the experimental error. Compare this figure with fig. 9.5a.

On decreasing the device temperature, the linear I(V) becomes highly non-linear

and the device slope resistance (Rs at ±10mV) increases from 1.05kΩ (300K) to

25.9kΩ (40K). Therefore, device-A is said to be semi-conducting (compare Fig. 9.6

with Fig. 9.8). The device is subjected to a fixed magnetic field when decreasing the

temperature. The Ioffset (Voffset) show only minor changes depending on the field

cooling protocol (HFC and ZFC). This again indicates that the magnetic field is not

the source of this spontaneous current (voltage) recorded in the device, see Figure

9.8.

FIGURE 9.8: IV characteristics at 40K. H is applied out-of-plane to
the sample with in-plane magnetization. The black (red) and the blue
(green) non-linear I(V) curves are measured at T = 40K for out-of-
plane FC = -1T (ZFC) respectively. The slope resistance Rs for±10mV
is found to be 25.2kΩ (25.9kΩ). The magenta cross is the experimental

offset.
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To closely study the evolution of current and voltage offsets, we performed a

temperature-dependent study on device-A. The field cooled sample was stabilized

at 40K and warmed up in the presence of zero field. The I(V) was recorded at 40

< T(K) < 360, see Figure 9.9. The non-linear I(V) becomes highly linear as the tem-

perature is increased. The current and the voltage offsets are found to be orders of

magnitude greater than the experimental error for the Rs observed at all tempera-

tures (see Fig. 9.10a, b). Both the offsets show a strong temperature dependence.

FIGURE 9.9: Temperature dependent I(V) characteristics. The I(V)
recorded for 360 < T(K) < 40 has a strong Tdep with linear I(V) at
360K (red curve) becoming non-linear as temperature is decreased at
H = 0T. The right close up view looks at the low bias to display the
voltage offsets, current offsets and the magenta crosspoint represents

the experimental error.

FIGURE 9.10: Temperature and magnetic field dependence of (I, V)
offsets and slope resistance Rs. (a) Temperature has a strong impact
on both Ioffset and Voffset values unlike the magnetic field which has
rather negligible effect on the (I,V)offsets. The circles represent the
offsets at H = 0T and solid triangles are for H = 2T for 40 < T(K) < 360.
(b) Slope resistance Rs calculated for 40 < T(K) < 360 at H = 0T. For
rising temperatures the resistance falls down i.e., at 40K (360K) the Rs

is calculated to be 25.9kΩ (1.05kΩ).

For instance the offsets reach nearly (-13µA, 80mV) at 40K. Not only are these V
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and I offsets orders of magnitude greater than those measured using a calibrated re-

sistance, but the temperature trend of both offsets doesn’t match that of a calibrated

resistance. Indeed, when the amplitude of the calibrated resistance is decreased, the

bias offset remains nearly constant, while the current offset increases (see Fig. 9.5a).

However, for device-A, when the slope resistance Rs decreases with increasing T

(Fig. 9.10b), we observe that the current offset also decreases. This is the opposite

trend of that found for the calibrated resistance. Also, once permanent electrostatic

degradation causes Rs to decrease from 23.9kΩ to 8.1kΩ at 40K, the offsets are re-

covered within these boundaries. The power characteristics of device-A is plotted

for 40 < T(K) < 360, shows 450nWatt at 40K for H = 0T, see Figure 9.11.

FIGURE 9.11: Power characteristics as a function of temperature.
The P(V) data shows maximum power PMax = 450nW at 40K which
decreases as the temperature is increased beyond room temperature.
At 360K, the PMax = 24nW. The data set was recorded for stable tem-

perature with applied magnetic field H = 0T.

Squeezed baths
or SS

PM Center T (K) Pmax(nW) Ref.

FM Metal MnAs FM QDs in
GaAs matrix

3 1 Hai 2009 [13]

Spin filter tunnel
barrier

Al QDs 1 10−5 Miao 2014 [18]

Co/C spinterface C PM dimer in MgO 295 0.1 Katcko 2019
[17]

Fe/C60
spinterface

CoPc,
between
C60 layers

360 24 Current
thesis
work

295 27
40 450

TABLE 9.1: Analogy between the various reported experimental spin
engines. PM = paramagentic center and QD = quantum dot.

A combined graph of ln. Rs , Vo f f and PMax temperature dependence plots is

described in Figure 9.12. The ln. Rs vs. 1/T plot (Fig. 9.12a) shows the decrease in
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resistance with increasing T which can be fitted using the thermal activation law of

the form, R = R0e
−

Ea

kBT with a single activation energy of Ea over 40 < T(K)< 360.

On the contrary, Vo f f and PMax have two activation regimes with a crossover at 120K

(purple vertical line Fig. 9.12-b,-c).

FIGURE 9.12: Thermally activated, large output electrical power
across the nano-harvester. The ln vs 1/T plots of (a) slope resis-
tance Rs, (b) voltage offset Vo f f and (c) maximum power PMax. (a)
The calculated slope resistance is found to decrease with increasing T
with thermal activation energy Ea = 12meV. (b) & (c) Vo f f and PMax
decrease with rising temperature but have two distinct regimes with
respective Ea. The crossover temperature 120K could be associated
with the exchange coupling between the Co PM centers of the CoPc
molecular spin chains, based on prior literature from crystals [7] and
ultrathin films [6]. The black dots are the experimental data points

and the gray line is the fit.

Interestingly, this thermal energy is quantitatively similar to J/kB = 105K found

for CoPc in crystal [7] and ultrathin film [6] forms. When thermal energy is de-

creased below J, the partly oriented, fluctuating magnetic moments in the spin chain

become antiferromagnetically coupled. A magnetic phase transition to an antiferro-

magnetic state with on-site fluctuations occurs at J/kB = T = 120K and the fluctua-

tions become correlated i.e., J > kBT. As a result, PMax is strongly altered when the

partly fluctuating working substance (PM centers) undergo a magnetic phase tran-

sition at T = 120K, see Fig. 9.12c. The lower zone from 40 < T(K) < 120 (Fig. 9.12

b,c) displays thermally activated decrease in Vo f f and PMax which is due to the spin
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depolarization transport processes [287]. When the AFM order of the partly fluctu-

ating PM centers begins to disappear above 120K, a faster thermally activated fall

in Vo f f and PMax is observed, see Fig. 9.12(-b,-c). This sharp decrease is expected

considering the predicted [17, 177, 179, 178] significance of the magnetic correlations

between PM centers in the spintronic engine, which are thermally wiped out for T >

120K. The key take way from this result is that the output power tracks the antifer-

romagnetic fluctuation phase transition of the CoPc spin chains. This is the engines’

first thermodynamic signature involving the quantum resource (WS) and magnetic

phase transition in a solid state spintronic device.

9.2.2 Metallic device - B

The second device-B : Fe/C60(3ML)/CoPc(3ML)/C60(5ML)/Fe was mounted on

a 45◦ sample holder and an additional angle φ = 37◦ was added by rotating the

arm of the V2TI setup. Since our device’s FM electrode’s magnetization is in-plane

this rotation allowed for an in-plane external magnetic field on the device-B. The

device shows a large stable non-zero spontaneous current Isp ∼ −26µA recorded at

60K (Fig. 9.13). The Isp amplitude endures over nearly two hours, and is not heavily

affected by the back & forth sweeps of an almost in-plane external magnetic field H =

2T. The weak impact of the field on the spontaneous current can be explained by the

metallic character of the device-B which leads to ferromagnetic coupling. Hence, it is

impossible to alter the device’s magnetic state even with a mostly in-plane magnetic

field. This is aligned with our previous conclusion that the external magnetic field is

not our engine’s primary energy source [13, 177, 14].

The persistent spontaneous currents (Fig. 9.13) can probably be explained as fol-

lows. Firstly, we discard the Joule heating within the metallic pinholes in the device.

Instead, ‘quantum friction’ viz. quantum fluctuations between eigen states leading

to decoherence could be low. Certainly, spin excitations on the molecular CoPc PM

centers are long-lived due to the weak spin-lattice and spin-orbit interactions which

is unique to organic semiconductors [288, 289, 290], while any spin relaxation to the

electrodes is weakened due to their high spin polarized transport [17].
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FIGURE 9.13: Persistent spontaneous current at T = 60K which has
weak field dependence when H = 2T is applied almost in-plane. The
gray data points are when the field is off and colored data points are
for the Isp recorded with H = 2T. The effect is stable and continuous

for more than 90 minutes.

The I(V) characteristics of device-B for 40 <T(K) < 240 at H = 0T shows a linear

behaviour throughout the T range (Fig. 9.14a). The calculated slope resistance Rs

for ±10mV is 157Ω and the maximum output power is 26nW at 240K, see insert

9.14a. The devices’ spontaneous current and voltage offset values measured at 240K

are much higher than the experimental offsets. Note that the time dependence of

Isp and the current offset at V=0V (compare Fig. 9.14a with Fig. 9.14b) is the same

i.e, Io f f = Isp = -26µA. Thus supplying bias voltage V=0 does not grant energy to the

device. The Io f f and the complementary voltage offset Vo f f = 4.05mV at I=0 (Figure

9.14b) are 230x and 100x greater than the experimental offset errors observed on a

100Ω calibrated standard resistance magneta crosspoint (compare Fig. 9.5 with Fig.

9.14).

The I(V)s hysteric divergence from a linear response closely depends on the

sweep direction (red and black arrows in Fig. 9.14c). On taking the differential

derivative of current the conductance (Fig. 9.15a) in the 1.4mV bias window reveals

unique features with a full width half maxima (FWHM) as low as 0.3meV despite

kBT = 20.7meV. This sub - kBT resolution exists regardless of the expected thermal

smearing of 2-3kBT upon transport and is hardly changed upon reducing thermal

fluctuations by a factor of 6 of the main spectral features (A, B, and C in Fig. 9.15b)

from 40K to 240K. This is the second quantum thermodynamical signature where

sub-kBT spectral features are recorded due to the squeezed bath which is a quantum

resource.
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FIGURE 9.14: Current vs. Voltage characteristics of device-B for 40
< T(K) < 240 at H = 0T. The current is swept from 0V to high +V
then traversed to high -V and back to +V. Finally the cycle ends at 0V.
(a) IV shows current and voltage offsets. The IV is linear and non-
ohmic. The magenta crosspoint is the experimental error. Note that
Ioffset and Isp are the same. The lower inset is the plot of maximum
power output PMax= 26.12nW at 240K (b) Time dependence of Isp =
-26µA and Voffset = 4.06mV at 240K. , They are constant over at least
5 minutes. (c) IVs from -V to +V (black) and from +V to -V in red near

V=0.

FIGURE 9.15: Temperature dependence of differential conductance
of device-B. (a) The dI/dV for H = 0T shows hysteresis behaviour at
240K. The kBT at 240K is calculated to be 20.7meV and the dataset
shows sub-kBT spectral resolution i.e., 0.3meV (gray arrows). The
red and black arrows determine the current’s sweep direction. The
temperature dependent study of the dI/dV for 40K, 60K, 85K and
240K shows that the sub-kBT features are not drastically altered. The
markings A, B, C serve as reference to track the trace and the arrows

represent the dI/dV’s return trace respectively.

As device-B exhibits a slight decrease in its conductance with raising temper-

ature, it is categorized as a metallic junction. Studies on tunneling spintronic de-

vices suggest that, due to quantized states within the tunnel barrier [64, 65, 66], one
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can witness coexisting spintronic regimes involving metallic and semiconducting

nanochannels [291] within the device.

9.2.3 Metallic device - C

To demonstrate the spintronic nature of our thermal energy harvester we will look

into the key features of device-C : Fe/C60(1ML)/CoPc(3ML)/C60(5ML)/Fe evidenced

in Figure 9.16 where the applied magnetic field was almost in-plane with the mag-

netization of device’s FM electrodes giving access to its magnetic P and AP states.

The I(H) data acquired on device-C at 40K with the applied magnetic field almost

in-plane reveals a strong H dependence of device current (Fig. 9.16). We infer that

the parallel configuration of the FM electrode magnetization is reached at |H| = 0.5T.

The device current can be suppressed at H = 0 and H = -0.5T for Vo f f = 2.76mV and

Vo f f = 2.13mV respectively. This indicates the device’s two magnetic states promote

separate Vo f f . Interestingly, they also drives a sign change in current at V = 2.67mV

with ∆I = ±1A. These voltage, current pairs are orders of magnitude higher than

our experimental offset errors confirmed using a standard resistance.

FIGURE 9.16: Spintronic switch. Current vs magnetic field I(H) plot
for device C at 40K for three voltages values 2.13mV, 2.67mV and
2.76mV respectively. The calculated magneto-current MC is more
than 1000% showing a strong magneto-transport contribution. The
current is suppressed when H = 0T for Voffset = 2.76mV (green) and
when H = -0.5T for Voffset = 2.13mV (black). This property could be

used as a spintronic switch.
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In Figure 9.17, we confirm these Vo f f through multiple IV data sets. The slope

resistance Rs calculated using I(H) data from Figure 9.16 is studied for its H depen-

dence (Fig. 9.18). Concurrent data points between the three figures (9.16, 9.17, 9.18)

are visualized by blue crosses in Fig. (9.17 and Fig. 9.18).

FIGURE 9.17: The combined IV plots registered at H = 0T (black, red)
and H = -0.5T (cyan, green, blue) shows a linear behaviour with slope
resistances Rs = 63Ω and Rs = 550Ω focus on Voffset = 2.13mV and
Voffset = 2.76mV, respectively. The I(H) data points (blue crosses) are

extracted from Fig. 9.16 which seems to follow the IV curve.

The magnetoresistance MR is calculated using MR =
Rs(0T)

Rs(−0.5T)
− 1 and the MR

range is −100 < MR(%) < ∞, reaches -89%. The ‘optimistic’ MR =
Rs(−0.5T)

Rs(0T)
−

1 = 770%. This indicates an average transport spin polarization P = 89.1% of the

two Fe/C60 spintronic selectors [100] according to the Julliere model [3]. The mag-

netocurrent MC is calculated as
I(−0.5T)

I(0T)
− 1. The MC‘s measured at each Vo f f viz.

MC = -100% and MC = 1470% supports the experimental verification of the expected

range −100 < MC(%) < ∞ when the currents in each magnetic state are of same

sign. Note that at V = 2.67mV, the MC is -185% (Fig. 9.16) this is due to the opposite

signs of the current. Therefore, we can conclude that this device class behaves as a

spintronically controlled switch of current flow and its direction.
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FIGURE 9.18: Dominant spintronic properties in energy harvester.
Magnetic field dependence of the slope resistance (RH) and magne-
toresistance (MR). The slope resistances (solid curve) are calculated
using the I(H) datasets of Fig. 9.16 and the blue crosses represent the
Rs inferred from the IV graphs of Fig. 9.17. The MR calculated at
two Voffsets 2.67mV and 2.13mV exhibits very high values of mag-
netocurrent -100< MC(%)< ∞ calculated from the I(H) data and the

magnetoresistance of the Rs yields -100 < MR(%) < ∞.

9.3 Summary

We have experimentally seen how a solid-state device autonomously harvests col-

lective thermal fluctuations on PM centers around its magnetic phase transition

based on spin-polarized charge transport between highly spin polarized Fe/C60

non-thermal baths coupled to entropy sinks. Our experimental data sets evidence

two quantum thermodynamical signatures [152] namely: (1) sub - kBT spectral res-

olution due to the squeezed baths 9.15; (2) power output that traces the antiferro-

magnetic fluctuation magnetic phase transition (at J/kB = T = 120K) of the working

substance CoPc molecular spin chains 9.12. These thermodynamical signatures con-

firm the presence of multiple quantum resources in our spintronic engine, namely

non-thermal baths (Fe/C60 spinterface), spintronic anisotropy, and a spin ensemble

working substance around a magnetic phase transition.

Our spintronic engines exhibit a large electrical power generation without a nom-

inal thermal gradient, which we ascribe to the spintronic harvesting of the para-

magnetic fluctuations due to its surrounding temperature. A maximum power of
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450nWatt at 40K is recorded and the output power is associated with the magnetic

correlations between fluctuation paramagnetic centers around a magnetic phase tran-

sition. This power output can be controlled spintronically and is stable even beyond

room temperature, which is a big advantage for practical applications. Several im-

provements can be pursued to get enhanced device power output by tuning specific

elements of the spintronic engine, starting from the magnetic coupling strength be-

tween PM centers to the spintronic anisotropy exerted on these centers by the spin-

tronic selectors (or baths), to the number of centers. Finally, this device can encode

information and also acts as a spintronically controlled switch of current flow, and

of its direction, thus making it a multifunctional device.

To eliminate any skepticism for all previously reported spintronic engines [17,

13, 18] and CoPc based engine which generate electrical output power despite of all

the device components (bath and PM centers) at nominal thermal equilibrium. In

our experiment we have carefully considered all possible artifacts. For instance the

sign change of current with H (see Fig. 9.16) and the voltage amplitude (upto 74mV

in Fig. 9.17) both indicate against a thermal voltage drop along the device leads. This

effect persists at T = 40K when the sample heater is turned off, and decreases with

increasing temperature. Thus casts aside a black-body radiation effect, as well as any

stray T gradient between the cryostats cold finger and sample. Device electrostatic

breakdown to lower resistances leads to IVs with offsets similar to those found using

a calibrated resistance. This indicates that the large offsets measured originate from

the device, and not the experimental environment. Also, from the previous Chapter

8, devices with only a CoPc spacer devices yield current and bias offsets within the

range found using calibrated resistances.

Additionally, at the magnetic transition i.e., kBT = J, the thermalization of the

disordered many-body quantum system can fail if it is isolated [292]. Generally,

a quantum engine which exploits a phase transition can output finite power even

at Carnot efficiency [277]. The efficiency of the spintronic quantum engine as the

spintronic engine operates, the electron charge deposited onto the spin chain due

to transport fluctuations can dynamically promote the magnetic phase transition.

When the PM fluctuations become correlated kBT < J, a prior report [145] claims
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that this quantum coherence can foster extraction of work from a single thermal

bath. Hence, earlier reports on atomic quantum engines specifically highlight the

possibility to surpass classical thermodynamical limits when a phase transition is

engaged, which is aligned with our experimental results.

Spintronics engines [17, 13, 18] are advantageous for three important reasons :

(1) the regime of interaction is electronic in character - no laser or microwave inter-

actions [152] like in an atomic engine, (2) it involves discrete atomic levels, rather n

and n+1 electron levels in mesoscopic system, finally, (3) it merges multiple quan-

tum resources. Since classical or meso-engines [147, 129, 293] operate using many

electrons their efficiency can never exceed Carnot limit. To conclude, this chapter

of the thesis highlights and tries to steer the direction of research in quantum en-

gines from atomic [138, 280] and mesoscopic [147, 129, 293] implementations to an

industrially advantageous spintronic implementation. This should stimulate inter-

est to understand closely this phenomenon at the intersection between spintronics

and quantum thermodynamics.
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Chapter 10

General conclusion and

perspectives

This thesis discusses the crucial role of magnetic tunnel junctions and the physics

of spintronics for two demanding applications namely, memory and low power de-

vices , see Chap. 1. We emphasized the origin and the nature of structural imperfec-

tions of two types of spintronic devices. After reviewing, it became clear that oxygen

vacancies within the MgO spacer have a direct impact on the device performance,

details in Chap. [ 2, 3]. Similarly, in organic spintronic junctions, the cobalt paramag-

netic centers serve as the transport path. Taking advantage of intriguing properties

of organic semiconductors we designed multifunctional devices.

The overall objective of this thesis was to explore the nano transport paths in-

volved in MgO and organic based MTJs for information encoding and energy har-

vesting. Specifically our idea was to unambiguously identify the direct role of oxy-

gen defects and Co PM centers in the device operation and performance. For this we

performed electrical measurements in the laboratory and at dedicated synchrotron

beamlines (see Chap. 7). The thesis represents a balance of work accomplished

along the process chain starting from 1) thin film deposition and characterization,

2) technological processing into solid-state devices, and 3) measurement of devices

in challenging environments, detailed in Chapters 5, 6, & 7. In addition to this,

much time was spent in designing, testing and optimizing the shadow masks used

for fabrication of organic MTJs. The following discussion of the scientific results
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demonstrates the added value to the pool of knowledge in the field of spintronics

and thermodynamics that was achieved in the course of this thesis.

In our experiment on organic devices, we discovered that the excited spin state

of a CoPc spin chain consists of a unique magnetic unit that exists in the steady

state within the solid state device, see Chap. 8. These properties are due to the

FM exchange coupling between the excited spin chain and the underlying FM elec-

trode, concept details in Chap. 3, Sec. 3.5.2. Our solid-state device approach in-

stead of the traditional model experimental (STM) (Chap. 3, Sec. 3.3.1.2) path gives

insights into how a spin chain’s ground and excited states interact with a FM elec-

trode. This work should stimulate interest to exploit the functional property of mag-

netic molecules to transfer data across molecular films using spin waves. Addition-

ally, this nanoscale engineering of quantum states of the spin chains should also

propel involvement of oxide material and antiferromagnetic researchers, who have

mostly focused on macroscale properties of AFM and ferroic orders, rather than at

the quantum level. Finally, this exceptional combination of a fundamental develop-

ment along with technological advancement illustrates how crucial it is to reveal the

quantum nature of functional materials within a solid state device.

Following along the lines of quantum properties of materials we explored the

special type of quantum engines known as spintronic engines, see Chapter 9. This

spintronic engine consists of Fe/C60 electrodes acting as non-thermal baths. It oper-

ates by autonomously harvesting thermal fluctuations on cobalt PM centers around

the magnetic phase transition due to the spin- polarized electron transport between

the baths coupled to FM metallic electrodes that act as entropy sinks, concepts in

Chapters 4 & 9. One of the milestones in this work is the observation of 770% MR

across this class of device ( compare reported MRs in Chap 1). This record MR for a

molecular spintronic device confirms the high spin polarization (P = 89% according

to Julliere model [3] of the spinterface [101, 102], in the footsteps of the 300% TMR

(i.e., P = 77%) using Co/C interfaces that our group previously reported [17] (details

in Chap. 3, Sec. 3.4).
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A second milestone is the large persistent non-zero spontaneous current, operat-

ing at and beyond room temperature with power output PMax = 24nW at 360K, see

Chap. 9, Sec. 9.2.2 & Sec.9.2.1. Most importantly, the solid-state device implemen-

tation compares favorably with other quantum engines implementations (see Chap.

4). It does not require the substantial auxiliary equipment (e.g. microwave sources)

of an atomic implementation, and its spintronic underpinnings enable the presence

of several quantum resources, in part because it operates using discrete energy lev-

els instead of electron puddles as in mesoscopic quantum engines [147, 129, 293].

These spintronic underpinnings and advantages enable a path toward real world

applications that the mesoscopic and atomic implementations cannot follow.

As a perspective, it would be nice to have a thermodynamic modelling [17, 177,

179, 178, 171] of the spintronic quantum engine containing, among several ingre-

dients that amount to quantum resources, the non-thermal bath properties of the

spinterfaces, PM centers around a magnetic fluctuation phase transition [168, 277],

spin entropy sinking by the FM electrodes [294] and their weak coupling to the PM

centers, and also examine the long-lived [295] dynamics of this magnetic coupling

as a result of spintronic anisotropy.

After exploring the CoPc nano objects in molecular devices (Chap. 8, Chap. 9), it

is evident that the CoPc molecular chain is complex beyond three mono layers, es-

pecially when the thickness is ∼20nm (∼57MLs) which limits our understanding of

the top interface. Indeed, it is not a challenge to fabricate thin layers of spacers and

perform similar magnetotransport studies. But, our technique of nano lithography

method (see Appendix A) has its limitations to readily provide high yield devices.

This is because of lack of control over the number of silica spheres being deposited

during the lithography process. Possibly, one could improve the method of depo-

sition of these silica spheres. As a perspective, advanced droplet micro-positioning

technique can be a breakthrough to achieve localized devices. Since it is a relatively

long processing chain it would be nice to get a quick confirmation on deposition of

spheres using optical methods rather than SEM imaging. For this one could have

an additional functionality to the spheres (e.g.fluorescent spheres) allowing for easy

detection.
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Concerning the study of two nano-objects namely : O vacancies (see Chap. 7,

Sec. 7.4) and Co PM centers (see Chap. 7, Sec. 7.3.1) in device operando mode using

synchrotron radiation. At HERMES beamline, we were able to hone in on the 20

micron MgO MTJ, with its 12 micron optical opening using ∼30nm x-ray spot size.

We successfully managed to record the resistance maps at the oxygen edge inside

the MTJ’s optical opening, see Chap. 7, Sec. 7.4.2. Our analysis revealed a region

of sized (0.5×0.5)micron that could be a prospective zone of hotspots. Due lack of

beam time, we were not able to confirm this point. This progress will nevertheless

enable future operando experiments during beam time to provide us with a factual

understanding of how oxygen defects within the MgO barrier of a MTJ impact its

operation.

At beamline DEIMOS, we established a protocol to mount these electrically frag-

ile devices and performed TEY maps & T dependent transport measurements, see

Chap. 7, Sec. 7.3. The results recorded during the beam time added weight to the

publication Katcko et al. [11] by reproducing the spin flip excitation in solid state

devices (Chap. 8, Sec. 8.5) and measurement of spintronic engines, see Chap. 9.

We unambiguously mapped the intersection of the technological electrode and the

bottom electrode within which the device lies, see Chap. 7, Sec. 7.3.2. Unlike MgO

MTJs, due to our nano sphere lithography A the organic devices have no optical

opening, which is one of the bottleneck in device operando study. Also, the Co PM

centers are buried below the metallic overlayers (details of device structure in Chap-

ters [5, 6]), so the TEY and TFY signals from the Co edge is below the detection

threshold and there is only a 0.1% change directly in device current at the Co edge

(see Chap. 7, Sec. 7.3.2).

To probe the PM center’s nanotransport path one could be try to perform Elec-

tron Paramagentic Resonance (EPR) operando measurements, which is analogous

to nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) where the former studies the materials with

unpaired electron spins that are excited instead of the nuclear spins. This could give

information on the coupling constant J of CoPc molecules which could be compared

to our DFT calculations [11] (J concept in Chap. 8), thus factually determining the

properties of the nano transport path within the solid state device.
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Appendix A

Nano sphere lithography

The main ingredient for solvent and resist free nano lithography is silica nano spheres.

The nano particles were fabricated by colleague L.Kandpal as a cross department

collaboration with D.Mertz. The recipe is optimized to get the desired size of beads.

The fabricated silica spheres were stored in ethanol solvent to avoid contact with

moisture which could increase their size. 1ml of the solution is heated slowly from

40C-80◦C to accelerate the solvent evaporation and the dry powder is used for pro-

cessing. The thin films were deposited with the nano spheres using a handcrafted

apparatus and ultrasonic bath. The apparatus consists of TEM mesh with a 10mi-

cron opening that can block the adsorption of agglomerates from the silica powder.

The sample is fixed behind the TEM mesh of the apparatus and placed inside the

ultrasonic bath. A continuous ultrasonic power is applied for 7sec which provides

kinetic energy to the dry silica spheres, which then hop to adsorption onto the sam-

ple surface.
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Appendix B

Imaging the silica nano spheres

In order to get to the bottom of the failure in devices based on Ta capping one ap-

proach was to qualify the nano sphere solution. So, Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS)

was performed on three types of silica in ethanol solutions namely, A, B and C see

Figures [B.1, B.2]. From DLS it is clear the solution C is contaminated as it particle

size is beyond the range of fabricated silica spheres. To check the structure of the

spheres TEM measurements were performed on solution A and B. Interestingly, the

TEM image of the silica nanoparticles showed bridges between them see Fig. B.3.

This is due to the long term storage (>4months) in ethanol. The silanol functions

continue to condense into silica with a very slow kinetics. Therefore, for optimum

yield it is advisable to use freshly prepared nano particle solution or use up the batch

before three months. SEM imaging enables to see single and agglomerates of silica

spheres on Cr(100nm) surface, see Figures [B.4, B.5]
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FIGURE B.1: The intensity vs. Particle diameter graph of DLS mea-
surement indicates that solution A has nano spheres of size 391nm
and solution-B has 387nm sized silica spheres dispersed in the solu-

tion.

FIGURE B.2: The solution C is contaminated as it shows three dif-
ferent peaks with sizes incomparable to the silica spheres. The inset

shows the extra peaks with small sizes <100nm.

FIGURE B.3: The TEM measurements on solution A shows indepen-
dent spheres and also some spheres forming bridges see the middle

image.
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FIGURE B.4: The SEM scan in a 20micon window shows well dis-
tanced three spheres (yellow box) sized 500nm. The right image is a

zoom one of the spheres.

FIGURE B.5: SEM image in 2micron scale showing a agglomerate of
four nano silica spheres
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Résumé
Depuis que la spintronique a révolutionné le stockage de l'information, elle a trouvé des applications

interdisciplinaires dans la détection, la collecte d'énergie, l'Internet des objets, l'informatique neuromorphique,

et bien d'autres encore. Pour concevoir et développer de nouvelles fonctionnalités dans les dispositifs

spintroniques, il est crucial de comprendre les nanocanaux de transport au travers de ceux-ci. Dans cette

thèse, les canaux de nanotransport spintronique à travers des jonctions magnétiques inorganiques (MgO) et

organiques (CoPc) sont explorés. Nous faisons la démonstration de nouvelles techniques expérimentales

utilisant les rayons X synchrotron pour comprendre le rôle des défauts de l'oxygène dans la barrière de MgO

dans le fonctionnement d'un MTJ. Ici, des dispositifs spintroniques multifonctionnels pour le codage de

l'information et la collecte d'énergie sont mis en évidence. En s'appuyant sur la théorie et l'expérience, nous

demonstrons que l’etat quantique excite d’une chaine de spin moleculaire peut etre utilisee pour encoder de

l’information un dispositif à l'état solide.Enfin, nous concevons un nano-moteur spintronique utilisant des

centres paramagnétiques Co qui développe une forte puissances électrique à température ambiante, ce qui

réalise un pont entre la spintronique moléculaire et la thermodynamique quantique.

Mots clés : spintronique, thermodynamique quantique, energy harvesting, physique quantique,
molécule magnétique, lacunes d’oxygène, dispositif à l’état solide.

Résumé en anglais
Ever since spintronics revolutionized information storage, it has found cross-disciplinary applications in

sensing, energy harvesting, the Internet of things, neuromorphic computing, and many more. To design and

develop novel functionalities in spintronic devices, it is crucial to understand the nano-transport paths that

occurs across these devices. In this thesis, the spintronic nano-transport channels across inorganic (MgO)

and organic (CoPc) magnetic tunnel junctions are explored. We demonstrate new experimental techniques

using synchrotron X-rays to understand the role of oxygen defects in MgO barrier in the operation of an MTJ.

Here, multifunctional spintronic devices for encoding information and energy harvesting are highlighted.

Backed by theory and experiment, we establish how the quantum excited state of a CoPc molecular spin

chain can be used to encode information in a solid-state device. Following this, we design a spintronic nano-

engine using Co paramagnetic centers, and record room temperature power output, thereby bridging

molecular spintronics and quantum thermodynamics.

Keywords : spintronics, quantum thermodynamics, energy harvesting, quantum physics, magnetic
molecules, oxygen vacancies, solid-state device.

Bhavishya CHOWRIRA POOVANNA

Exploration des nanocanaux de
transport de dispositifs spintroniques
pour l’encodage de l'information et la

récolte énergétique
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